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A DUDE RANCH
V A C A T IO N
IN M O N T A N A
by MORRIS NEWGARD

Montana! The name of this Treasure State brings visions
of a playground for the nature lover and a paradise for the sportsman. These thoughts plus the fact that spring is here with its
fascinating freshness, carry us to plans for vacation-time. Prob
ably no other state has within its confines so many diversified at
tractions for the vacationist, the tourist, the nature lover, and
the settler.
Western Montana, in particular, holds within its embrace a
vast storehouse of delights for the visitor. Rugged and precipitous
peaks, glaciers, waterfalls, lakes, streams, green hills, entrancing
valleys and peaceful meadows are Nature's contrasts which one
may see in a day’s journey through this part of the state.
Realizing tremendous possibilities to make Montana a haven
for vacationists and tourists, several enterprising men shortly after
the World War began building accommodations which would at
tract people from all over the United States. These accommoda
tions were hot springs resorts, hotels, tourist camps, summer
homes, a n d
dude ranches.
All of these
a ttr a c tio n s
h a v e pros
pered a n d
grow n conconsiderably
in n u m b e r
and enjoyed
a great popu
larity. B u t
the most
prosperous of
them all are
the so-called
" d u d e ”
ra n rK o c
id u iu e s .

Saddle horse p a rty crossing a stream in wild country
th a t knows no bridges.

ill

Breaking a mean bronco providea many thrills for dude ranch visitors.

The dude ranch seemed best to typify the free life of the
frontier. Ranch homes where cattle kingdoms once were ruled
were equipped to bring visitors the thrill of the Old West. Open
ranges and secluded valleys, where trails of Indians and cowboys
still remain unchanged, where herds of cattle and horses graze,
and where wild life still enjoys freedom, have made a tremendous
appeal to lovers of the out-of-doors.
The industry has grown until now there are more than 80
dude ranches scattered about the state, offering the most typical
of western vacations. They are located in the Mission and Flathead range country of northwestern Montana, in the Beartooth,
Absaroka and Gallatin National forests north of Yellowstone
Park, in the foothills of the Rockies near Glacier Park, and in the
prairie country of the southeastern part of the state.
Missoula, a beautiful and thriving city in Western Montana,
enjoys a location in the heart of the most prosperous dude ranch
area. She has watched the beginning and growth of this industry.
Among the ranches are the Double Arrow. E Bar L, Circle W.
Gordon. Binko. and Laird’s Lodge. There are also the resorts,
which include Holland Lake Lodge. The Tamaracks, Hiawatha
Lodge, and Otter’s Resort.
Let us see what a dude ranch consists of and the activities
and recreations that make them so attractive.
A typical dude ranch has from five to ten rustic log sleeping
cabins with two to four rooms each, bousing from two to six peo-
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pic. T h e
r o o m s arc
mod er nl y
equipped
with running
hot and cold
water and the
best beds ob
tainable. The
m a i n cabin
has the din
ing-room and
a l a r ge
lounge a n d
veranda. The
environment
is always pic
turesque. Good wholesome food is served with plenty of fresh
milk and cream and vegetables. The lounge usually has a radio,
piano, and a library.
Then, of course, there will be the regular ranch buildings
and corrals in which the visitor finds many things of interest and
may witness thrilling events like the breaking of horses and the
branding of cattle.
The thing that one will remember about a vacation of this
kind, though, is his saddle-horse pack trips. Parties go out into
the wild country led by a picturesque guide who is a replica of
the Old West days. Any length trip may be taken from one or
two days to three or four weeks. Pack horses carry the provi
sions and bed-rolls. These parties travel in easy stages through
some of the wildest and most beautiful country in the United
States. You will pass through mountain fastnesses full of natural
wonder and beauty and revealing wild animals in their native hab
itat. It is an experience which makes an indelible picture in your
memory and which creates a desire that can be satisfied only by
more of the same thing. In other words it will “get into your
blood.**
For the man who loves to fish and hunt a dude ranch vaca
tion in this region is the answer to his fondest prayers. Western
Montana is full of swift-rushing trout-laden rivers and streams
which will delight and satisfy any angler. Numerous small, beau
tiful lakes, teeming with mountain trout, afford excellent fishing,
also. Every dude ranch boasts its own favorite fishing “spots"
which are easily accessible. In autumn there is hunting. This
territory is full of game so that the hunter has no difficulty in
getting his share. Duckshooting begins in the latter part of Sep
tember, as well as the season on pheasants and grouse. The deer
and elk season opens the middle of October and is open for a
month. There is also bear hunting, both in the spring and
autumn.
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During days and evenings spent on the ranch grounds one
may find pleasure in the facilities for swimming and for games of
various kinds. For those who love to hike there are always sev
eral interesting trails where one may roam to his heart's delight.
The dude ranch industry in Montana has developed and
grown to a high mark in the past few years. Eight years ago The
Dude Ranchers Association was formed with the object of estab
lishing better relations between the different ranches, exchanging
ideas, and of setting and maintaining certain standards for its
members. T o become a member of The Dude Ranchers Associa
tion each ranch has to pass inspection by a board of inspectors who
note particularly the facilities of the ranch, its personnel, and what
it has to offer for recreation and entertainment. Then the board
classifies each member into “dude" ranches, lake resorts, hot
springs resorts, or hunting lodges. The purpose of this is to rep
resent correctly each ranch or resort so that there will be no dis
appointments or disillusionments by visitors after they have ar
rived for their vacation.
The first-class dude ranches are also selective in the people
they invite. Because of the close relations among the guests, it is
necessary that everyone be sociable and able to enjoy the company
of others. The warm cordiality that is manifested by the host
always fosters a congenial spirit among the guests.
Missoula is proud to recommend a dude ranch vacation to
you. We know that you will enjoy it. We also know that you
will enjoy a visit to this city. You will be impressed by the warm
hospitality and the willingness to “ lend a hand" that is manifest
throughout Missoula. The true spirit of the Old West still exists
here.
In conjunction with your stay on a dude ranch we invite you
to spend some time in Missoula, Montana's Garden City.
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LITERARY NEWS
G r a c e S t o n e C o a t e s , Editor

The judges of The All-Nations Prize Novel
Competition, closing April 30, 1936, promoted
and to be managed by the Literary Agents,
Eric 8. Pinker & Adrienne Morrison, Inc.,
of New York, and James B. Pinker & Son,
of London, are Carl Van Doren, Hugh Wal
pole, Johan Bojer, Dr. Rudolph G. Binding,
and Monsieur Gaston Rageot. The prizes
are significant. Details of the contest can
be secured from the promoters.
Two national items are noteworthy: In
the event that the novel chosen by the Unit
ed States judges is not selected as the ALL
NATION’S prize winner, Farrar & Rinehart,
Inc., will publish the novel in the United
States and Canada. Also, the Literary Guild
of America will purchase the book club
rights. Publication of the prize winning
novel, which is guaranteed in all countries
sponsoring the competition, will be made
simultaneously on a date to be arranged by
the associated publishers. The countries
sponsoring the contest are England, France,
Canada, Germany, Hungary, Denmark, Swed
en, United States, Spain, Italy, Holland,
Norway, Czecho-Slovakia.
Two Literary Fellowships of $1,000 each
(exclusive of subsequent royalties) are of
fered to writers of promise who need fi
nancial aid to complete some literary work.
These fellowships will be given to the writ
ers who submit, before April 1st, the most
meritorious projects for books (either fic
tion or non-fiction) that they wish to write.
For details and application blanks address
Houghton Mifflin Company, 2 Park St., Bos
ton.
The International Mark Twain Society is
offering its annual prize of twenty dollars
for the best essay of approximately a thou
sand words on “Authors I Have M et” Con
test closes June 1, 1936. Address inquiries
to Cyril Clemens, Webster Groves, Missouri.
$500.00 cash prize is offered in a CCC book
competition, announced by Happy Days, the
authorized newspaper of the Civilian Con
servation Corps, and the Bobbs-Merrill Com
pany. Open to anyone. Manuscripts sub
mitted may be either fiction, or non-fiction,
but they must relate to the CCC. Manu
scripts and queries should be sent to the
Competition Editor, Happy Days, Washing
ton News Building. Washington, D. C. The
competition closes April 1, 1936.
"The Rise and Fall of the Choctaw Re
public" by Dr. Angie Debo has been awarded
the Dunning prize as the most outstanding
contribution in the field of American his
tory for 1935. according to announcement
made by the publishers. The University of
Oklahoma Press. The award of the $200
prize is made annually by the American HisContinued on page 248

GIANT EDITION
History of Oregon Literature
by ALFRED POWERS
An Exhaustive Commentary Re
search on Writers of the Old
Oregon Country
+
LEGENDS
EXPLORA
866 pages
TIONS
32 illustrations
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Joaquin Miller
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Sam L. Simpson
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many others
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Criticism.. . .
Q

Writers desiring criticism
by an author of known
standing publishing cur
rently in the Satevepost,
Collier’s, Cosmopolitan etc.,
may send their mss for a
frank report and honest
advice.
Rates: $1 per
thousand words or part of
a thousand. Minimum fee
$5. Stamped addressed en
velope must be enclosed.

A lbert R. W etjen
A uthor: C aptain's All (K nopf), W ay F or
a Sailor! (C entury Co.). Youth W alks On
th e H ighw ay (H eron P ress), Fiddler’s
Green (L ittle Brow n). W inner, O. H enry
A w ard best sho rt-sh o rt sto ry 1926. In
cluded In Anthologies: O'Brien’s B est
B ritish Stories (1926); W orld’s Best
Stories (1927); World’s 100 B est Stories:
(L ite ra ry D igest Collection) 1928. See
Who’s Who in America.
1051 C urtis Street, Berkeley
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Montana State University^

1936 Summer Session
Gives You An Unequaled Opportunity
to Combine Study With

A Vacation in the Rockies

Y

OU may spend your summer in a region where bright, balmy
days turn to clear, cool nights and where the climate is unex
celled for comfort and health. In addition, you have the oppor
tunity to attend summer school and obtain credit toward degrees reg
ularly granted by the
State University.
Eighteen departments
and schools offer you one
hundred fifty courses in
these fields of work: Ac
counting, Anthropology,
Astronomy, Biology, Bot
any, Business Administra
tion, Commercial, Creative
Writing, Current Events,
(now a certificate sub
ject), Dramatics, Econom
ics, Education, English,
Fine Arts, French, Geogra
phy and N a t u r a l Re
sources of Montana, Geo
logy, German, Greek, His
tory, Journalism, Latin,
L a w , Library Science,
Mathematics, Music, Na
ture Study, Physics, Phy
siology, Political Science,
Physchology, Physical Ed
ucation, Sociology, Span
ish and Speech.
The best available
resident and visiting fac
ulty will handle the courvlii

Main Hall

.................................. . - ................. .

......

.

,

„ .... . ■ ■ ■ » — ..,

ses of instruction during the summer session. Students will find their
expectation of stimulation and guidance justified. The student body is
not large, and there is every opportunity for close contact between stu
dent and instructor.
The Montana Conference on Educational Problems will be held
during the fourth week of the summer session. The program will in
clude lectures and round-table discussions of present-day problems.
In addition to the regular summer school staff, outside speakers, noted
educational leaders, will be featured during the Conference on July
6, 7, and 8.
A Special Music Conference will be held from July 13 to July 18,
inclusive, for teachers and supervisors, in which the resident members
of the School of Music faculty, assisted by music specialists brought
in from the outside, will give demonstrations, lectures, recitals and
concerts.
In the Music School several courses have been added to the cur
riculum to meet the needs of directors of bands, orchestras, glee clubs,
and choruses.
Creative Writing has been given special attention in the Depart
ment of English in courses and in laboratory work in the short story,
verse, drama and novel.
Much individual attention is given to students working toward a
Master of Arts degree. The number of students enrolled is small
enough for informality and friendliness, and large enough for wellfilled classes and many activities. Credits earned at the State Univer> sity may be transferred to other institutions and rated at full value.
Out-of-state teachers are given an opportunity to conform to Mon
tana State Board of Education requirements for teacher's certificates.
Many week-end excursions are sponsored into the realm of moun
tains that surround Missoula and bring you acquaintance with some
of the most glorious scenery in the world. The trips vary in length
from one day to four days and three nights. Altogether, including the
500-mile round-trip to Glacier Park, there are over 1,000 miles of auto
mobile travel and 11 days spent outdoors. These excursions are ac
companied by members of the University faculty who are familiar with
the plant and animal life, geologic formations, and the historic places
of interest in this region.
Recreation in swimming, tennis, golf, and fishing is easily avail
able. Picnics and impromptu hikes may be taken into the beautiful
nearby hills and mountains.
The railroads are offering special rates to students and members
of their families who attend the summer session.
For further information, or for the Summer School Bulletin, write
to the
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SCHOOL,
MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, MISSOULA, MONTANA.
i*
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“The frontiers are not east or west, north or south, but wherever a man fronts a fact
—T h o r ea t t .

BUN
Ra c h e l J e a n T a y l o r

B

UN lay on his side in the warm
riffle, making a dam of himself
and watching swarms of minnows.
If he kept still they came nuzzling up
to him and tickled his bare arms and
legs. When he moved they darted
away, flitting through the clear water
like cloud shadows. A red-winged
blackbird sang his three liquid words
over and over from a wild rose spray
on the bank, and from the edge of a
still pool somewhere upstream a bit
tern kept saying “ pump-er-lunk, pumper-lunk.”
The girls were building a rock castle
in the creek. Katherine sat on a grass
tufted hummock, feet in the water,
building layer on layer of smooth
brown stones. Daisy was wading
across the creek, stepping gingerly
with tender feet, her dress tucked up
under the elastic of her bloomers high
on her white slender thighs.
“ Oo-oogh! Ish!” She threw down
a big rock that she had wiggled loose
from the bottom of the stream, shud
dering and twisting her face with disgust. “ Ugh! Those nasty things on
the bottom of the rock! Ooey!”
Katherine laughed with a ten-yearold’s callousness. “ Oh, they’re not
anything. I don’t pay any attention to
them.”
Daisy was thirteen and more lady
like. She shook her shoulders again.
“ Oof!” she said.
Bun listened lazily to the rilling of

the bright water, the clear music that
went on and on, never tiring. He held
out his hand and watched the steep
water brawl against it. The push of
the current made a pleasant numbness
in his hand.
“ Say, kids,” he yelled, in the voice
of discovery, “ when you scoop your
hands upstream like this it feels just
like you got a handful of jelly. It does!
Come and try it.”
“ Le’ me see.” Merry came scram
bling down the bank, her fat little legs
scratched and scarred. She squatted in
the water and waved her hands in the
ripples. “ Yep, it does,” she cried. “ It
sure does feel like jelly.”
“ No, here! You’re not doin’ it right.
Curve your hand around like this, see?
Like a cup.”
She tried gravely. “ It sure does feel
like jelly,” she cried.
“ Hey, you’re gettin* your dress-tail
wet,” Bun said.
Merry made a scrambling movement
to get up, slipped, and sat down splash
in the water.
“ Oh, gosh, look! Merry’s as wet as
Bun now,” said Katherine.
“ Heavens, that child!” said Daisy.
Philip lay on the bank and laughed.
“ Damn it,” said Merry calmly,
twisting around to see the back of her
dress. “ Them stones is too slippery.”
Bun and Philip laughed again.
Daisy looked shocked.
“ Heavens!” she said again. “ I t ’s a
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wonder your mother lets her talk that
way, Katherine.”
” 1 know it,” said Katherine, not dis
turbed. “ She tries to get her not to,
but Dad and the boys teach it to her
all the time. They always have. The
first thing she ever learned, Bill taught
her to say *Go to hell. * Whenever any
one talked to her, Bill would say, ‘Tell
'em to go to hell, k id / and she’d say
1Do to he-o, ’ like that. 1Oo do to he-o, ’
she’d say.”
Bun could remember when Merry
used to talk like that. He shut his
eyes and laughed, remembering.
“ We don’t hardly try to stop her
any more. She’s too little to know
what she’s saying, Mom says.”
“ I ’m not too little,” said Merry.
“ I ’m going to be five.”
“ T hat’8 not much,” jeered Philip,
from up on the bank. “ I ’m more than
twice that old. Katherine *s even twice
as old as you are. You *re still a baby. ”
Philip threw a stone into the water and
splashed M erry’s brown legs some
more.
“ Quit it, you darn fool!” she
screamed. “ I*m not a baby.” She
threw a rock at Philip. She was a pret
ty good shot and it hit him on the leg.
He laughed at her.
Daisy and Katherine finished their
castle, with a white rock standing up
right on the top.
“ Wait a minute,” cried Daisy. She
ran across the gravel bar to a mustard
bush full of yellow blossoms. “ Here
are the prince and princess that live in
the castle. See his green suit and her
fluffy yellow dress? They can be out
here on this porch, sort of, looking out
over their dominions.
They are the
king and queen of the castle.”
Bun lay and listened to Daisy s story
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about the king and queen of the waters,
and their hundreds of soldiers, and the
treasure buried under the castle. He
liked Daisy because she imagined beau
tiful stories, and she liked flowers, and
didn’t laugh at him when he felt sorry
for a bird with a broken wing. Kath
erine and the boys thought Bun was
silly if he said the sky was pretty when
the sun was going down, but Daisy ex
claimed over the sunset herself. Bun
was glad she was their cousin and had
come to spend the summer with them.
“ Ssh!” Daisy stopped her story sud
denly. “ Look. There’s their fairy
steed, lighting at their door. I t ’s come
to pull their chariot for them.”
“ I t ’s a dragon-fly,” said matter-offact Katherine.
“ That’s an airplane coming to your
castle,” called Bun.
“ W here?” Merry craned her neck,
looking up through the cottonwoods.
The other kids shouted with laughter.
“ Right there on the rock castle,”
Bun told her.
Merry gazed in startled wonder; then
her face looked disappointed. “ Aw,
i t *8 just an old dragon-fly.”
“ I t ’s a snake-feeder,” said Philip
from the willow tree. “ Them blue ones
are snake-feeders.”
There was a clatter and clashing of
hoof on stone, and they turned and
looked downstream, under the arching
tunnel of willows. A black horse with
a tall rider splashed into the creek and
stopped to drink, pushing the water
with his nose and champing at the
bothersome bit.
“ I t ’s Bill!” said Bun. “ Bill’s home.”
None of them knew where he had been
for a week.
“ Yoo-hoo, Bill!” Merry shrilled.
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waving her hand energetically. “ Yoohool”
“ Shut up, you little fool,” Philip
told her. “ He don’t want you yellin’
at him.”
But Bill did turn and wave at Merry
before he rode on out of the water and
up the lane, leaning loose and easy in
the saddle. He went toward the cor
rals, but as he was going across the flat
they heard him shout. He swerved his
horse and galloped over to the fence.
“ I t ’s Cowboy,” said Merry. “ H e’s
yelling at Cowboy.”
“ Cowboy’s digging s o m e t h i n g
again,” observed Katherine.
Bill threw something at Cowboy and
made him slink off with his tail be
tween his legs.
“ Bill’ll shoot that dog yet, some
day,” Philip bragged importantly.
“ Steve won’t let him,” said Bun.
“ How can he keep him from it? ”
“ Bill’8 oldest,” said Merry.
“ Steve won’t let him kill Cowboy,”
said Bun stubbornly. Steve had risked
his life crossing the Missouri when the
ice was ready to go out, just to get the
big white dog from the foreman of the
K-Y, who said the brute was too vicious
to keep. Cowboy had never been vi
cious with anyone who let him alone,
but he was always finding something
interesting to dig at, and it made Dad
unaccountably furious.
He would
shout and chase Cowboy away, and
swear that he’d kill that damn dog
yet, and go for his shotgun. But he
couldn’t shoot Cowboy, because he was
Steve *s.
Bun jumped up and came across the
gravel bar, his bare feet leaving wet
tracks on the warm brown stones. He
rolled down his overall legs as he came,
so they would dry faster and Mom
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wouldn’t see that he’d been in the
creek with them on. His feet squished
delightfully into the wet earth among
the roots of the bright lush sloughgrass, and the cool scent of the mint
came up to his nostrils. As he brushed
under a willow tree, there was a flip of
wings and a turtle dove flew out of
the tree and across the creek.
“ Dove’s nest!” yelled Bun and Phil
ip together.
You could always tell by that flip!
sound of its wings if a dove was flying
from a nest and not just from a perch
in the tree. The girls came running.
“ I see the nest,” cried Merry, the
first one there.
They all craned up at the flimsy lat
tice of straws in the fork of a branch.
“ Them doves sure are lazy,” said
Philip in disgust. “ Too lazy to build
a good nest.” He began to poke up at
the nest with a crooked stick.
“ Don’t , ” wailed Daisy. “ Don’t
hurt the poor birdies’ nest. Just think
how you’d feel if— ”
“ I won’t hurt it,” Philip muttered.
“ I just want to—” Suddenly two
white eggs rolled out and fell. They
almost fell in Philip’s face. He jumped
back, and the eggs smashed on the
ground.
Bun looked at the yellow mess with
a shudder of distaste. He felt sur
prised at Philip and disgusted. Bun
never broke birds’ eggs, because the
girls wouldn’t let him. They told him
harrowing stories of the heart-broken
mother birds and father birds; they
treated him like a criminal even when
he broke old sparrows’ eggs in the shed
roof. When they weren’t around he
smashed sparrows’ eggs, and it was
fun. But other birds were different;
he felt guilty if he harmed their nests.
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He looked now to see what the girls
would do to Philip. Daisy was staring
at him, her face flushed with exaspera
tion; tears were welling up in her big
gray eyes. Katherine wouldn’t cry,
but her dark face was darker and her
black eyes snapped.
“ You darn fool!” she burst out hot
ly. “ You—-you darned old meanie,
you! What did you have to go and do
that forf You’re the meanest boy that
ever lived. You—you’d kill a little
baby. I just hate you!”
Philip *8 face was getting redder, too.
He looked ashamed, but he swag
gered and pretended he didn’t care.
“ Aw, what difference does it make!
Whatcha wanta make such a fuss
about a damn old bird fo rt Girls are
silly about old birds, aren’t they,
B u n t”
Bun had to agree with him because
he was a boy. Merry sided with the
boys, too, as usual.
“ Damn old birds,” she said. She
picked up a scrap of eggshell and threw
it into the creek. They watched it bob
bing along on the waves, now in brown
shadow, now in sun. Daisy kept on
crying.
“ W e’re never going to speak to you
again, Philip Jackson,” said Kather
ine. She put her arm around Daisy,
and they started back to their castle.
Philip started to swear. He picked up
a rock and threw it. It knocked the
white stone off the top of the castle.
Katherine screamed.
“ Quit it! Don’t you dare spoil our
castle!”
Philip threw another rock and
smashed in one whole side of the castle.
The prince and princess floated away
down the stream, tossing and tumbleing pitifully in the rapids.
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“ Come on, Bun,” cried Philip. “ L et’s
make war on the enemy castle.” They
threw more stones, with deadly effect.
“ Boom!” cried Bun. “ This is a big
cannon that can shoot clear across the
ocean. Boom! Boom!”
Daisy had to run away to keep from
getting her dress splashed. Katherine
picked up a stone and threw it at Phil
ip. It hit a tree. Merry wasn’t inter
ested in the castle.
“ I ’m going to see Bill,” she said,
and promptly set off at a trot across
the alkali flat, her brown legs twinkling
through the gray sage brush.
“ Gosh, that kid ’s got tough feet,”
said Philip. “ H ey!” he called after
her. “ If Bill’s the way he was last
time he came home, he’s gone to bed
with a chair against the door and h e ll
knock anybody’s head off that both
ers him.”
Merry kept on.
Bun looked at Daisy. She was funny
with dirty tear marks on her cheeks.
The family was always saying of
Daisy, “ You’d never know she was an
Indian.” She was their first cousin,
but her hair was light brown and wavy,
instead of straight and black like Kath
erine *8 and the others’, and her eyes
and her skin clear. She sure was a
cry-baby, though; ten times more than
Bun was, and he was only eight. Daisy
was even older than Katherine. He
wondered if everyone out in Washing
ton State was a cry-baby. Daisy *s
mother was, for he had heard Mom say
so. Once when she was talking about
her brother Jim she said it: “ That lit
tle blonde cry-baby he’s got for a
wife,” she said.
Mom was nice to Daisy, though.
When she first came to visit them. Mom
said, “ You have to be good to her;
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she’s not used to playing with rough
boys. She lives in the city, and she
won’t like wild ways of doing things.”
“ She better not come to this reser
vation then,” Steve had said, and the
big boys had laughed.
“ Do people out in Washington know
your Dad’s part Indian?” Philip had
asked her once.
“ Of course,” Daisy had answered.
“ What do they think of that?”
“ Why, they think i t ’s just wonder
ful.” The boys hooted. “ Why, they
do,” she insisted. “ They think Indians
are awf’ly fascinating.” She pro
nounced the word with relish. “ They
say we should be very proud.”
“ They don’t think that around here,
do they?” Mom had said, laughing
queerly.
“ By God, I ’ll say not,” said Steve
in his quiet voice, holding his lips very
straight over his cigarette and narrowing#his eyes the way he did.
Bun was thinking about this while he
and Philip started toward the house.
It reminded him, for some reason, of
two ladies he had seen once, a long
time ago, before he started to school.
They had seen him in the store, and
one of them had asked his name. When
he told her she laughed and wanted to
know if his mother had called him that
because he was round and brown and
soft like a little brown bunny; and he
s&id yes, but his real name was Joseph.
Then she had laughed and patted his
head, and he was very uncomfortable.
“ Look at that black hair, cut like
bangs, ’’ she said to the other lady.
‘Isn’t he the darlingest thing? And
look at those big brown eyes. Mmmmf!
They look right into your heart!”
But the other lady had stood back
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away from him and said, “ Still, he has
that Indian look. They all do.”
“ Why, of course he has!” cried the
first lady. “ That’s what I love about
him!”
“ Well, Thelma,” said the other lady,
in a cold voice, “ if you lived on the
reservation, as I do— ”
Bun was used to having people call
him cute and talk about his eyes. He
wondered what that Indian look was,
and why the people out in Washington
thought Indians were awf ’ly interest
ing. He thought about Mom and Bill
and Steve and the girls and himself
and Philip. He couldn’t see anything
awf’ly interesting about them. He
thought about Dad. Dad was the only
one in the family who wasn’t an In
dian. He was more interesting, be
cause he got terribly mad sometimes,
and the kids were all afraid of him and
had to be pretty careful. All but Mer
ry. She could climb up and sit astride
Dad’s shoulders and say anything and
he didn’t care. He would laugh. Dad
was tall and had a thin stooping neck
and a scraggly mustache. He had red
hair and freckles, like Philip, and he
had bright blue eyes. None of the kids
had blue eyes. Mom said Grandpa
Merry had had blue eyes, though. That
was her father, and she told them he
was a Louisiana gentleman who came
out in the early days and married the
chief’s brother’s daughter. That was
Mom’s mother. Bun had never seen
Grandpa Merry, but Mom said he was
a fine tall man, very dignified, with
a white moustache and a little white
goatee. Bun used to think a goatee
was a little goat, and he used to picture
Grandpa Merry going everywhere with
a white baby goat frisking along be
hind him. When the big boys found
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out what Bun thought about the goatee,
they laughed like everything. Steve
told him what a goatee was and ex
plained that a baby goat was called a
kid.
“ And Grandpa Merry didn't have
any little white kids, so far as we
know," Bill had said, laughing.
Bun and Philip crawled through the
barb-wire fence and pattered up the
dusty road. They didn't cut across the
flat because there was too much cactus
there. It was all in blossom now, beau
tiful yellow flowers with flimsy petals
that shrank up when you touched them.
Bun had pricked his fingers many a
time picking some for his mother to put
in a saucer of water on the kitchen
window-sill. The smell of the alkali
and greasewood came hot on the dusty
wind. Philip tried to talk to the girls,
who were following along behind; but
they were still mad and paid no atten
tion to him.
When they got to the house. Merry
was chasing the pigs about the yard,
yelling and whirling a horsehair rope
Steve had braided for her. She flung
the loop expertly and caught one of
the pigs by his hind foot. The pig
tried to run, and tumbled Merry down
on the gravel and dragged her a little
and made her arm bleed. She got up
clutching the rope and braced her feet.
“ Damn you," she yelled. “ I l l
teach you damn pigs to stay out of this
y ard ." Skidding and scrambling, she
came to the gate-post and snubbed the
rope around it.
“ That'll hold you!" she panted. She
tied the pig to the post, though he
kicked so hard the rope almost jerked
out of her hands. She kept swearing
at the pig. He squealed deafeningly.
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piercingly; the other pigs stood around
and made a great commotion, grunting
and champing their jaws with terrible
threat. Merry swore at them.
“ Heavens! That child!" Daisy said
again in shocked tones.
The others looked at her and laughed.
There was no one in the kitchen or
the living-room. They swiped some
doughnuts. Merry turned on the phon
ograph. Philip peeked into the bed
room.
“ You'll be sorry if you wake Bill
up," he said.
Merry played the phonograph any
way.
“ They're branding something at the
corral," Bun said at the window.
All the children ran out and climbed
the corral fence. Dad was heating a
branding-iron at a little fire outside.
Several wild-eyed, shaggy-maned range
horses crowded in the far side of the
corral, stamping and snorting. A year
ling colt was stretched out on the
ground and Steve was sitting on its
head to hold it down. Bill was there,
too, holding a taut rope tied to the
colt'8 feet.
“ You darn liar," said Merry aside
to Philip. "B ill's awake."
The colt was breathing in gasps; now
and then it struggled wildly and gave
a choking squeal. One of the mares in
the bunch neighed back to him. Dad
came up with the branding-iron. The
kids watched with keen relish. It
wasn't the stamp iron with the B lazy
E on it. It was just a straight iron, red
hot.
“ Looks like that yearlin's already
branded," Bun said suddenly.
The kids didn't say anything. They
watched Dad while he swiftly traced
marks on the brown thigh. A choking
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smoke and stench of burning hair arose.
The colt squealed again. Then it was
over and they let it get up.
“ The poor thing!” crooned Daisy.
“ Think how you’d feel if you had to
be—”
“ Shut up,” said Philip. He wanted
to hear what Steve and Dad were say
ing. Dad was coming across the cor
ral, his eyes narrowed to blue glints, a
loose grin on his mouth.
‘‘That fixes it, ’’ he said to Steve and
Bill. “ I guess we’re even that time.”
Bill laughed. Steve wasn’t grinning;
but then he hardly ever grinned. His
lips were straight and his eyes were
black, and you couldn’t look back into
them like other people’s; you just
looked at the front of them, like at a
shiny rock.
Dad looked at Steve now, and his
grin changed a little and he talked in
a louder, bragging voice. “ A man’s
a fool to have a brand like that,” he
said. “ A three, you take it, i t ’s almost
a B already made.” He stopped. Mom
was standing at the corral gate; she
had her apron full of fresh eggs, and
her face looked as if she had seen some
thing or heard something she didn’t
like. Bun wondered what it was. Phil
ip had slid down from the fence and
gone somewhere.
“ Qo and get the eggs in Old Ben’s
manger, Bunny,” Mom said.
Bun climbed down from the fence
and went into the barn. In the far
corner he came suddenly upon Philip,
crouched behind the manger. He didn’t
see Bun at first. He was taking a lit
tle box out from under some straw,
and he had a silver dollar in his hand.
“ Where’d you get that?” Bun de
manded.
Philip jerked around, his face sur
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prised and guilty, and then he looked
as if he would like to hit Bun; and he
grinned his sly grin. He waved his
hand toward the door, where Steve’s
beaded leather jacket was hanging.
Bun caught his breath.
“ H e’ll lick you,” he said.
“ H e’ll never miss it,” Philip replied.
“ Or if he does he won’t know how he
lost it. Unless— ” his voice changed—
“ unless you tell him, you little sap.
You won’t dare tell him.”
He came close and stared hard at
Bun, breathing on his face, and then
he grinned at him again. Bun had a
curious feeling. He felt as if he didn’t
like Philip. The feeling grew stronger
until he loathed him. Philip made him
sick. He wouldn’t have minded so
much if it had been Bill’s money. Bill
wasn’t such a great guy for a brother,
though he did laugh and play with the
kids and tease them a lot more than
Steve, and sometimes was very goodnatured and gave them things. Still,
Bill was often very ugly and mad like
Dad, and Steve never got mad at any
thing, only sort of disgusted.
Philip, looking at Bun just standing
there, seemed to be growing angry.
“ W hat’s the matter with you, you
little fool?” he demanded. “ I ’m the
first guy that ever stole anything, I
suppose? You’ll run and tell Steve I
stole his money, I suppose, will you?”
Stole! The word snapped.
“ That’8 stealing! That’s stealing!”
Bun cried. “ You’re a thief, th at’s
what you are. You’re a robber! You’re
a—a criminal. They’ll put you in jail
for that.”
“ What of it? ” Philip shrugged.
“ J a il’s a pretty good place, I guess.”
He laughed a big swaggering laugh.
Bun was suffocating with fury.
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“ You’re the worst kid on the place,**
he cried. “ You’re the worst guy on
the reservation!
You’re crooked.
You’re as mean as the devil, and you
take other people’s money. I don’t
care if they do put you in jail. You
sneaky old thief!”
Philip was mad now, Bun could tell,
though he kept smiling that hateful
smile.
“ Well, I guess I won’t be the first
one. Where do you think Bill’s been!
Did you know he just got out of jail?
You didn’t? Yah! And where do you
think Dad’s goin ’ to be, whenever they
catch him?”
Bun glared speechlessly. He be
lieved what Philip said about Bill,
though he was surprised; but Dad—the
world was getting black!
“ You’re crazy!” he sputtered.
“ They won’t arrest Dad. What would
they arrest him for?”
Philip laughed a gloating laugh. He
looked out through the barn door and
pointed at Cowboy, scratching at some
thing out behind the chicken house.
*1Look there, *’ he commanded, sneer
ing. “ What do you think Cowboy’s
always digging for? What do you
think is buried all around over the
place, that makes Dad madder than hell
whenever he sees Cowboy sniffing
around trying to dig it up? Huh?”
Bun had often wondered about that,
dreaming darkly of treasure buried, but
knowing it was more sensible to believe
that Dad just didn’t want holes dug
all over the place.
“ W hat’s he digging?”
“ You go dig yourself,” retorted
Philip, “ and see what you find. You’ll
find horns and hoofs and hides of JCB
cattle and YL cattle, th at’s what you’ll
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find. Why did you think Dad always
buried the hides after he butchered the
cattle for our beefsteak last winter,
huh?”
“ I didn’t know he did,” said Bun,
fascinated.
“ Well, why do you think he had to
be so careful about it that he wouldn’t
even let his own kids see it? And why
does he get so mad whenever he sees
anyone on a horse just standing up
there on the rim looking down this way,
and swear they’re watching him?
What do you think they do if they
catch anybody changing a 3L to a BE?
I s ’pose you’re a little angel boy, aren’t
you? I s ’pose you never thought any
body would really steal!”
Just as Philip’8 taunting voice
reached a fury of scorn at Bun’s wide
dazed eyes, he suddenly stopped. Steve
was standing in the doorway. He
hadn’t heard the part about the dollar,
but he had heard the last few sentences.
Bun saw him come walking over, and
his eyes and mouth were like iron. He
slapped Philip, hard, on the side of
his face, and Philip tried to hit back
and sputtered and started to swear.
Steve slapped him again, and Philip
walked out of the barn.
Steve turned to Bun, and Bun
couldn’t look at him. He went outside
and climbed up on the corral fence. A
sparrow twittering beside him on the
straw roof of the shed maddened him;
he scrambled upon the shed and shout
ed at the bird. Then he saw a nest. He
took the eggs out, four of them, and
climbed down on the corral fence. He
looked at the eggs; then he looked
across at Katherine and Daisy.
“ Daisy, look!” he called and threw
the eggs, two and one and another, as
fast as he could, at Daisy’s face. They
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splashed over her hair and dress, and
they were rotten. Daisy’s yell was out
raged, and so was Mom’s face, and
Dad’s, when he saw, was worse. They
were coming toward him, both of them.
“ Joseph Jackson, come here to me,”
Mom was saying sternly. Dad picked
up a good-sized stick. Steve rode up
and took Bun from the corral fence to
the saddle in front of him.
“ I need the kid for an errand down
at the house,” he said. He trotted his
horse down to the yard gate and let
Bun slide to the ground. “ Run and
bring me a drink of water,” he said.
“ Beat it.”
Bun went cheerfully, wondering why
Steve couldn’t have got the water for
himself. He was glad Steve brought
him, though, because he didn’t know

what Mom would have said about the
eggs on Daisy, and he didn’t want Dad
to touch him. Mom wouldn’t have let
Dad beat him, but he didn’t want Dad
to come near him. He was surprised
that he had thrown them at Daisy, for
he really liked her and she was gentle.
He wasn’t sorry though.
Steve took the dipper and drank and
threw the rest out instead of letting it
drip playfully on Bun’s head as Bill
would have done. He handed back the
dipper and rode away without saying
“ thanks.”
Bun saw Merry playing with his
braided rawhide bridle reins that
Steve had made for him, and he went
and took them away from her and hit
her with them and hid them under
some logs.

WINDSINGER
N o r m a n Ma c l e o d

Windsinger buried in crypt of leaves,
The autumn’s album is a locked
Hasp of hunger. No rotogravure
Relics the reams of memory!
Entablature of days
That seasons bruit with sorrow
Yellows the wind.
And starlight comes
(Scent of pinion on pointed b u tte):
Accessible music.
The image of earth
Is spiral smoke
Dwindled with death
As faggots of cedar split.

THE HELPING HAND
Ge o r g e D ix o n S n e l

A

FTER we would walk around all
day I'd get pretty tired but he
never did. I guess he must of
been used to it before he ever got holt
of me. Nights I'd be so tired I wouldn't
want to stay up and wait for him but
it didn’t do me any good to not want.
He would always stay and talk as long
as any of them would listen. Most of
them would stay long enough because
they didn't have anything else to do.
They wouldn’t go until the Greek
turned out the lights, and he wouldn't
know it but go on talking until some
of them would cuss and then he would
know the lights was out. Then I'd
lead him over to our room and at last I
could go to bed. It would take quite
a while for him to be settled though,
and I always helped off with his shoes
and brought him his water for his false
teeth. Even when he was in bed I
would sometimes stay there by him be
cause he wanted to give me hell so I
wouldn't run off. Later I would get
on my camp cot and then after a while
where he had pinched and squeezed
would not hurt so much and I'd get to
sleep.
Mostly we would start out pretty late
unless business was bad the day before.
If we never got much it would be worse
for me, not only because the next day
we would have to start out early. It
would be worse because he'd always
be laying it on me because business was
bad and cussing me out and doing that
to my hand all the time while it looked
like I was his beloved son, like he al
ways tolt anybody that listened. It
hurt pretty bad because he had strong
fingers and he never cut his finger
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nails. When it would begin to bleed
he'd stop and later on scratch open the
places and make a little more blood
come out. It was worse for me that
way because he always did it if busi
ness was bad. He would always wake
up early the next day and we would
get down on the street to catch the
morning office crowd. Usually there
wasn't much in it, he said, because they
was all in too much of a hurry. But he
would get up to get what he could to
make up for a bad day. Then all day
long it would be pretty bad for me un
less business picked up.
Usually we would get a late start
though. He would lay there and snore
until ten or ten-thirty but I'd go out
and get him some coffee which he al
ways had to have before he got out
of bed. After that he would start
counting his money, only he called it
looking over his accounts. He would
do this for quite a long time some
mornings while I'd clean up the room
and make our beds. He liked counting
his money, I could tell by the way he
would always be feeling the coins. He
could tell whether it was a penny or a
nickel or a dime or anything by how
it sounded dropping. I know because
onct a woman dropped a dollar in his
cup and then took it out and put in a
quarter. I could see he was thinking,
and so I tolt him she dropped in a but
ton by mistake and took it out, because
I knew he would be mad if he knew
what she done, and it would be worse
for me all day. He got awful mad
then and hurt me more than usual, and
when it got dark gave me a smack on
the ear that made my ear ache for
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quite a while. He never felt that dol
lar but he heard it and when he wasn’t
doing something to me he kept calling
her a tight scrouging old bitch to me
all day. He liked to feel money though,
and if he had a lot he would be pretty
good-humored and hardly do much at
all. We would be ready to go out after
he put it back in his box under the bed
and locked it. We would get out in
time for the noon crowd and usually
pick up quite a bit then.
If it was a warm day he would put
on his best shoes and pants and the
longest coat and make me put on mine.
These was all holey and the worst
clothes we had, but he called them the
best because they always made the
business good. His toes would stick
out of his shoes and there was dirt and
things on his clothes and mine, and a
few patches which made our clothes
look like we tried to keep them up. He
would pull his glasses quite far out
on his nose so you could see in behind
where his eyes used to be and when
they would see it all red and watery
and the stuff coming out they would
usually loosen up better. Onct he tried
going without his black glasses, but
mostly they would not stop at all, and
the women would look sick and hurry
by without dropping anything in his
cup and so he put his glasses back on.
If it was cold though, he would put
on his army coat and I would have to
wear the one that was cut out of an
other old one because he said it looked
like he was a veteran. That would
work good too but not as good as the
best clothes. If anyone would listen,
he*d tell about how he had been to
FV&nce and his wife died home and
when he got back after being wounded
he found me starving with my mother

dead. It would sound sad because he
really sounded like he was telling the
truth, and he would make me say that
it was true if they asked me anything.
Sometimes he wouldn’t p u t.in his
teeth but that was when he wasn’t a
veteran. If he left them out then, it
made him look too old so he would
have them in when it was cold. He said
it made his mouth ache in cold weather
not to wear them also, but I guess that
would of been all right if business
would have been better. So if it was
warm and we had on our best clothes,
he would leave them out and he looked
so bad then that mostly we could make
more. The reason he didn’t always go
without them was because then he
could not eat his peppermint while we
was out and he didn’t want to have to
go without that. Sometimes he gave
me a piece if he was feeling good. I
didn’t get very much though.
n
Well, I never said nothing. It was
not so bad as when I was in the Home
before he came, and so I always tried
to do whatever he tolt me, but I
couldn’t do anything the way he want
ed me to. I ’d think of how it used to
be in the Home and then I would just
go on. I ’d get enough to eat mostly,
and I would rather have him giving me
hell than them others in the Home, and
I could get out and walk around and
it wasn’t quite as bad. Not for quite
a while I mean. When he first got me
and they tolt me how fine it was that
my uncle had come for me, I was wil
ling enough to go with him. I thought
anything would be all right if it would
get me out of there. He tolt them I
was his nephew and somewhere he got
some papers, and they let me go out
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with him. They didn’t ask him much
about being my uncle, and I guess they
was glad to get rid of me. The head
matron was saying most of the time
how overcrowded we was and she
would let any of us out if she could get
anybody to take us. Well, it was all
right with me, I wasn’t caring what
happened if I could get out. So I went
with him.
At first he was real nice and sweet
as pie and I was glad and I liked him
quite well. He tolt me how I was a
real good boy, and we would get along
fine and soon he would have enough
money and would take us both South
where it was always warm and we
wouldn’t have to beg anymore and I
could watch after him and not think
about anything. He said I wouldn’t
have to go in any Home any more and
that he would watch out for me like.
It was good then, and I liked him pretty
well.
Yes, but now I would get awful tired
and wish he would leave me by myself
once in a while. He never got tired if
we walked all day like we always did.
I would lead him around and him
holting to my hand and twisting it
sometimes for almost anything I did.
He would always be thinking of ways
to get more money. He tried to learn
me to sing onct. He said if I could
sing we could stand on a corner and
cash in, and so he started trying to
learn me songs. But I couldn’t carry
the tune right, and he got awful mad
and gave me some pretty good smacks.
He kept at it though, and finally I got
8 0 ’s I could sing one or two pretty
good. Well, the cops made us cut it out
after a while. They got to chasing us
around, so we quit and I never sung
any more. That made him mad, and
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he would think of it onct in a while
and then it would be worse for me
again.
He was always watching me. He
couldn’t see me but he was watching
me just the same. I would think he was
asleep maybe sometime when he was
sitting in the room after we ate and I
would think I would go out for a while
so’s I could be alone. First I would
move quite quietly and start to go and
get almost to the door and he would
let out a yell and jump at me. I man
aged to get out of his way the first time
I tried it but it was worse for me. I
learnt after that to let him jump on
me first off. He made my back hurt
for a long time that first time he caught
me. He used the chair he was sitting
on, and it made me awful sick and I
couldn’t go out for a long time then.
But if he caught me first off he wasn’t
quite so mad and only let me have it
until he cooled down. But I never
tried to get away after I found out he
was always watching me. I don’t know
how he done it except he must of been
awful good of hearing, and maybe he
could smell good too. If I would just
walk around the room he knew where
I went and would turn his face around
and follow me. He would take off his
black glasses in our room and it was
like he could see me with them red
holes. It give me the creeps to see him
but I never let on.
One day he was treating me quite
good and I didn’t know why. I was
pretty surprised, and if I ’d of known
anything I would of expected it was for
something. In the afternoon we was
walking down the street and everything
was going all right when the cop got
us. It was a big fat cop that was down
on us and we always got hell when he
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caught up with us. Well, the cop gave
him hell and I was shaking for fear
he'd give me hell when the cop was
gone for not having spied the cop be
fore he caught up with us. But he
didn’t say nothing but was nice as pie.
That was until we got in our room,
then he gave me what for like I never
had it before. He could cuss plenty
and he cussed more than I ever heard
him then. After he got through he
took the chair to me again and I was
sick for quite awhile after that too.
Pretty soon I was getting so I wisht
I had. stayed in the Home all right.

m
Now I guess I won’t never get a
chanct to get in the Home no more or
anywhere elst. They got me in here
now and it won’t be until I ’m eighteen
that I might get let out. I went and
got^so I couldn’t stand it with him no
longer and now I even wish I was still
with him. I never thought I would
wish that.
I just done it though because I
couldn’t stand it no longer.
We was doing a bum stretch of busi
ness, he said, and it was in the winter.
There wasn’t hardly anybody on the
streets most of the time, and it was so
cold we had to keep moving around,
and even then it was too cold. He was
mad at me anyhow because whenever
business was bum he was sore. When
ever he was sore it was always the
worst time for me because then he
would blame it on me, and finally that
time he said unless I would get to lookpretty bad we never would get any
business. He said I would have to leave
off my coat and let my nose run and
cry a lot. He said that was the best
way to break them loose from their
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coin. Well, so I got a good cold and
went walking along leading him with
out much on, and I was pretty sick.
Even then business didn’t pick up
none. He kept on getting sorer-at me.
I kept on anyhow because I was afraid
of what he would do if I didn’t. But
after awhile I was awful sick and I
couldn’t get up one morning.
He hauled me out, cussing like every
thing but I didn’t hear him much on
account of feeling so bad with noises
in my head. I fell down a lot that
morning and then he took me back to
the room. When we got there he kept
yelling at me but I didn’t hear him aft
er a while. I guess I was sick for a
long time, because I woke up sometimes
and it would be dark and he wouldn’t
be there. He gave me something to
eat once, but I couldn’t eat it and I
went to sleep again, sick.
While I was sick I got awful mad.
I guess I must of been sick even when
I got better because I remembered
what he’d done to me and I was just
like when I was sick whenever I saw
him. He didn’t scare me none. I was
just shivering, and when I ’d see him
come in I would only think of when I
would get up and get even with him.
So th at’8 what I done and now I ’m in
here.
I tried getting up one afternoon when
he was out. I walked around the
room and pretty soon I got back in
bed. I never let on I was well but
just kept on being too sick to get up
whenever he was around. So I would
think how I could get back on him, and
finally I did.
It was so simple I wondered how I
never thought of it before, easy as pie
and I would never be bothered with
him no more; so I just kept on laying
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there and thinking it over and over
and planning it all out and grinning to
myself, but I think I was still pretty
sick and foolish or I would never of
done such a thing. So when he come
home that night I was sitting up and
I was a lot better, I said, and I could
go out with him tomorrow if he want
ed; and he growled at me and said it
was a good thing, he was getting tired
of feeding a sick whelp and looking
after a no-good kid.
All night long I didn’t sleep much
and thought about him and what I was
going to do, apd it made me shake to
think of it but it was a nice kind of
shaking. So when it got light I went
and got him some coffee, and he felt
better then because it was the first
time I had done that for a long time.
Then we got ready to go out again, me
leading him along and him chattering
his teeth and trying to look as sick and
down and out as he could and pitiful.
I didn’t feel pitiful at all, I felt strong
and certain, kind of cruel, only a fit of
shakes would come on me every onct
in a while.
On the corner of State and Broad
way about ten-thirty I was all set to
do it exactly like I had been thinking
all night. The cars were whizzing by,
and we stood on the corner waiting for
the red light, and me holding his hand

and him mewing to himself and swing
ing his mean head around like to say,
*0 what a sad life I lead, help me out’.
And then I done it, fast and good, like
I planned.
I ran out all of a sudden just when
I seen the truck coming and pulling
him along, yelling, “ Look out, hey look
out!” And I just ran for everything I
was worth, leaving him right there.
I didn’t turn around to look, but now
I know how he stood there, moving his
head from side to side and squealing,
because I know he knew what I had
done but he only knew it for a second
before that big squshing thud and the
truck knocked him high in the air, with
me stopping to look now, and shaking
with an awful fit of shakes.
He was done for good, there wasn’t
hardly anything left of him at all. He
was smashed so bad I wouldn’t of
known him if I didn’t know I ’d done it
myself, and I busted all to pieces my
self right then, yelling and fighting at
the cop that got holt of me in his big
mitts, slapping me to keep me still.
I guess I won’t ever get in no Home
no more or anywheres elst. They got
me in here now and I won’t be out until
I ’m eighteen. I t ’s going to be good for
me they say but I sometimes get the
shakes awful bad and now I even some
times wisht I was still with him.

TRIVIA
Ca r r o w

D e V r ie s

Justice

Government

It should be
Obvious to all
That Justice
Is another word
For Vengeance.

The government
Fails to punish
Those that disobey,
And worse.
Forgets to reward
The honest

UP-RIVER MEN
Ve r

Jordan is a wide stream—
Blow, bully boys, blow/
Canaan is a golden land—
Roll on, MissouriI
Prom the hills of sunset
Curves the yellow river
Through the lustral valleys
Lavendered with mist.
Day goes deathward
Across the flower-sweet prairies:
Over plain and willow-reed
Spreads its shadow-wing . . .
Slow . . . and slow . . .
The keel-boats darkly go
Into the wilderness,
Into the afterglow,
Oared by strong frontiersmen,
Rifle-straight young men,
Up the wide Missouri . . .
Dip . . . splash . . .
Drip . . . flash . . .
The long blades cup the water,
The bright drops scatter
Frail music on the wind
That sings of the wilderness before,
The gaunt farmlands behind.
Forgotten death, and lost love,
People the ghostly strange
Walls of opal and towers of jade
Beside the somnolent water:
Everywhere and always
In the gathering shadow,
Murmurous in the dusk hour,
Voices in a dream . . .
The wind is an old song
The heart remembers long:
“ The sun is a golden beaver;
The moon is a silver beaver;
Blood is a fever
Burning the sinuous vein,
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And the stars are the beating of rain
On the eyes . . .
Brothers, brothers,
Out of the lodge of the skies
The moon-beaver swims on the river,
The sun-beaver flames on the river.’*
The day is a smoking ember
For song to remember:
“ Out of the saffron plain,
The purple and misted plain,
Night is a feathered warrior peering,
Leering,
Hurling hate on the train,
Loosing speared stars on the train . . .
Brothers, brothers,
Pluck the stars from your eyes,
Clutch the shield of the skies
Invincibly bright,
Guard your breast from the spears of
the night!”
Who has seen these things:
The arrow-swift wings
Over the wild earth meadows
Mocking the populous shadows;
Who has heard
The song of the twilight bird?
“ Fur! Fur!
Gold on the mountains of myrrh;
Silver and gold on the water . . .
The lances of sunset shatter
The shadow of death in the eyes.
Dark hands devise
A steel-toothed trap of cloud—
The clash of the trap is loud.
Thunder-loud—
Sun-beaver . . . moon-beaver . . .
Are caught in the trap of cloud!”
Missouri, Missouri,
We have thwarted your waters, east
pouring;
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Yellowstone, swift-roaring . . .
The farmlands of home are far.
Here under this alien star,
By the might of our thunder-rods
We are the imperious gods:
Throned on this hill we stand
Gathering the contraband
Of river and forest land—
The silver precious things,
The golden glistening things,
The slave of the wilderness brings.
Waugh! Waugh!
Beaver, beaver,
Silver and gold on the river
Flashes your burning hair!
Beware!
Crunch . . . on the granite . . . Earth
shivers
Under the tread of night,
Like a host the sinister night,
Dark moccasined.
Creeps over the edge of the world:
His lance of death is hurled.

Taut muscles leap, long rifles flash,
Eyes stare
Wildly where
The quivering spear cuts a bloody
gash . . .
Death crouches in the rocks!
“ Ho, boys! Green River:
Give the Niggers beaver!"
An owl from the shadow mocks;
Long rifles crash
Death on death in the dark . . .
We have taken the gold of the river,
All of the river *s silver—
And death in the nightmare dark.
Missouri! Missouri!
Music of wind on the water,
The song of adventurers crying:
Beaver! Beaver!
Silver and gold on the river,
TJp the wide Missouri!

ON WISCONSIN
E u g e n e He r

ma n n

I. DAVID RAND
He dreamed of peace that cloistered monks must know
When in the chapel on their bended knees
They praise their God, and watch the candles glow,
Recount their beads, and say their litanies.
He dreamed of love, a passion and a fire,
That scorches flesh taut on the ridged bones;
And eyes bedimmed by pleasure and desire,
And lips that speak their happiness in moans
He dreamed himself the leader of a band
Of such wild warriors who with laugh and sword
Had crossed a foreign sea to foreign land
And claimed and conquered it for queen and lord.
But only when he died at thirty-three
Did he know one as a reality
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II. DAN TARG
Of those who first enlisted and first went
To right a wrong and save democracy,
Dan Targ was one; he could not rest content
When things were being done that should not be.
Two years he stayed; and when he came again
They met him at the station with the band,
And as they saw him step down from the train
They rushed to greet him and to shake his hand.
And said: ‘By God! we did the trick, old man.
I guess there ’s no denying now who w on/
And smiling asked: ‘Come on and tell us, Dan,
How does it feel to bayonet a H un?’
He did not speak, but turned and bowed his head.
‘He’s touched. Now see how pleased he is,’ they said.
III. JOH N PEDALSKI
Not hurriedly, today there was no need
To think of time and things that must be done,
He took them where they lay packed in the feed
And placed them on the barn floor one by one.
Around his waist he tied them fast with twine,
He fixed the fuse, made sure he had a match,
Then went outside into the weak sunshine,
And closed the door, and fastened tight the latch.
And as he walked into the field he thought
How Emma once had cautioned him and said:
‘Be careful, John. A finger can’t be bought.’
What would she tell him now if she weren’t deadf
Thus forty years that were more wrong than right
He shattered with three sticks of dynamite.
GUNNISON N IG H T
A n n a r r a h L e e St e w a r t

An eerie night
Of toppling wonder:
The earth tips up,
The moon tips under.
Ground-hinges creak . . .
Low-thudded thunder . . .
The crackling earth
Frost-split asunder.

SPRING NOTE
R o b e r t H. W il l ia m s
A black cloud toiled
Steadily over the curve
Of the horizon,
And slowly moved across the land
Throwing rain through sunshine,
As though seeding the land
With bright and glistening grain.

FOX H UNT ON DEFEATED CREEK
J a me s St

il l

On Defeated Creek the night flows down the hills
And the foxes stir, the hounds pluck up their ears
In the hard dark shadows, in the webbed laurel thickets
Where the catbirds stir and scold the witless owls.
Call out your lousy hounds, boys,
Bouse out the pot and boodle,
Fotch out the lean lank hounds, lads,
Loose the bitch and scootle.
Stir fox, stir bat, stir the weasely doodle.
Foxes traipsing on Defeated Creek
Hitty-o, ditty-o, dell,
Foxes sparking on Defeated Creek,
Knock wood, clank iron, ring bell.
The heavy-hipped ridges are leashed with pale fog’s binding
And the dark ivy, the green-stemmed eddying river,
Flows in leaf-waves over the root-sewn rock
And pinched white blossoms scud in threaded winding.
There9s a fox on Defeated Creek.
By gats his eyes are like double sunballs.
Bis fur ripe as moonlight boiling on a wheat patch,
Bis feet as soft as the sappy willow buds
And swift as August lightning.
Unwax your deafened ears, my lads,
Peel the husk from your misty sight.
There9s fox hams smoking the moon-pied slopes
And fox-bark ringing the high-shanked night.
Where the blood-red gash of fruited sumac blooms
The hounds wind the mountains round with wild hooting,
Stern tracking, and tongue-long panting
Until the rotted darkness falls from bony shouldered hilla
And doves moan low, moan long and lingering.
Foxes taking Defeated Creek
Bitty-o, ditty-o, dell,
Foxes taking Defeated Creek,
Bound dogs lazier 9n hell.

STONES INTO SILVER
Er

F

ung

ROM the brewery where Chris
worked you could see across the
little valley where the river and
the highway ran into the town to the
college on the hill rising out of the other
side of the riverbottoms. The hills along
the river here were all small and round
and the college hill was low and its
sides green with planted pines and now
with the first snow on them the pines
were blackgreen and as Chris walked at
evening the setting sun just caught the
top of the hill with a kind of melting
red light that made its sides look almost
straight up rising above the road in the
valley. And with the sun shining only
on the hill above the darkening greying
valley Chris was cold and buttoned his
coat tight across his chest feeling his
shirt wet with sweat from working in
the warm brewery.
From the brewery down into the riverbottom along the road into the town
across the bridge up the little hill to the
college was about two miles and Chris
walked them slowly looking at the river
now in the dusk black with snow just
capping the stones and soaking up the
water a little as the ripples washed
black into the white softly because above
the dam the water had begun to freeze
and the flow was down with not much
force in it and the snow stuck to the
atones standing out of the black water
with the little waves just touching the
snowcaps washing into them melting
them a little at the edges.
It had been a first snow such as came
iu that country, not much of it but wet
and heavy sticking to stones and the
planted pines on the college hill and as
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Chris climbed the hill the snow slipped
under his feet and he had to go slowly
on the wet walks; but above in the trees
the snow stuck heavy in the branches
bending them down as water dripped
slowing from their tips as the sun went
down and the air began to cool promis
ing cold again tonight as had been that
morning after the first snow had come
and the first winter crispness.
The campus walks were shoveled and
had dried clean already running through
the snow and the edges of the building
tops were ridged with snow and all
over the lights began to shine out of
windows and at turns in the walks.
The sun was gone and darkness was
coming on the hill but in the west the
sky was green as the summer sky is
green sometimes when you look at it
from under water in the summer swim
ming. Chris walked along the paths
watching the sky and the lights as they
came on and the low windows of the
buildings. And when he came to one
building he stopped where there was a
big window with a bright light and
through the window he saw walls hung
with bright pictures and there was a
man in a white jacket standing in the
middle of the room looking at a picture
on a framework standing on the floor
before him. Chris tracked through
clean snow to the window and leaned
against the brick wall looking in.
The man inside was tall with a mous
tache that he kept touching with one
finger and he looked very pale in the
bright light walking back and forth be
fore the picture and touching his mous
tache at every turn.
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Chris *s eyes came just to the window
ledge and he could not see as well from
where he was as from the walk until
he found a jutting row of stones for
his feet and could lift himself up that
way with his hands tight around the
corner of the window ledge and he
stood with his toes on the jutting
stones a foot above the ground and
looked at all the bright pictures on the
walls until his wet shoes slipped from
the stones and his hand rapped the win
dow so the man heard inside and turned
to see him there and came to open the
window out.
“ What are you doing?” the man
asked.
“ I saw the light,’* Chris said, “ and
the pictures and I ’d never seen them
before so I came over to look.’’
“ Never seen them before?”
“ I work all day and I can’t walk up
here except at night and this place has
always been dark until now.”
The man at the window shivered and
his breath was steamy in the light.
“ Come in,” he said. “ You can look
inside. I t ’s warmer. The door’s around
the side.”
Chris found the door and stood in
side.
“ Don’t you ever have days off ? ” the
man asked.
“ We get Saturdays in the afternoons
now, and then there’s Sunday,” Chris
said.
“ Don’t you come up here then!”
“ No.”
“ Why not?”
“ I live at home with mother and I
help her there and then I write things.”
The man laughed and went back to
look at his picture. Chris was standing
by the door looking around.
“ Come in, come in,” the man said.
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He took off his white jacket and went
to the corner where a washbowl was
behind a screen and Chris could hear
water running and then the man came
out wiping his hands. “ Do you like
the pictures? You’re an artist too.”
“ I like that one,” Chris said. Since
he had come in he had looked at that
picture. It was all green with a green
film over it as there is at sunset some
times with the colors of the houses and
the barns coming out different under
the green and even the reds looking
green under the strange green light
over the whole. “ I like that one. I ’d
like to write that way. I try to. So it
all colors one way and feels the same
when you touch it anywhere. The
same and different because it has to
change underneath but I mean the same
when you feel it on top where you can
touch things with a color like th at.”
The man was looking at him out of
small green eyes that shone when he
turned his head so the big ceiling lights
reflected in them and with that light
in them Chris could see nothing in the
eyes and when they went green again
away from the big lights they were
small and hard like dabs of hard green
paint.
“ I t ’s kind of hard to explain,”
Chris said. “ Only when I get it that
way I feel it and I feel all right.”
“ Well,” the man said, “ i t ’s not a
very good picture. A student of mine
did it.”
“ It looks like this place sometimes
west of town.”
“ Nice stuff to paint but he didn’t
do well. Composition’8 bad. Nicer to
paint than up north though. I was up
this summer. Pines and birches. Unpaintable stuff really.” He was talk
ing now from behind the screen. Chris
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watched the screen and saw him come
out with a coat on.
“ But can’t you paint anything?
Isn’t it in what you see or feel about
it I mean not in the stuff I mean?”
“ Can you write about anything at
all ? Don’t you have to pick something
to write about ? ’’ The man was smiling
as he talked and then he put his finger
to his moustache and smiled behind
that. “ I ’m trying to teach these kids
to paint. First is selection. I mean
finding the stuff to paint. Can you
write about anything?”
“ I write when I want to,” Chris
said, *‘about what I see and what I feel.
I think pines and birches would be
fine.”
“ Well,” the man said pointing to his
moustache, “ here. Who do you know
in town?”
“ O my mother and Jake th a t’s fore
man of the brewery and the men down
there and Mack and Jimmy and some
others. ’’
“ Who is Jimmy?” the man asked.
“ Is that the one that collects the ashes
around ?’’
Chris nodded.
“ Well, could you write about him?
He can *t talk. He *s dumb.' Could you
write about him if he can’t talk and
doesn’t ever say anything and just goes
around carting off ashes?”
“ I never thought,” Chris said.
“ All right. You try and then come
and read it to me and if you prove you
can I ’ll let you read it to my class.”
“ You might not like it,” Chris said.
“ And anyway that wouldn’t prove.”
“ I ’ll know all right if i t ’s good or
not. I ’m paid to know. I ’ll know all
right”
4‘I ’ve never read to anybody,” Chris
said, “ but myself and one other.”
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“ Time you start. I ’ve got to go.”
The man put on his hat and started to
the door. “ Out you go. And when
you come again bring that about Jimmy
and read it to me. That will prove just
what I mean. I can show you better
then.” The man switched off the lights.
Outside the air was biting cold again
and the stars were shining. Even in
the west where the sun had gone down
there were stars in a black sky.
“ Why did you come here?” the man
asked.
“ I don’t know,” Chris said. “ I liked
it here. I t was kind of different.”
“ We have much to offer,” the man
said. “ Come in again and don’t forget
that about Jimmy.”
The man turned off to the left then
and Chris watched him down the walk
going into the dark away from the
light at the corner and the man walked
fast looking straight ahead of him with
his head going up and down at the end
of his long neck. And when the man
was gone into the darkness Chris
turned down the hill where the melted
snow was icy now on the concrete and
where he walked beneath trees whose
branches were crackling in the breeze
as they bent and snapped the thin
coats of ice the cold had made on
them. And at the very bottom of the
hill he walked into a solid darkness.
Behind him on the hill were the college
lights but here in the paths leading to
the street there was no light and then
there was one at the corner where the
path crossed the street and one on the
bridge showing the water black under
the bridge shining black with drops of
light cold as ice in it here and there.
Chris leaned against the iron railing
watching the icy light until he felt the
cold from the iron creeping through his
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coatsleeves to his elbows and the cold
rippling of the water was a hum in his
ears that lasted halfway up the hill on
the other side loudly humming in his
ears and that was an echo in his head
when he got home.
There were no lights at home and he
got into bed alone with the sheets cold
keeping him awake to listen to the
clock ticking downstairs and to his
mother turning in her bed and the wind
growing harder louder outside whist
ling a little now and then around the
corners of the house. Chris lay listen
ing to the noises as the sheets warmed
to his body. He heard the clock strike
eleven and tick on and on and just as
the eleven-fifteen freight whistled for
Watertown two miles down the line the
sheets were wrapping warm around his
body and he fell asleep.
“ You were kind of late last night/*
his mother said at breakfast.
“ I walked up to the college and met
a man and talked to him.”
“ A year from now you*11 be going
up there in the morning instead of to
the brewery. I*m awfully glad. It *8
been hard to work and save but we
have to work to get along/’ she said.
“ Last night,” Chris said, “ talking
to him I got to think maybe I was get
ting on all right now.”
“ But Chris,” his mother said.
“ The lights were hard up there,” he
said.
“ You dream too much,” his mother
said.
“ I talked to him because I thought
I could only I couldn’t. He had lots
of pictures there and I thought I could
talk to him.”
“ You dream too much,” his mother
said. “ You have a good brain but you
dream too much.” She set the coffee
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pot down on the table and sat holding
the handle. “ I don’t know what you
mean. Your father always said you
ought to go to college. You have a
good brain. You ought to use it.”
“ I have to go now,” Chris said and
kissed her on the forehead.
She was sitting at the table when he
went out and as he went down the lit
tle path behind the house to the road
along the river he looked back and saw
her at the kitchen window watching
him.
All morning he worked at the brew
ery loading and unloading trucks and
putting empty cases on the belts and
everything he did flowed out of him
to the rhythm of the capping machines
and the rattle of the cases bumping
around the bends in the conveyors and
he put the cases on and pulled them off
the trucks and belts not thinking of
what he did as everything went to the
rhythm of the machines until the whis
tle blew at noon and he was free to
walk along the gravel road away from
the brewery to the road along the river
into town again.
He went right past the path that
ran up to his mother’s kitchen and fol
lowed the river road along to where it
curved across the bridge into the
square. At Mack’s Sweet Shoppe he
stopped to drink a glass of beer. The
radio on the bar was giving out hog
and pig and porker prices.
“ Has Jimmy been around!”
“ Not yet,” Mike said. “ Saturday
ain’t i t ! ”
“ Yes,” Chris said.
He went out again and down the al
ley behind Mack's place to the big va
cant lot back there behind the jail and
the dry-goods store in the angle where
the buildings angled at the corner but
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Jimmy was not there. He leaned
against the jail a moment listening but
nobody was talking inside or nobody
was inside or the windows were closed
because he heard nothing but the river
running below the stone wall that held
the lot from falling in. Behind the
dry-goods store there was a pile of
empty cardboard boxes and a barrel of
ashes full running over. Chris touched
the boxes with his foot and went up
the alley to the street.
There were cars along the street
parked against the curb with their
bumpers sticking over the sidewalk all
along from the alley to the corner and
at the corner he turned away from the
main street and the river and walked
the hill away from the traffic to the
quiet streets with the leafless trees and
the lawns snowcovered with oak leaves
blowing bronze over the snow and all
along the street behind the houses by
the garages he saw full barrels of ashes
and rubbish until he came near the end
where the houses were farther apart
and from time to time he could look be
hind them down a hill to the valley
along the river where the long grass
was snowy here and there or the grass
was long enough to pull up from the
snow covering the snow with a greybrown carpet of dying dead grass and
down one driveway he could see the
corner of the red brick building where
he had seen the man last night and a
group of three planted pines against
the building's corner. And all along
the row of houses were ashcans full of
ashes leaning against the sides of the
garages.
And at one of the end houses he saw
Jimmy. He was emptying an ashcan
into the box of the old Ford truck he
drove and the cold wind blew a stream
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er of fine ash across the snowy lawn
behind the house and Jimmy's old
brown coat was grey with ashdust that
brushed off and blew away when he
leaned to put the empty ashcan down
against the garage wall. Chris heard
the can rattle on the frozen ground and
watched Jimmy put his hand against
the radiator of the truck and crank it
and then run around to catch the spark
and gas levers before the motor ran too
fast. And then he backed away down
the drive to the street slowly with the
motor going slowly and the ashes sift
ing off the truck behind.
When Jimmy drove into a driveway
down half a block Chris walked in be
hind the truck.
“ Hello," Chris said.
Jimmy smiled.
“ It's Saturday," Chris said.
Jimmy smiled again.
And Chris took one handle of the
ashcan and put one hand beneath to
lift with Jimmy on the other side and
the can banged up into the truck and
dumped itself and then they tossed it
down against the wall of the garage
and drove away. As they went from
house to house the wind came up blow
ing harder toward evening and at dusk
it was cold at the dump where they
emptied the truck so that as soon as
they reached Jimmy's shack they built
a fire in the little laundry stove and
stood around it waiting for it to warm.
Jimmy opened a can of beans and be
gan to heat them on the stove.
There was a pile of old magazines
in the comer of the room. “ Did you
just get them?" Chris asked.
Jimmy nodded.
Chris looked through a few on top
and Jimmy pointed to a colored pic
ture here and there. The walls of the
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shack were covered with pictures, col
ored covers from the Saturday Evening
Post with old men wrinkle-faced helping
boys make little boats, and pictures
painted by men with strange names like
Degas under which Jimmy had pinned
little paragraphs of print telling what
the picture was.
“ There are some good new ones,”
Chris said.
Jimmy found another magazine and
showed him one of a river running
through thick walls of trees with a red
bird flying over against the setting sun.
“ I talked to a man at the college,”
Chris said.
The beans were warm now and Jim
my poured them on two plates and set
them with bread on the table where
they sat down with magazines at their
elbows.
“ This man paints pictures only some
things he doesn’t think should be paint
ed or can be painted. Like that red
bird one. He wouldn’t like the birch
es.”
As Chris talked Jimmy turned the
pages in the magazines and pointed
now and then to a picture.
“ He said you can’t paint everything
and he said I can’t write about every
thing and he said to write about you if
I could then he’d believe I could write
about anything.”
Jimmy laughed now and when he
laughed the muscles in his throat went
up and down quickly and the laugh was
not loud but it was a laugh and in his
eyes you could see more laughter than
you could hear.
They looked at magazines until they
had eaten all the beans and then they
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washed the plates off and dried them
and put them in a box behind the stove.
“ L et’s go out,” Chris said.
They got their coats and in the pock
ets of his Chris found some papers.
“ I almost forgot,” he said, “ I have
some new ones.”
He spread them on the table. There
were three sheets written closely and at
the head of the first sheet was written
III and She Didn’t Like Cats. Jimmy
read it through to a place and ran his
finger through the line and smiled and
pointed to a picture on the wall.
“ I might write about you,” Chris
said, “ but I wouldn’t show it to that
man up there.”
He put the papers back into his pocket
and went out with Jimmy. It was dark
now and cloudless with stars shining
and in the southeast a sign of silver com
ing where the moon would be.
“ Maybe they’re all about you,” Chris
said. “ There’s not much talking in
them.”
Together they went down toward the
river and when they came to the bridge
they turned away to the left down along
the bank to a place where there was a
shelf of small stones running into the
river with a dead tree fallen over trail
ing in the water and they sat on the tree
listening to the river ripple around the
branches of the tree. And as they sat
there the moon came up all silver trail
ing silver through the river and they
threw small stones into the silver streak
watching the splash come up all silver
and the ripples breaking the silver
stream and then the moonshine coming
back unbroken all across the stream.
“ I didn’t know it before,” Chris said,
“ but I guess they’re all about you.
There’s not much talking in them.”

FOUR POEMS
I. LOST BELIEF
Parade no gowns of gold or cinnabar,
Of orange or of ochre like a flame
Of young elation; for it is a game
Pretending death is an arising star.
Are not the waters black, the hollows still ?
Where are the merry birds, the sunny brook,
The loving boy and girl whose voices shook
When first they heard the secret whip-poor-will?
These pretty garments are so very brief
The lightest frost will tear them with a kiss,
And we shall see the last vestige of this
Pretention flutter like a lost belief.
Remove this glory, let the silent snow
Emphatically prove we do not know.
Frederick ten Hoor

II. ROWEN
I trod, intolerant of aught beside
Its scope and dominance, youths brave domain.
I fenced my meadows, green with sensuous grain,
Crudely about in walls of stony pride;
And traced—a modern Naaman satisfied
With tangible harvests of a gracile plain—
My Abana and Pharpar to a main
Of charted shores, of measured depth and tide.
Now thorns and purple shadows screen the scars
That mark where vandal years have rived the walls ;
Yet, honed by hunger, vision like a sword
Cleaves through the visible—-clovered with stars
And paling suns—and reverently falls
On mental Jordans rolling heavenward.
Mary J. Elmendorf
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III. OH. LOVE AND SUN AND SILVER SEA
Once more
The cold Pacific spreads its feathered edge
Along these gray familiar sands, and sounds
A breathy moan against the wind-bit ledge . . .
Once more the sea gulls fly their endless weary vapid rounds
Beneath this dome of blue, this late September sky . . .
And gazing down this lonely beach, I cry:
Oh! love and sea and sun and youth! Once more
Let all things be as they were before!
Once more
I see you, faultless one, amidst the haze
Pearl-tinted by the dawn; your arms—how fair!—
Outspread to hail the sun, the splendid blaze
Of beauty in your eyes and lips and hair. Ah, blessed day.
Ah, blessed morning when
Fatigued by love we raced across the beach
To fling ourselves into the surf. And then
Beyond we swam at length to reach
The cold black rocks that thrust themselves above
The boiling wave. And there, refreshed, to love we turned
Once more.
Oh, love and sun and sea and youth in apogee:
As they were before let all things be.
Once more I see as through enchanted eyes
Red lips that part in mute but glad surprise,
Dazed eyes that seem to float in fevered bliss . . .
And hours that pass unfelt, a paradise
Of lazy, sunny days.
The winds still kiss the sands, and sea gulls glide in aimless flight
Above this shore where love and sun and sea and youth were unified..
Ah, faultless one, the mellow light
That fell on us in this secluded lee
Was pure and white and of eternity. Eternity, and yet
The self-same sun shines down upon this shore today, and it
But shines in vain, for love and youth will come
No more.
Once more
The cold Pacific spreads its feathered edge
Along this lonely stretch of sandy lee.
A hollow moan resounds against the ledge
And sandbirds* cries blow piping down the wind.
The waves ,far out, with whitened edge are lined
Ah, love and sun and sea and days of yore
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Things will be as they were before—
No more.

Martin Peterson

IV. M O U N TED MAN
This is the horse I took and this is the journey:
A country of rivers and mountains, a green incline,
And a longer trail among the peaks; a whining
Wind, and a brassy color shining
On all the steeps of snow. Horizon’s line
Slunk downward and the world hung low in air . . .
My jaded steed drew pace. We plunged and trailed
High in the whiteness, wound a sharp unbroken
Passage—nor any blaze nor any token
Marked on our starward going . . .
Thus we failed.
We stood in blue ice air, that last peak spired
Aloft in thinning ether, muscle spent . . .

-

Failed T Not surely failed, for we had taken
Image, purposed and unmistaken:
A mounted man astride the firmament.
Howard McKinley Coming

W ood cu t b y
C h a rles E . H ea n ey

A T THE GRAVE OF MY FATHER
Louis G in sb erg
Too soon I stand, to know, in pain,
Your thought, your talk, your quick surprise
No more will flower in your brain;
No more will brighten in your eyes.
No proverb salves me comforted;
No balm can any word be giving—
(Death does not tamper with the dead:
Death tampers only with the living.)
We used to talk of destiny,
Gf ambushed friends whom Fate decoyed;
We jested of free will, since we
Must choose what we cannot avoid.
For such a fleeting interval
And for such grief, indeed, why must
Earth so mysteriously barter all
The peace within anonymous dust?
Often we used to talk of love
That sheds a momentary wonder
On dubious luck of being above
The sod a bit before we're under.
Oh, where escape all beautiful
Dreams that can make m an’s travail worth,—
Dreams that have bivouacked in the skull—
When once the bones confer with earth f
So wondering, the mind will grieve,—
How desperate is the yearning mind,
’Mid all things fugitive, to leave
Some remnant of itself behind!
I go. And should I seize a power
(As fitful I will often do)
Of fleeing at sixty miles an hour.
Think not that I escape from you. . . .

“PIECES”
Be l

R

l e

Fl

OBERT wondered as he passed
from one object to another un
der the guidance of his hostess,
if the entire apartment was as full of
delightful things as was this big studio
where Clifford painted his amazing
canvasses and Marya assembled her
“ pieces” to sell; whether, as they
would have said in the laboratory back
home, this beauty was general or spe
cific. The bit of sculpture Marya was
showing him, by Channa Orloff, smooth
and slick, so that the eye slid along the
curves and invited the hand to follow
in verification of its existence in mar
ble as well as in the pleasures of the
mind. The dull blue pottery jug that
was the color between daytime and
night, and kept drawing your eyes to
ward it from whatever corner of the
room you happened to be in. The
small golden-grained wooden cabinet
carved like scrolls of well-pulled taffy,
drawing your fingers in smooth caress
es. The queer lump of twisted stone,
polished to almost a mirror surface—a
voodoo charm, Marya said, and her
voice was rich and low as her fine ivory
hand trailed its surface for a moment.
Was it all voodoo or was it Marya t
Robert was not sure. He and Evelyn
had come this afternoon because Clif
ford had invited them to see the studio
and then have dinner. They had known
Clifford years and years ago, when
they were children, out west. But
Marya was new. They had not known
about Marya. Once Robert had read
m a book about a woman who touched
things and they seemed beautiful. A
scientist, however, instinctively looked
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below the surface. Funny how she had
chosen these particular things out of
a whole world full of knickknacks and
put them there. If they were intended
to stimulate her husband in his paint
ing, certainly the inexplicable adven
tures in colors and angles which Clif
ford splashed across his canvass dis
claimed relationship or sequence to
them. All these curves, and smooth
ness.
M arya’s black hair, as she stood
there beside Robert, was drawn away
from her ivory face with the same
grace which impelled Robert’s eyes to
follow the curves of the Orloff statue,
and which kept drawing his glance
back to the smooth surfaces and high
lights of the blue jug, and which pulled
his fingers to the satin surfaces of the
wooden cabinet. What if he could nev
er tear his eyes away from the shining
black curves of Marya’s silken hair
leading around to the knot that lay
low upon the fine sweep of her neck!
W hat if his hands could not resist fol
lowing his eyes along those black in
tricacies of lights and shades! He
clenched his hands in his pockets and
glanced across the room to where Clif
ford stood before a huge easel talking
to Evelyn about the relations of heights
and depths. W hat would Clifford say
if Robert should suddenly stretch out
his hand and let it slide smoothly along
those blue-black curves of Marya’s
hair? What would he dot Not only
what would Clifford do, but what
would Evelyn dot It was a crazy idea.
H adn’t he been a perfectly rational
and devoted husband to Evelyn for
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fourteen years now? Had he possibly
been more rational than devoted? Cer
tainly he had been rational, but devot
ed, too. By all means devoted. They
had never had a quarrel of any serious
duration. Maybe they had been too
busy to quarrel, working side by side
in the laboratory all these years. Grub
by years, he called them, while they
worked and looked forward to this long
awaited trip to New York. Years full
of chemical combinations that Marya
would never understand. But Evelyn
understood. Evelyn had always under
stood. Certainly he had been devoted.
And there were the two youngsters.
Really, in retrospect, the years they
had spent in research seemed not at all
grubby, but warm, rather, with a fire
that seemed to light them on from day
to day. Happy days, most of them,
when they puzzled together over test
tubes and together found their answers.
Evelyn was certainly all right.
But he clenched his hands in his
pockets and looked again at Marya *8
hair. He tried to remember how it was
Clifford said he had met her, but he
found himself in sudden confusion.
Brittainy or somewhere. Funny how
Clifford had grown up to have Marya.
He had been such a strange little kid.
Never wanted to do what the other boys
did. Always picking up bits of colored
cloth and funny-shaped pebbles and
carrying them about in his pockets and
amusing himself by arranging them in
different orders. A rather miserable
child, Robert had always thought, be
cause the other kids had no patience
with such a sissy. But now, seeing
these strange canvasses about the room,
which had been rejected by one exhi
bition after another, and seeing Clif
ford *8 undiminished delight in what
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ever it was he was trying to give out
to the world, Robert thought he had
perhaps not been so miserable as a
child after all. The beating of the
world’s wings in his face would never
so much as ruffle his hair. If the world
did not see what was in him, the world
was the loser.
Marya seemed to believe in him.
This strangely beautiful woman col
lected lovely fragments from all the
corners of the world and from deep
ages back in history, and not only dec
orated her husband’s studio with them,
but sold them to wealthy and fastidious
friends of hers, and to her friends’
friends, in order that she and Clifford
might eat and buy more paint while
they waited for the world to become
aware of what Clifford was offering it.
“ I have some success, too, selling
things . . . ”
Marya’s voice reminded Robert
queerly of thick cream, almost clotted,
but still smooth enough and liquid
enough to be poured in rich ivory
scrolls over a plate of ripe strawberries
on his grandmother’s back porch. And
the hum of a bee dose by and the smell
of pink clover. Great Scott, what a
long time ago!
“ You should have seen the pair of
putti I picked up in Italy last winter
for a garden on Long Island,” Marya
was saying.
The smell of pink clover. And the
humming of bees. There had been two
bees. He had hurt his hand that day,
and he had cried on his grandmother’s
thick, soft bosom, and she had given
him the strawberries with thick, pour
ing, serolly cream.
“ They were a magnificent pair,”
Marya said, “ Just cracked enough to
indicate their age, and yet complete
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and really gorgeous. They might have
been Michelangelo’s. Nobody could
be sure. And this woman on Long
Island— ”
Marya’s hands caressed the invisible
putti, bending delicately from her
moulded wrists. Robert wondered fleetingly if Evelyn had wrists like that. But
of course, all women had small wrists.
All alike within certain limits. Funny,
he had never noticed Evelyn’s wrists.
He would notice when they were alone.
Marya’s wrists had small smooth curves
flowing into each other, smooth and rip
pling, as her hands followed the lines
of the invisible putti.
“ And of course they were exquisite
in that garden.” Marya was smiling at
him. “ Can’t you see them there? We
had it all done over to fit the putti, and
you should have heard the lord and mas
ter snort when he got the bill for his
wife’s dolls!” Marya’s laugh was shot
with sunlight—sunlight that played
across the back porch where the bees
were humming and the rich cream was
pouring down over the red berries.
“ Let’s go and eat,” Clifford called
across the studio. “ I t ’s dinner time
and our guests haven’t even had tea
yet.”
Evelyn crossed to Marya and Robert.
“ There’s so much to see here,” she
said. She seemed the only dull and in
significant note in the studio. Her hor
rible brown hat . . .
Clifford flung open a door into an
adjoining room. “ Change my coat, ” he
said, “ and be with you in a minute.”
Through the open door was a glimpse
of quaintly carved beds, the coverlet cor
ners already drawn down for the night.
A blue dressing-gown, the color of the
pottery jug, lay across the foot of the
nearest bed. Beyond was a deeply re
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cessed desk with a bit of sculpture in
rose quartz.
“ Those are ‘pieces’, ” Marya smiled,
amused, as she arrested Robert’s glance
into the other room. Robert flushed.
“ I only—, ” he began, floundering.
‘‘What lovely candlesticks!’’ Evelyn
said quickly, examining a pair of hand
some brasses on brackets near the outer
door.
“ Thirteenth century,” Marya said.
“ We got them—”
“ They look as though they had a his
tory all right,” Robert said. His voice
sounded strange. He realized it was
the first sentence he had spoken since
Marya had started showing him “ the
pieces.” It was easier to talk with Eve
lyn there with them. They were certainly
handsome candlesticks. He had never
seen such oddly etched brass. His fin
gers wandered around in his pockets.
Two dollars and some change. Money
went fast in New York. Taxi here, taxi
there. And tips, and the hotel. And
when you handed them a silver dollar,
they looked at you as though they ex
pected you to take a lariat from your
vest pocket next and rope them. Nice
of Clifford to ask them to dinner. Ap
parently they didn’t eat in the apart
ment. Let’s go and eat, Clifford had
said, when he went to change his coat.
How did Clifford make it, with no one
taking his pictures? Robert didn’t
blame them for not taking the paintings.
Now in the laboratory, you did things
that everybody could see. This demon
stration that he and Evelyn had been
invited to give at the clinic tomorrow,
for instance. But these dam things, you
couldn’t tell what they were. Nice col
ors all right, but they didn’t make sense.
Of course, Marya was earning money
with her pieces. And it seemed there
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was a rich aunt somewhere around who Could she mean anything by that, Rob
believed in Clifford or paid him to stay ert wondered.
away, or something.
“ I t ’s funny,” he said. “ I have a
“ All right!9’ Clifford appeared in feeling I don’t want anything but straw
the bedroom doorway, wearing a street berries and cream tonight. Lots of them,
coat and carrying a soft hat. He wasn’t with thick cream poured on slowly. I
bad looking. Something shone out of guess i t ’s crazy, isn’t i t t ”
his eyes, a kind of light that said, “ I ’ve
“ Oh, th at’s charming!” Marya’s
got something nice for you.99 Maybe laughter rippled out in rich scrolls. She
there was something in the darned pic turned back to the others. “ Isn ’t that
tures after all.
rare? Our scientist wants nothing in
“ Let’s go to Minnion’s,” Marya said. life but quantities of strawberries and
“ I t ’s not far, and they have grand cream!” She turned back to Robert.
food.” She picked up a hat from a chair “ Imagine a man who wins national
near the door, which had evidently been prizes in science eating nothing but—”
“ I only won half the prize,” Robert
placed there with foresight before her
guests arrived. It was a soft white little hastened to explain. “ We did it to
hat that cut a sharp line around the silky gether, Evelyn and I .” Silly to say
black curves of her hair and made them that, as though he were fighting against
more silky and more black and more something. It seemed childish. He
curved. Clifford picked up a cane and hoped Evelyn would not make such an
the four of them left the apartment.
ass of herself.
“ I t ’s just around the corner,” Marya
“ Of course,” Marya said soothingly,
said, falling into step beside Robert as as though she did not believe it. “ But
they reached the street. He felt the soft I always think of scientists eating beef
swish of her dress beside him as he steaks and mutton chops.” Marya took
walked. There was a sweet smell of his arm. “ I t ’s in here,” she said, lead
clover floating around them. He hoped ing him through an arched doorway.
Evelyn’8 clothes were all right. He They followed a waiter to a table for
hadn’t thought to notice. Possibly he four.
wouldn’t have known anyway. She and
“ Broiled crayfish,” Marya told the
Clifford seemed to be getting along all waiter who brought the bills of fare.
right, with Clifford doing most of the “ And endive, and rice pudding. They
talking.
have the most delicious rice pudding
“ They make a specialty of broiled here, with sour cream,” she explained to
crayfish,” Marya said. “ And they’re Evelyn and Robert, “ You'll love it.”
“ I ’ll have the same,” Evelyn said.
simply delicious. Have you ever eaten
broiled crayfish I ”
Evelyn's hair was straggling. Robert
“ Never broiled or any other way.” wanted to smooth it back under her hat.
Robert felt the ommission with unwar He could see now that her hat was all
ranted keenness. “ But this is a good wrong. It stuck up in the wrong
night to start.” His laugh sounded places. He turned again to Marya.
forced.
“ If you want some good wine,” Clif
“ Everything has to start sometime." ford said, “ They have some very nice
Her voice sounded strangely significant. Ckabiis”
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“ That would be fine,” Robert said.
“ And strawberries and cream for me,
instead of rice pudding.”
The waiter collected the bills of fare
and departed. A linen jacketed Rus
sian diplomat came and put three more
drops of water in each almost overflow
ing glass.
“ Tell me, Clifford,” Robert said,
“ Where did you get those thirteenth
century candlesticks? They’re certain
ly handsome.”
**Those at the door ?’* Clifford’s eyes
lit up. “ They are handsome, aren’t
they? Marya picked them up.”
“ She must have a special kind of
eye,” Robert said. Funny, Evelyn nev
er saw things like that.
“ Marya has a talent that way,” Clif
ford said.
Marya smiled. Robert could hear the
hum of bees across spots of sunlight on
the clean scrubbed boards of the back
porch.
“ They’re really quite modern,” Clif
ford said. “ What made you think they
were thirteenth century?”
“ Marya said—’’Robert checked him
self.
Marya laughed lightly.
“ Aren’t you precious!” She beamed
on Robert, then turned to her husband.
“ It was his own idea. He said he
thought they were.”
Robert felt the muscles of his neck
tighten. He did not look at Marya. He
looked at Evelyn. That was a silly hat
she was wearing. And her hair strag
gled. She was upset. She was trying
to form a protest. Robert could see it
taking shape behind her eyes. It would
come like a bombshell. He must speak
quickly.
“ We went down to see the aquarium
this morning,” he said quietly. “ I t ’s
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a great place.” His blood was racing
up through his neck, up around his ears.
He glanced down at the long, sensitive
finger he had hurt that day long, long
ago. The scar was there. He fancied
that it throbbed for a flashing moment.
Crazy idea. Of course it couldn’t. He
hoped Evelyn would keep quiet.
“ I hope you fed the pigeons when you
came out,” Marya said. “ That’s the
thing to do, you know.”
“ And you must plan at least three
days for the Art Museum, ’’ Clifford
said.
The waiter brought the broiled cray
fishes. And the endive. And there was
the Chdblis pleasantly chilled. And
then, for Robert, strawberries and cream.
The berries were in a small silver bowl.
Big berries, enormous, red, pulpy ber
ries. They tasted a little woolen. The
cream poured thinly, in a quick splash.
The waiter slipped fresh cubes of ice
into his water-glass with a cold tinkle.
Someone was laughing—Marya. She
was laughing so hard she could scarcely
finish the story she was telling.
“ It was the landlady’s cat,” she was
saying between gasps of laughter. “ And
when Clifford struck a match to see
what he had stepped on, the cat got up
and revealed four brand new kittens.
And he said,” Marya’s voice trailed off
into peals of laughter, “ he said, ‘Look,
the postman left a litter at our door’!”
Clifford smiled in satisfactory recol
lection of his memorable remark.
Marya’s ivory fingers pulled the little
white hat farther down over her danc
ing black eyes. Evelyn smiled, a little
woodenly Robert thought. He could
do better than that. The story was
funny, kind of.
The waiter came toward Clifford with
a biU. Marya caught him with a swift
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gesture of her eyes and sent him around
the table to Robert.
Robert’s hand went to his pocket. His
face felt as if he had not shaved. His
fingers toyed with the two dollars and
the odd change in his pocket.
“ I ’m treasurer,” Evelyn said, a little
too cheerfully. “ You leave the tip, Rob
in, and I ’ll take the check.”
“ A neat arrangement,” Clifford com
mented.
Out on the street they said good-nights
and hoped they’d see each other again
before it was time to leave New York.
Robert and Evelyn walked the twenty
blocks back to their hotel. It was a fine,
misty night. They speculated about the
clinic where they were to make their

demonstration the next day. The real
bigwigs in science would be there.
Up in their hotel room, Evelyn stood
before the ugly bureau and ran the comb
through her chestnut hair. Then she
rubbed cold cream on her dry, sallow
face.
“ She’s pretty,” Evelyn said.
“ Yes,” Robert agreed, “ She’s pretty.”
He looked at Evelyn. If Evelyn had
pulled a trick like Marya had done, he’d
have jumped on her and given her hell.
But you can’t call a strange lady a liar.
And i t ’s too much trouble to chastise
those whom you do not love. It felt
good to have Evelyn there.
“ You have nice hair,” he said. It
sounded silly.

THE RIVER, NEW ORLEANS
R ich a rd L e e k le y

Flaunting its curves to the City’s million eyes
the River comes, sinister, kneeing the wharves—
Roll on Mississippi!
Dark with country, thick with my fatherland,
with Illinois,
lags the River, lewd, indolent, and negro—
Mississippi, Mississippi roll on!
I t ’s all some seamen have of inland home:
they lean along the rail, watching the River roll,
watching the River roll.
It stains the clear out-water for a hundred miles.
Seeing it, they tell you, brings them home,
brings them folks, farm, and wife,
muddy River brings them home—
like a nautilus brings you roaring back to sea.

VILLAGE
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HEN Joe came to the brow of
the hill that overlooked the
valley, he paused. The sky was
gray; low clouds pressed downward.
There were dark spots on the yellow
dust of the road where the first drops
of the coming rain had fallen.
Joe sat down on a rock beside the
road. There was no need to hurry.
When you have been out of work for
five years, time becomes a matter of
food, today overlapping tomorrow, and
always the sensation of hunger within,
like a well dried up whose walls are
slowly falling in. Joe laughed. The
sound was hard and dry.
Food—well, why think about it! He
had a paper bag in his pocket. A woman, had given it to him in the last vil
lage before he came to the valley. She
had looked into his face with wide
blank eyes and said: “ You’d better
turn off at the crossroads. There’s
nothing straight ahead, nothing but
empty houses where people used to
live.”
He had not asked her any questions.
Somehow the woman had seemed so
utterly hopeless that words were a
waste of time. Later Joe had stopped
beside a store at the crossroads and
talked with the loafers. They had
stared at him, and then looked away,
their eyes filling with reflected gray
light from the sky.
One man had talked; his voice had
been low and droning, the words filled
with things that had been. No good to
keep on. In the valley was a village—
yes, a village. Then small bitter laugh
ter, as though there was some joke
about the place. Better take the right-
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hand road. Sure, keep on going. There
was a state road under construction.
It was not an important road. It would
lead nowhere. But at least people were
eating. The Government paid them for
making a road that there were no peo
ple to use.
The loafers had listened to the man.
Some of them had smiled a little mock
ingly. But Joe wanted a place to sleep,
somewhere from the coming rain. The
man had pointed then and said that
there were a lot of houses straight
ahead if all a man wanted was a chance
to sleep. Sure, houses with many rooms
where people had lived. It seemed that
once the valley had been alive—mills
beside the river; for years the mills
had been busy.
All day the sound of the machines
had filled the air, and in the evenings
the girls and young men had laughed
and danced to the rasping music of
fiddles. After that, the story had
come from the man’s lips—slowly, the
words forced as though they were like
memories of people who had been close
to him that he would never see again.
In the depression—yes, the first year
of the depression—one mill had closed,
and in the second year another. Al
ways the people laughed and said this
thing could not last, not with people
off somewhere thinking of their wel
fare. And in the third year all the
mills had closed.
There had been nothing for the peo
ple to do. They had been born and
bred to tend the machines. They had
become a part of the mills. Even the
sounds of daily work had sunk into
them. Farmers can till the land, but
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in these mill people was a kind of al growing over all the yard, tall and un
most holy desire to work at what their cut. When he reached the front door
fathers had done—and at that, the soil Joe caught himself: he had almost
of the valley was rocky and unfit to started to knock. He laughed sharply,
grow produce. Slowly the houses be there is something about a house that
came empty, the streets like rivers fills a man without work with fear.
dried of life, and now there was no Will the people give him food or will
they turn him away, look past him and
one in the valley, not one living soul.
Joe gazed down the road. A few curse soundlessly!
Joe pushed into the house. He half
drops of rain fell against his face. He
wiped them away. Slowly he lifted expected to hear rats scuttling away;
himself from the rock and started to but in a house where no one lives,
walk. He was not afraid of empty where there is no food, rats would
houses. When a man has walked the starve. There were webs hanging from
road for years he becomes hardened the ceiling. A few pieces of battered
to the sufferings of others. And at furniture stood against the walls, things
that, there was no one in this village that had not been worth taking away.
Outside, it had begun to rain. Joe
to suffer any more.
At the edge of the village Joe paused. could hear the splashing of drops on
The first house stood with blank win the tall uncut grass. His feet disturbed
dows. Fragments of broken glass lay the dust on the floor, and little clouds
on the piazza floor. When the people of it rose and made him cough. The
left they must have thrown rocks at whole place smelled musty, and, almost,
their houses. Perhaps they hated the faintly of death. In an inner room Joe
place so much that they wished to sat in a corner and opened the paper
strike at something and did not know bag. The food tasted good. Perhaps the
quite what.
woman had given things that she need
More houses, a whole street. Weeds ed herself.
underfoot, rank weeks. And then a
Joe closed his eyes. The rain was
bridge. The railing was broken. In lulling him to sleep; yet he could not
the middle of the street was an old really sleep. Once the mills had filled
Ford. Its hood was rolled back, and the air with the singing of the ma
the engine had been taken away.
chines. Perhaps the people who had
Joe walked fast. He felt a little un lived in this house had been officials
comfortable, he did not know why. He in the offices. Perhaps they had hand
had seen abandoned houses before. He ed out the money to their workers.
No, he could not sleep. The house
had slept in the doorway of a place that
was
filled with creakings: glassless
had once been full of living people. Yet
windows
through which the damp wind
this village was getting under his skin.
sighed;
the
doors slatting on hinges
At the far end of the bridge he
that
creaked
like old complaining
stopped and looked at a house. It was
a large one. The doors moved in the voices.
wind. The hinges creaked. Joe walked
In the evenings girls and young men
up the path. It was hard to tell where had laughed, they had loved. The
the path had been. There was grass moon had covered the bridge with its
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glow. The old Ford had moved up the
street. In it, people had talked about
the work and dances.
Joe shuddered. From where he sat
he could see the emptiness of a window,
and across the road a church shining
whitely through the falling rain. It
was getting dark. The shadows crept
toward him. They were like memories
that cannot be turned away. He tried
to laugh. Why be a fool? After all,
shadows can’t hurt a man!
Across the road the church began to
dim. It must be about seven in the eve
ning, about the time when people used
to gather on the bridge. Strange how
the thoughts of people you have never
known will come! What was all this to
him? Why, all over the country were
places empty and lonely. He had
passed through farming lands where
for miles there was no living thing,
only the fields barren and bitter brown,
with here and there the green of new
grass growing in the now untilled soil.
Joe sprang to his feet. The doors
were slatting. The wind must have
increased. Maybe he was half sick.
In time, lack of food can change a
man’s whole outlook.
When he stood, Joe did not dare to
move. He felt afraid, utterly afraid.
He wanted to make a joke about a fool,
but when he tried to smile his lips
seemed as though chilled. Suddenly he
lunged. He felt as though he had
pulled cords and broken them, cords
that had bound him.
He did not look back when he
reached the street. Somehow, that
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house was like a sick person that he
was leaving, someone so sick he was
fated to die, yet calling for human
companionship.
The rain beat into his face. It was
driven by the wind. But Joe did not
care. He ran up the street. When he
came to the old Ford he paused. A lit
tle way down the river, a mill was a
dark mass against the night. I t must
have been beautiful when all the rows
of windows were lighted. Joe clenched
his fists; then he bolted. Under his
feet the wet road dust, above him the
houses reaching into the dark wet sky.
Once he fell over some rubbish in the
center of the street. It would never
have been allowed to collect there when
the mills were sending their song into
the night.
Far up on the hill that dipped into
the valley, Joe stopped. He was out
of breath. Then he turned and looked
backward. A rumble of thunder came.
A sharp stab of lightning lighted the
valley, and for a few seconds the
church spire was chalk white. It was
like a finger pointing upward, a finger
accusing something it did not know,
for hunger and these empty streets, for
the silence that brooded over the mills.
As he looked there was a second flash
that lighted the windows of the mills,
made them come alive. After that, in
stead of all the voices of workers in the
evening laughing on the bridge, the
thunder echoed and beat through the
empty streets and crept up the road
where tufts of grass now wet from the
rain waved like tattered and defeated
flags.

THE DRY DRIVE
G e o r g e R. S t

ewart

, Jr .

Note—The excerpt from Ordeal by Hunger, a history of the Donner Party by George
R. Stewart, Jr., to be published shortly by Henry Holt and Company, begins on the morn
ing of September 1, 1846. The Donner Party had just left Twenty Wells, now Grantsville, Utah. They were following the trail left by the Hastings Party of sixty-six wag
ons, which was several weeks in advance of them. In addition to the trail they had cer
tain directions left them by Hastings. The “dry drive” was actually the crossing of the
Great Salt Lake Desert from the springs in Skull Valley to the springs at the foot of
Pilot Peak Range. In an airline the distance is about eighty miles.
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EXT day the trail took them
around the point of a range of
hills and then almost due south
away from the lake. On their right,
isolated in the plain, stood up a strange
mass of rocks resembling a castle or
redoubt. They passed a spring flow
ing a good stream of water, but so salty
that no one could drink it. After a
long hard drive with barren hills close
on the left and an arid plain of sage
brush stretching off to the right, they
came at last to a fine meadow and
springs like those of the previous night
—and then suddenly dismay came upon
them.
Lying there was a board. Any kind
of a board was strange enough in that
wild country, but this one had obvious
ly been intended for a sign post. Scraps
of paper still clung to its surface, and
others lay about on the ground. Marks
of writing showed on them. Had birds
pecked them off to eat the paste, or
had Indians wantonly destroyed the
marker? The simpler emigrants, to
whom reading and writing was at best
a somewhat marvelous matter, stood
frustrated and gaping. What message,
what warning, had thus been destroyed
for them?
But to the former schoolma ’am writ
ing offered nothing mysterious. Kneel
ing before the board Tamsen Donner
began to pick up the scattered tatters
and piece them together. Seeing what

she was about, the others searched here
and there and brought her what they
found. She laid the board across her
lap and making use of the shape of the
scraps and the marks of writing pieced
out the puzzle. The script was that of
Hastings. The others gazed on, as she
worked. The message took shape as
the bare notice—two! days and two
nights of hard driving to reach the next
water and grass.
That was all. The meaning was
clear enough, as far as it went. But
why could he not have told them more?
Something omnious lurked behind such
brevity. This then was the dry drive.
Thirty-five miles, or forty at most,
they had been told; but even forty
miles was only a forced march of two
days broken by a halt for rest during
the darkest time of night. Two days
and two nights had stretched the dry
drive out to fifty miles or more, that
is, unless Hastings was unduly careful
and was giving this warning to be sure
they looked well to everything before
starting.
They spent the next day in prepara
tion. Thirty-six hours of rest would
put the cattle on their feet, and al
though oxen are not camels, still with
some grass and little or no water they
could go the two days and two nights
well enough. The men filled all pos
sible receptacles for water, and cut
grass in the meadow. The women
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cooked food to last the passage; there
would be no chance of fuel later on.
At daybreak of September third they
were under way. It was a Thursday;
they could not hope to get across the
dry stretch before Saturday morning.
Hastings’s trail, merely the line of wheel
tracks marked by the broken sage
brush, led out almost due west across a
great open valley ten miles broad,
pointing straight at a range of rough
hills high enough to be called moun
tains. These must be either skirted or
crossed before the dry drive was end
ed—crossed probably, from the way the
trail headed. Farther out in the val
ley the sage brush was more scanty;
the country was becoming drier.
It was well on in the day when be
neath the desert sun they got close to
the foot of the hills and saw the trail
rising to the north toward a pass. It
was a stiff climb up and up. No one
had told them that a mountain lay in
the middle of the dry drive. They
toiled up more than a thousand feet
above the valley before finally they
topped the pass. It must have been
late afternoon. The sight that un
rolled before them as they looked into
the sun might have shaken the boldest.
Below the steep descent ahead lay
another plain even more thinly scat
tered with sage than the one they had
just left. After a few miles it ended
against a ridge of volcanic hills, rocky
and completely barren, offering no
chance for water. Over the top of this
ridge stretching off for miles they saw
a perfectly flat plain unbroken even
by sage, and dazzling white, like frost,
with the glitter of salt. Beyond this
plain, so far in fact that unless the day
had been clear they could not even
have seen them, rose mountains, the
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first hope for water. A more sicken
ing sight has seldom faced men tired
from a hard day’s march, with waterbuckets no longer full, and oxen al
ready suffering. Anyone could see
that even from where they stood much
more than forty miles of desert lay
ahead.
Most likely they got down from the
mountain before night, and made some
sort of camp in the valley. The oxen
must be rested even if they could not
be watered. Probably each animal was
doled out a quart from the scanty sup
ply. Men and women shivered in the
piercing chill of the desert night, and
overhead a white quarter-moon swung
in the desert sky.
Whether they waited for daybreak
or slogged on desperately in the hours
of awesome moonlight, no one has ever
told. The way up the next ridge was
an agony of steepness, and coming
down, the wagons plunged and threat
ened to break themselves among great
volcanic rocks, in spite of the road-mak
ing done by Hastings’s men. Hours were
passing, and the cattle suffered more
and more.
At the bottom of the ridge, well on
in the second day now, they came into
the heaviest going yet. Dunes alter
nated with level spaces, and the wag
ons lurched heavily over the dunes only
to sink inches deep in the light, ash
like sand. It was terrible work for the
oxen. Probably the train had kept to
gether until they had accomplished the
descent from the ridge—in such a place
need might arise for many hands and
extra oxen. But now no more ridges
could be seen ahead, and by this sec
ond day, differences in teams and in
temperaments would begin to show up.
As the sand began to put a premium on
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light loads, men with less burdened
wagons or stronger oxen pushed ahead;
men less favorably equipped and those
who husbanded their teams for the long
pull brought up the rear. The march
became a go-as-you-can, each family or
group for itself. The line began to
stretch out over a mile or two, Eddy
and Graves ahead, the heavily laden
Donners and Reed’s great wagon at
the tail.
All day on Friday they struggled on,
scarcely seeming to approach any clos
er to the mountains in front. The oxen
stumbled beneath their yokes. The
first wagons had got through the
dunes, and found easier going on a
hard surface of salt. The line stretched
out farther and farther as the leaders
gained ground. But if some made fast
er progress, all suffered equally. The
desert sun of September beat down
from above and struck back blinding
from the white surface below. As Eddy
plodded by his wagon he suddenly saw
twenty men in single file marching at
a distance from him. He stopped, as
tounded; the men stopped with him.
He moved; they moved He realized
that a mirage was tricking him; the
men were a multiplied image of him
self. Others also had visions. Their
minds distorted by thirst saw lakes in
the desert distance. Once the image of
the train appeared to them, even with
the dogs trotting beside, for a moment
so vivid that some of them cried out,
thinking that they had actually over
taken the wagons of Hastings.
But if the second day saw suffering,
what of the third t Already they had
ended the two days and two nights of
hard travel for which the message had
prepared them. The good going across
the hard salt flats had not lasted for
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long. Next came the sink marking only
the middle of the desert crossing; here
the wagons broke through the thin
crust and sank several inches into
sandy slush oozing with salt water. In
such a place the wagons could not fol
low one behind the other, but had to
fan out, each driver getting what ben
efit he could by crossing an unbroken
surface. Everyone was thirsty now;
even the children had to suffer. Tamsen Donner gave hers small lumps of
sugar moistened with peppermint. Lat
er on, each had a flattened bullet to
chew on; it was supposed to keep the
mouth from feeling so dry. The hard
est pushed teams, now miles ahead,
probably got through the sink by Fri
day morning, but the Reeds and Don
ners, their heavier wagons losing stead
ily, were struggling through the slush
all that day.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday—and at
last dawn broke on Sunday, and found
the last wagons still miles out on the
salt plain. They had been three days
and three nights in the desert, and still
no sure end in sight. Water was get
ting so low that everyone faced danger
of dying of thirst. It came noon. The
oxen were about done up; they could
never pull the wagons much farther
under the sun, with no water. In this
extremity Reed volunteered to go
ahead, reach water, and return. With
definite information they could decide
whether to abandon the wagons and
push ahead for their lives.
Mounted probably on his racing mare
Glaucus, reserved for such an emer
gency, he prepared to set out. He in
structed his teamsters to take the last
ounce of pull from the oxen and finally
when they could no longer advance to
unyoke them and drive them on to
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water. A little ahead now the trail
swung to the left, a good sign. For
why should it bend, if not for water?
It passed an isolated volcanic crag
thrust up through the salt crust, and
then not so far beyond reached a moun
tainous ridge showing a grass-like
green. There one might hope for a
spring.
Even on his jaded horse Reed soon
left the wagons far behind; but the
farther he went the worse the situation
appeared. The emigrants were in all
stages of disaster. Some still pushed
ahead with their wagons; some had tak
en their oxen out, and were driving
them on for water. The deserted wag
ons loomed up like tombs; here and
there lay exhausted cattle. He reached
the mountain, but no water appeared.
The green was merely greasewood,
treacherously alluring. The trail,
mounting, swung around the point of
high land, a mountainous promontory
thrusting out into the salt desert. It
was no great climb, fortunately, but
still the sun must have been well in his
eyes before Reed topped the rise, and
looking westward beheld another dis
heartening sight. Still the salt plain
stretched out ahead, a dozen miles to
the foot of the mountains on the other
side! Nothing for it now, but to push
ahead for water; the horse could not
take him back without it. As well as
he could on the stumbling horse, he
went on. He passed Eddy’s wagon,
standing deserted, the oxen driven on
for water. Finally it was evening when
he came to the willow thickets around
the spring at the foot of the mountain,
just a few rods beyond the edge of the
sand. From noon until evening he had
ridden; the place where he had left the
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wagons could scarcely be closer than
thirty miles from the spring,
A few emigrants were already there
with their cattle. Eddy was among
them; he had got to water at ten that
morning, and had been recruiting him
self and his oxen through the day. Reed
gave himself only an hour. Then in
the early dark, probably on a borrowed
horse, he started back with Eddy. The
latter carried a bucket of water hoping
to find and revive one of his oxen which
had lain down.
On the return the misfortune of the
train unrolled in the opposite direction.
Women and children plodding along
forlornly or huddling frightened in the
standing wagons; cattle frenzied and
half-blind with thirst; men driving cat
tle, carrying water-pails over their
arms, and cursing Hastings who had
enticed them into this disaster. Reed
came to Milt Elliott and another team
ster driving his own cattle and horses.
He began to meet the emigrants who
had been with him in the rear guard,
the Donners among them, driving in
cattle. Finally he passed Jacob Donner *s wagon; only his own remained
beyond. He struck out into the great
salt plain again and at last, only a few
miles from where he had left them, he
came upon the three wagons looming
out gigantically on the plain. The five
family dogs greeted him. It was al
most daylight. Mrs. Reed, Virginia,
and the three little ones were still safe,
but they were a perilously long way out
in the desert. With them were two of
the men, and probably Eliza the cook.
Walter Herron, one of the men, imme
diately took the horse and set out
again for water—no need to let the
poor beast perish.
All day long under the merciless sun
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Reed watched the westward trail for
his teamsters returning with the oxen.
Water was nearly exhausted. Finally
at evening they were forced to the last
desperate step, and set out on foot.
They took what water was left, and a
little bread. Mrs. Reed was in weak
health and not strong at best. Virgin
ia of thirteen and Patty of eight could
shift for themselves after a fashion, and
even little Jim, who was only five,
walked manfully, but Tommy, a mere
baby of three, had to be carried in
his father 's arms. The five dogs fol
lowed along—Tyler, Barney, Trailer,
Tracker, and little Cash, the children's
pet.
In the course of the night the cold of
the desert settled down on them; the
children became exhausted. Their
father laid down a blanket, huddled
them upon it, and covered them with
shawls. Soon a wind was blowing
fiercely, and even under the coverings
the children whimpered with the cold.
The father, his ingenuity fertile with
the necessity, ordered the five dogs to
lie down on the blanket close to the
children and outside the shawls; he
and Mrs. Reed sat with their backs to
the wind, sheltering the children from
its worst attack. The whimpering
ceased. But it was only a short respite.
Suddenly one of the dogs leapt up
barking; the others followed, and all
dashed into the night, giving warning
and making an attack upon some ap
proaching danger. Reed seized his pis
tol. In a moment a large animal
loomed through the darkness charging
directly upon the family; but the dogs
dashed in valiantly and swerved it; as
it passed by, Reed recognized one of
his own steers. Unguardedly he called
out that the animal had gone mad.
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Wife and children sprang to their feet
at the words, the children starting to
scatter like quail into the night. They
could scarcely be calmed.
But the incident had one good result,
for fear of worse things now kept the
children moving in spite of weariness.
They labored on for the rest of the
night, and at last, about daylight, they
came up to the wagons of Jacob Donner, where they found his family sleep
ing.
Here Reed learned more of what had
happened in his absence. His drivers,
it seemed, had not obeyed his orders
to put the oxen to the limit, but as soon
as the animals began to show consid
erable weariness had taken them from
the yokes and driven them ahead. The
other emigrants had whipped their
oxen on, and even Jacob Donner had
taken his wagon some miles beyond
where Reed's had been left. But there
was worse news .* Reed's men had been
out searching cattle; nine yoke were
missing! Shortly after they had passed
Reed, the story ran, a horse had lain
down, and while the teamsters were
engaged in getting him up, the cattle
had disappeared into the darkness,
stampeding for some vague scent of
water. Unless they could be found,
this loss amounted to a disaster.
Leaving his family with Jacob Don
ner 's, Reed set out again for the spring
to spur his teamsters in the search for
the cattle. Again he crossed the last
stretch of salt plain. Many people were
abroad in it now. Some were hunting
cattle which like Reed's had been lost.
Some had assembled their teams and
were driving them back to bring in
wagons. Among them was Jacob Don
ner, who after meeting Reed on Satur
day night had got his cattle to water
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early on Sunday morning. He would
bring Reed’s family in with his own.
By now the passage of the desert had
been accomplished. It had been a ca
tastrophe, measured in terms of dead,
lost, and worn-out cattle, of equipment
jettisoned to lighten wagons, of wag
ons themselves ruined by the dryness
of the desert air. But it had not been a
complete disaster. No lives had been
lost. A few had at last managed to get
through without deserting their wag
ons. Other wagons had already been
retrieved, and the rest could probably

be brought in. On Thursday at dawn
they had left the springs; now it was
Tuesday.
Yes, they had got across, although
the price had been heavy. For none
had it been heavier than for Reed, who
on this morning for the second time got
to the spring among the willows, full
of the daunting realization that, unless
his men found the cattle before the In
dians did, he himself was left with one
ox and one cow to retrieve three large
wagons from no one could tell just how
many miles of desert.

PLOW IN THE SUNSET
Co n r a d P e n d l

L

ATE afternoon in 1856. Sunlight
still pouring with tumultuous
promise across the Cascade Rang
es into Trail End valley. Earth soaking
the gold warmth in; earth stirring to
good moist odors and swelling in seed
and bud where meadows were steam
ing blue with the last snow water;
loam of the wilderness ready to curl
back dark and vigorous before a share.
Time for plowing—Jacob’s first on
his claim; his first, and the first on
this frontier, maybe, if he’d get out
ahead in the morning. But little it was
he had said to Angie about it or she to
him. Yet they were vibrant with
thought of it, their few words churn
ing with passionate pride in the dream
of making this soil their own.
By sundown their joy was mighty,
full to bursting, hers while she peeked
at him through a gun-hole close to the
hearth, where pones had browned to a
turn, and his while he whistled home
from clearing the plot, shovel and ax
on shoulder.

et on

He was nearing the cabin, striding
proud and hefty. She sidled from the
mud-chinked logs and with her homespun apron to protect her hands,
pushed the pan of pones to the fringe
of heat. That helped to conceal the
softness she’d felt all day. But soon
she must busy herself again, or he’d
notice her silly looks and make her feel
like a goose. So swishing her full skirt
back and squatting low on the stone,
she began to flutter the flame with the
edge of her apron. She tried to look
matter-of-fact, but her breath was
rapid.
After leaning his tools with a clank
on the chicken-coop by the privy, he
clumped to the cabin, thrust his head
through the door and announced from
deep in his thick-set chest, “ Angie, I ’m
plowing next sunup.”
That caused the gladness almost to
whirr from her heart, made it hard to
keep her flushed face grave as a pio
neer ought. But that was Jacob for
you: just tempting you forth to traipse,
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then shaming you later. So she didn’t
reply or glance his way but kept on
coaxing the fire intently. He stooped
inside the door, elbowed his long,
brawned arms to his hips, rocked on his
feet placed wide apart, and watched
her, a grin on his mouth, with his head,
thrown back, all but brushing the cornears bunched to a crude, stout beam.
The dirt on his square-jowled face was
defined with sweat, and the stains on
the sides of his nostrils where he’d
stripped them of snot with a jerk were
smears. Robust he was, not fleshy, his
shoulders firm with the strength of an
ox.
Stepping to her back, he drew her
up and gathered her roundness close,
harsh stains and loam still on his hands,
and smacked her full on the mouth. His
kiss was warm with April. His coarse
black whiskers nettled her chin. She
rose to her toes and combed her red,
cracked hands through his hair so like
a buffalo *s mane, and pressed her cheek
to his chest exposed by the unbuttoned
hickory shirt. For a while they stood
like this. Pushing away slowly, she
tilted her face, tan as a wild sunflower.
“ Now wash up for supper. I t ’s near
ready for dishing,” she turned to the
fireplace, her arms akimbo, and
scowled, ‘*if this contrary fire ever gets
out of its ash.”
Over the swept earth floor he
clumped to the pail on a shelf in the
corner to wash, and she, still frowning,
whisked out to the chopping-block to
gather some chips. By the time she
had stepped back in, with her looped-up
apron bulged, he had slushed the oak
en hand pan empty by the small end
opening that served for window, and
was drying his face. While heaping
the gray chips under the huge iron pot
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of venison stew, she imagined Jacob
behind the plow; Jacob sowing; Jacob
standing in yellow wheat hip-high wav
ing like a summer sea; Jacob hulling
forth from a heavy head some grains
that were fat with rich sweet milk of
earth and sun. But just as the chips
were smudging, ready to flame, a sud
den dread, like a bowed-down shape
of darkness, dragged itself into her
vision. She drew an uneasy breath,
jerked to her feet, shook the shape
from mind, and began to set the punch
eon table that was pegged to the walL
When dawn was a leaden brightness
along the sierraed east, she inched from
Jacob in bed and pulled on a shoddy
blue dress, and wound her two brown
plaits in a flat coil low on the rear of
her head. She padded across to the
hearth, uncovered the coals and coaxed
them to flame, then swung the kettle
of water around to boil. She straight
ened. For the first time since her ris
ing, she became aware that she was
peevish. Her restless night, her think
ing about the plowing, and Jacob’s
buckling about in bed had made her so.
The out-air’d maybe fresh her, she
thought, so she’d do the milking and
leave him sleep. He was needing rest,
lots of it, to do his plowing like he
ought.
With her black shawl wrapped about
her head and shoulders and pinned at
her throat, she crunched toward the
log corral and the brindle heifer. The
early air, almost motionless, hung clear
and pungent above the frost that was
rough on grass and pine. She stomped
her feet for the cold, steamed breath
on her fingers.
The milking was done, and the bars
of the corral let down.
She walked at a brisk paee back.
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Ahead the whiteness was thawing dark
on the shakes of the cabin roof, and
the smoke from the chimney-pot fluffed
up like a gray plume rosed at the tip
by the widening glow in the east. Ah
me, she thought, what a grand morning
this is for Jacob to s ta rt! A picture of
him in sunrise behind a plow stood be
fore her sight. Then his form began to
blur and darken. Abruptly she stop
ped ; smoking milk slushed to the frost.
Her throat felt suddenly cold and
tight with an indefinable dread at
the thought of his plowing. Just why,
she didn’t know for the life of her.
The vision gave way to the wide stout
door a stride or two in front . . . Law
be, just seeing things. . . . With a
forced half-shrug she entered the cabin.
In the light of a tallow-dip she replen
ished the fire and began to cook. H e’d
need a good square meal to start him
off and good ones to keep him going.
Jacoby yawned and stretched. He
would rest there a while, she knew, and
twiddle his thumbs on his chest, wait
ing for the fire to warm his clothes
she’d draped on a bench and to dry
his mud-dotted boots she’d tilted in
toward the heat. Turning then to the
narrow window, she lifted the greased
store-paper at a lower corner. The sky
was bronzing. In a while the sun
would shoulder out of the inky ranges
as a signal for Jacob to start the day.
She wanted to roust him out, but she
restrained herself: he needed the rest.
He got up feeling somewhat grouchy.
In his coarse, red flannel underwear, in
which he slept, he padded to Angie,
and having buttoned his drawers, bent
down and peered outside with her.
Jacob and Angie, young, strong, ex
pectant, waiting for the wilderness
dawn. She put her arm about his waist,
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but he pushed away, ashamed of his
sentiment, and went to his. clothes.
Though he tried to be casual, his great
thick-knuckled hands trembled a bit
with eagerness, while Angie, lips puck
ered, was dishing up breakfast: stewed
venison, clabbered cheese, cornmeal
mush, black coffee, and pones warmed
over and dripping with butter.
They sat on a bench to breakfast.
The tallow-dip guttered. In a voice,
toneless and hollow so plunged into
thought he was, he gave their grace.
Then they ate in silence. This’s the
day, he reflected over and over, he’d
prove himself. This’s the day, she
thought, coming out of her pet, he’d
make her right full proud of him.
Afterward he pushed away from the
puncheon and sat pondering, his stock
inged feet outstretched and his palms
on his thighs. For a while he vacantly
watched her clearing the table. Final
ly he drew up his legs and pulled on his
boots and laced them, got up and
clomped through the door, his shirttail out.
Angie was washing dishes; Jacob out
in the barn’s lean-to was harnessing the
oxen. Once again, now scrubbing a
brown clay bowl, she flew to the door.
He was yoking the span, ready to back
them up to the tongue of the plow.
She flew back in, still swiping the
bowl, and dashed this way and that,
looking for her homespun jacket. Right
away she found it somehow, plopped
bowl and dishrag down somewhere,
maybe the bed or the coonskin cradle
or rocker, she didn’t know, and ran
out, jerking into her wrap. Barely
had she reached him when he finished
yoking, and immediately swung her
high to the back of an ox.
After he had heaved the share on its
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side and picked up the lines from the
ground, he clucked grandly and
glanced up sidewise at his wife. She
was watching. He slapped the lines on
the rumps of the oxen; solidly they
rocked ahead. Again he clucked and
strode along, a mighty hum in his
blood. Up a rise they moved, leaving
behind a wake of green in the frost. By
the time they had topped the hump, the
sun, immense and yellow, pushed into
view and framed in its brilliance the
man and woman, the plow and yoke of
oxen. Broad rays gleamed over the
valley freeze, pulsing out with a joyous
warmth as if, in all their millions of
springs, they had not yet wearied of
their task.
Past the rise where the pasture flat
tened, he pulled up the team at the
tract to be tilled. Angie slid to the
ground, no longer aware of the dread
that lurked in her mind. For a mo
ment joy fluttered, like a butterfly,
into her breath.
“ Oh, Jacob!” Her tone was vibrant.
She gesticulated. “ You 11 make this
land your very own! You 11 plow it
and seed it and hay it this very year!”
“ Such gabble,” he reproached and
spat on his calloused palms, but the
diffident glow in his face belied his
bluntness.
She backed off to watch, some of her
fervor gone. His muscles burgeoned
while he gripped the home-made han
dles and righted the plow. Thereupon
he screwed his eyes at the sun, pulled
a corncob pipe from the worn hippocket of his butternut jeans, tapped
the ashes out on his heel, refilled the
bowl, and lit it, puffing the while. The
flame of the friction match flicked up
and down. With her aid he rolled his
sleeves well up on his arms and looped
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the reins, which he had knotted, part
way about his neck and under an arm.
His eyes flashed superb with elation as
he grasped the plow with sureness. Be
fore starting, he gave her an awkward
smile, showing his stained, uneven
teeth, which held the pipe. Then he
looked straight forward; his features
were grim with purpose.
“ Up there, Jason; hi there, Pete,”
he urged aggressively.
He snapped the reins on their backs.
They strained patiently. The share
gnawed into the soil, deeper and deep
er, zigzagged on roots, keeping him
wrenching it back into line until he
got it under control. Behind him
lengthened a smooth, bright twist in
the wild grass. She admired the back
ward pull of his shoulders to tauten
the reins, the firm sway of his back to
the waist, the giant stride of his legs.
Yet most of her zeal was gone. She
stood there as though rooting in; her
eyebrows fretted as he worked toward
the ditch where a stunted juniper grew.
Maybe they was makin’ their landclaim good, but the land was gettin’ a
hold on them more and more. Now
they’d have to be doin’ and doin’ all
through their life.
As the day climbed brighter, the
frost curled up in a mist that hovered
in masses shifting about him. Again
he passed. Seating herself on a stump
and propping her chin in her hands, she
watched almost dejectedly. Again he
was drawing around, tightlipped and
stern, toiling mechanically; the oxen
plodded stolid and smoking, their necks
bowed under the uncouth yoke, their
flaring horns and briskets wet. The
mist swirled up about their hooves.
“ Hi there, Jason; up there, Pete,”
he yelled somewhat impatiently, now
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that the first bright tingle of pride
had dulled.
Without glancing her way he passed,
his forehead creased, his head thrust
out, his eyes fixed doggedly on the
share. The mist thickening now, began
to blur him; his figure shrank, grew
oppressively aged, becoming the hulk
of old Isaac, his father. She leaped to
her feet; her grey eyes widened. The
mist obscured him.
Her knuckles pressed to her eyes as
if to destroy the images rising from the
dread that had vaguely edged to her
mind time after time, now so plain, so
terrifying: old Isaac plowing in au
tumn, looking so dark and bent and
lonely against the bleak sunsetting
light on the prairie, his shirt tail flap
ping out in the gusts and a lone crow
hopping and pecking in silence behind
him in his furrow. Old Isaac, stopping
now and then to lean on the plow and
wag his grey head and mumble at his
wheezing and puffing. His rope-like
fingers shaking; his old feet dragging
as if the sod were sucking them down.
Old Isaac, behind the plow in sunset,
then only the plow dark on the prairie,
that billowed, as it had done since the
time of earth, on and on, having no
end.
The solid plod of the oxen and their
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hard breathing stirred her. Her hands
dropped to her sides leadenly. Out of
the mist, out of the hulk of old Isaac,
Jacob emerged, young and strapping;
he furrowed by, strongly wrenched the
plow to avoid a rock. Big and husky
she thought, and the land’d never
hump him and break him—no! But
before he had dimmed again in the
mist, Angie turned abruptly away, took
a hesitant step, paused, then without
looking back, cut across the pasture
for home. She mustn’t think on old
Isaac no more like she done just now.
There was chores to be done: butter to
churn; clabbered milk to make cheese;
skimming pans to be scoured; that
domerneck hen in the manger to set;
and Isaac—her head jerked with an
ironic start—n o ! Jacob to cook for,
Jacob, Jacob. . . Her fingers doubled
so tightly they ached. She stepped fast
down the rise through the mist, through
the first noiseless breeze of morning,
like one who vaguely knows there will
be dawns and sunsets, fixed and delib
erate, through all one’s life, and this
land and this sky throughout all time.
Two crows flapped by, making her
lonelier than ever until she saw in the
nearness ahead the cabin and sheds like
greyish shapes, and heard the chickens
cackle and the heifer low.
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DRY LAND BOAT
H o w a r d Mc K i n l
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HE incident might have taken
place that very afternoon, and
he at home on the lawn sprawled
barefoot under the prune trees musing
the event over in the silencing dusk;
instead, here he was, by his wife on
the front porch more than twenty years
removed from its happening. It seemed
too real to have occurred that long ago.
Before it happened the sequence of his
youth had been an idyll; then suddenly
the harsh truth of life had rushed over
him, driving and confusing him. Now
here he sat, washed out of that wild
youthful freedom he had known to this
restrictive avenue in a residential city.
On the morrow his brother would ar
rive for his two-week visit. He came
every year or so, after his prune crop
was well on the make. Ransler had
stayed on the home place, contented.
Or was he? It seemed to Benton there
was something that his brother should
have had. Eunice, possibly. But he
himself had married her. At moments
he almost wished Ransler had, and that
he was the free one.
He glanced at his wife, a slightly
rounded blur in her chair a few arms’
lengths away. She did not stir, did
not notice that he was scrutinizing the
dusk between them. Perhaps she was
anticipating Ransler’s coming on the
morrow. Even when he had left in
the morning she had been busied in a
radiant-like glow. Now her work was
done and she was tired; she did not
care to talk.
As he sat in the gloom where the
street-light scarcely piereed, recollec
tion of that eventful afternoon, of his
youth, bore with it a measure of regret
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for losses become unrecoverable. He
had had his freedom and he had not
held on to it.
He remembered that Ransler and he
came to play that summer afternoon
along a thicket-grown watercourse.
One of the lesser tributaries feeding the
Lewis River and in turn the Columbia.
It was filled in springs of flood with a
roily and uncertain sea sludging
against the alder and fir trunks that
edged its banks, but on that day in the
dead sag of the hot drouthy summer
only a gray dust clung where the wa
ters had receded.
They had come a full four miles
through the forest along a narrow ani
mal trail, through hazelbrush and vine
maple, salmonberry and wild rose
hedges and among the slender boles of
dogwood. The leaves were grayish
green or tarnished to a dusty red, for
the year was past the meridian.
Now all their way was new. Some
times they paused to munch the few
late-season salmonberries
hanging
downward to their hands from the high
er banksides yellow like jewels. They
were sweet and cool. Once they halted
for rest on a log encrusted with dry
mud. Ransler tossed cones at a rock.
Each exclaimed over the previous
spring’s flood, high, as the daubs of
mud far up on the trees told them.
They listened to the traction sound
where wind trundled far above in the
boughs. Again they plunged on. Sud
denly a stranded cutter lay aslant in a
vinetangled turn of the watercourse.
Nudged inland by tumultuous flood
waters, here it remained, caught and
moored. Unmanned, it had been swept
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out of its river-way course and left un
salvaged.
Ransler and he stood a little awed be
fore the hulk. Neither was strange to
ships, for ships had meaning in their
blood. Their grandfather had been a
ship’s captain, until he gave up his
command to please a landloving wom
an. She became their grandmother.
Their father was a troller for salmon
in the Columbia, owning, as well, a
small orchard that he worked. “ A
prune grower and a salmon fisher!
Where’s the deep sea in y a’, m ’ son?”
Captain Grandad thundered in moody
moments. His son would shrug and
stroll away speechless. He also had
loved a woman. She was their mother.
Was the old man rebuking himself for
the love that had warped him away
from the devotion of his own blood, to
encrust with salt the stamina in his
veins?
Benton, as he stared at the boat
thought at once of Captain Grandad,
back at the house in the prune orchard,
drinking his prune brandy to forget
the losses of a lifetime. Ransler, with
evident glee, raced ahead, and clam
bered aboard in loud excitement. Ben
ton drew closer, hesitant at first.
The cutter’s name was the Ilanda.
The elements were smudging out the
letters. A portion of her forward port
rail had been stove, but her cabin was
intact. She was landlocked now; she
was loosening up; she was no longer
sea-worthy, but to the eyes of youth
she was a ship, and theirs!
As Benton climbed about the cutter
he thought that here was a ship for
his grandfather. But he saw that the
fancy was a hopeless one. A painful
nostalgia beset him. In this mood, he
dropped down on the bulkhead and
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watched his brother’s unresting de
light. Ransler could feel no pain of
spirit. The idea came to him of a sud
den, that surely Ransler would never
really taste loss. With him, however,
it was different: he could and would
lose, for already the pain was in him.
He realized that his grandfather’s
cause was helpless, as this cutter ap
peared helpless; and with the knowl
edge a new sentience quickened in his
blood. He longed to truss up his ap
proaching manhood and give the sea
its due, a man and a ship. That was
his inheritance. He would fulfill it.
He sat under the August heat that
was sliding against his senses. Sun
light and shade spattered over him and
over the cutter, as she stared at the wid
ening seams of her timbers. He felt that
he loved the old boat, loved her with a
strangely and newly matured devotion.
Under this mood a call and an urge
seemed to be directing him toward life.
He felt strong.
I t was Ransler, busied with discov
ery, who first heard approaching steps
through the bowered brush on the bank
above. His exclamation drew Benton’s
attention. As they looked a head glim
mered to view, massed brown hair that
caught the light upon its sleekness. It
was the head of a well-grown girl.
Light pinked her nostrils and sparkled
from her deep eyes. Now she stood
fully before them, startlingly lovely.
He did not know which one of them
spoke first. She came to the rail and
leaned half in, her bowed arms sup
porting her. She mingled amusement
with sobriety as she spoke. Yes, the
cutter had been here for several years.
Had they just found it? Funny, she
had been here often.
She might be a little younger than
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he, he saw. He resented her self-suf
ficiency, her attitude chided him for his
tardiness.
“ How did I know?” he blurted, fid
dling with his hands, “ I didn’t know
this old cutter was here.” To speak
this way hurt him; but how else could
he reply?
“ Don’t you go anywhere? Where
you live?”
He told her, some four miles or more
away, and added, almost spitefully, “ I
guess I never saw you over our way.”
“ Which way?” She swayed back
and forth teasingly, clutching the rail.
11West. Down-river way. ’’
She shook her head, sun-fire on the
tawny color. “ No, but I been up north
—to Kalama.”
Benton had been up to Kalama, too,
several times. What of it? “ I ’m go
ing farther way than that, pretty
soon,” he announced, rising assertive
ly. “ I ’m going to be a sailor and go
away. Pretty soon now.” He meant
it, with a strong desire.
“ A seaman” she corrected, lightly.
Benton scowled. True, he had never
made a declaration of this kind before,
but he was grimly in earnest. He was,
he assured himself, committing him
self unretrievedly toward his life’s un
dertaking. He would recompense for
the unfulfilled lives of his father and
his grandfather.
The girl was scorning his intention.
He saw her raise her brows amusedly
over a mildly puzzling scrutiny, shift
quickly her gaze and make eyes at his
brother. Ransler scuttled uncomprehendingly away into the cutter’s secret
recesses. Her half-plumped-out body
continued to teeter back and forth, as
if she contemplated leaping over the
railside to stand at his feet.
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Desperately he spoke on, confronting
her. “ I ’m going to take a ship and
go to sea. I gotta do it.”
“ This one?” she bantered.
He glanced about him at the weath
ered hulk, moss on it, sprung apart. “ I
guess this one wouldn’t stand much,
would it? She’d sink.”
“ I seen her floating this spring when
water was under her. I guess she’d
float a ’right.” She studied him with
a serious face for the first time, while
his eyes popped open with the prospect.
Did she mean it?
“ Is that a fact?” he gasped. “ Gee!”
In his eagerness he rushed to the rail
and peered over at the outer sides of
the old boat. Could her seams really
be tight? “ You mean she floats,
really?”
The girl smiled and seemed to reply
out of her bright dark eyes. “ I was
foolin’, maybe. I guess she does take
in a lotta water. But couldn’t she be
made to float? Couldn’t she— Say,
was you thinkin’—”
That, on the impulse, was what he
was thinking! He nodded his affirma
tion, hesitant, unsure of her sympathy.
He stood firmly on the warping planks,
loving the cutter beneath his feet, and
hungering to give it back to the deep
waters. As he looked deeply at the
girl’s beauty, felt the impulsion of her
careless assurance of being, he sudden
ly became inferior to her and to his
desires.
“ I bet you don’t even go,” she said.
“ I bet you don’t go to sea.” Her smile
tilted at one corner of her ruddy lips,
taunted him.
Against his will Benton felt, through
the wonder that lay upon him, a new
pang of affection, mute and desperately
sweet. Against his will—for it was this
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boat he loved, should rightfully love,
not the girl, if he was to be the man
he desired to be.
The voice repeated, soft with mock
ery, “ I bet you stay on land. What for
you wantta be a seaman? Maybe your
ship’d sink.” Her brown hands still
held to the rusted rail.
It was Ransler who spoke next. “ I
bet we could do it,” he called from the
hollow depths of the hold.
“ Do what?” Benton asked, more
than ever perturbed.
“ Make her float.”
“ What of it? ” Benton answered
back. He was seeing the girl now, not
the boat, not the possibilities, not his
father and his grandfather, not himself
as a man. He hated himself. He
clutched for an excuse. “ It ain’t our
ship,” he said.
The girl spoke up quickly, “ I t ’s any
body’s. I just come here; I guess you
can too. You can come if you please.”
With this, she sprang full aboard.
Ransler called again from the hold.
The girl ran across the blistered deck
where a patch of sun lay full and
warm. She did not halt beside Benton,
but plunged down the companionway,
creaking and uncertain, with moss to
pad the heeltread, into the gloomy hold.
She laughed as she encountered Rans
ler.
Benton did not follow. Sick in spirit
with the conflicts of his dual desire,
he plopped down on a broken timber at
the stern. Tormented with passion for
this girl he yet could not understand,
he looked now, not at the ship under
him, but up into the firtops where wind
moved slowly with a surf-like sound.
And as he looked, feeling, not seeing,
the seas of earth rolled up like scrolls,
the fancied sweet of salt grew dry on
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his lips; there was only eternal land
and he was forever landlocked. He sat
a long while.
He sprang to his feet. “ What you
doing down there?” he yelled. “ Why
don’t you come up? Ransler, I ’m go
ing. ’’ That would be a way to end this
misery.
The girl, not Ransler, came racing
up the dark companion stairs. As she
bounded to a halt before him, her
sleezy skirt, of some dark material, bil
lowed gently.
“ What was you sayin’ ’bout a ship?
What you goin’ for?”
“ I ’m going,” he repeated, shifting
about where he stood. But he could
not turn his eyes away and realization
shook him: as his grandfather had lost,
as his father had lost, so he would lose.
He would not go to sea. The truth of
this drove him several steps backward.
For the moment it sealed his throat.
Once more he called down to his broth
er, was he coming?
“ If you gotta go I ’ll get him.” The
girl, her eyes curiously dubious at this
unexplained sudden withdrawal, again
fled into the cutter’s depths.
Benton sprang over the boatside. Al
most immediately Ransler mounted
above decks, the girl behind him, forc
ing him, tickling him in the ribs. He
laughed and squirmed, ran from her,
struck at her sportively, tripped and
thumped his head severely. He whim
pered and made to rise, all laughter
out of him. At once the girl reached
down, consoled him, patted the hurt,
helped him to his feet. He smeared
his tears, drew her hands from him,
and fled. He sprang after Benton,
over the rail. As he raced away he
yelled out, gleeful again. He was com
ing back.
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“ Tomorrow,” she urged.
Each of them saw the girl hoist her
self into the prow, a figurepiece of fire
in the slanting sunlight. But for Ben
ton she sailed toward no sea. And
ahead in the years he saw no inviting
adventure in foreign ports. He would
remain at home, drylanded, and grow
gruff and morose like Captain Gran
dad, or uncommunicative like his fath
er. And there would be a woman of
the earth mothering his children.
Then he remembered that he was still
a youth, and was glad. There were
years ahead to choose what life should
hold, where affection should be placed.
Still the thought persisted that his
choices had been made and there could
be no changing them. As he trudged
along, consumed at heart, he saw
afresh the gray dust and caked mud on
the tree trunks, and no longer did any
thing seem fabulous. Ransler, follow
ing reluctantly, grown wearied at last,
seemed not to have lost anything at
all. But he, he had lost.
That was more than twenty years in
the past.
“ It all came about,” he mused, re
verting to his right surroundings and
with steadied vision making out his
wife’s blotted image, silent in her chair,
“ Because I cared and Ransler didn't,
particularly. All he loved was play;

still that is all he cares for. I knew I
was to have her. Well— ”
The shrubs before the porch were
growing too tall, he noticed; they
would have to be pruned; they held the
porch in darkness.
“ I should have been wise enough
when I knew, as I did that first day.
It was Ransler she wanted. Probably
all these years she had lived desiring
Ransler, not him. Yet she seemed con
tent. Did she have no regrets?
He stirred in his chair. Much as he
desired to, he must not go on thinking
like this. W hat was more, he felt a
little cool. Surely his wife, in the
skimpy blouse she wore, must be chill
over her entire body. He must call to
her.
He felt stiff as he got to his feet.
1‘Eunice, you asleep ? Aren't you cold f
Come, let's go to bed. RanslerH be
here in the morning.”
“ You’re cold,” he said, tugging her
to her feet. “ You had me frightened.
I didn't notice you had fallen asleep.
I'm going to get those shrubs cut so I
can see you out here.”
“ It was silly of me,” she remarked,
“ I felt warm when I sat down. I was
tired.” Her words blurred. They
were, Benton thought, inconsequential
now, save as sounds of assurance. But
of what, he scarcely knew, or would
not admit.

APRIL
E r ic h 8 . K l

q ssh e b

I know
The long, white truce is ended; April thrusts
Green-sworded challenge through receding crusts
Of snow.

IMMORTAL SOUND
B e r t h a D. M o rriso n

F

OR days New York had suffered in
an unseasonable breath-taking,
humid heat.
Office workers, disgorged each morn
ing from cool subways, gasped as they
mounted to the surface and trod the
sunscorched pavements of downtown
canyons, praying for a breeze from the
Battery, longing for vacations to be
gin.
Sweatshop workers, bred like rab
bits, vomited by thousands from their
unspeakably crowded warrens, cursed
helplessly as they punched the timeclock and sat crouched over their ma
chines making your clothes and mine.
Night brought no relief, no refresh
ing sleep, no renewed vigor to the next
day *8 job. Nerves were on edge from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, the same
high tension that Rome, Berlin, and
London felt.
Pear ran rampant.
Five years and more, wars and ru
mors of wars, mismanagement in high
places, dust, drought, and destruction
had stalked abroad. People searched
the news and the radio for some prom
ise of help, for a new leader, and al
ternately prayed and cursed.
One o ’clock.
Another sunset had brought no
change. Hot flickering stars burned
in a sky that lay too close over the
penthouse on the Drive where a radio
urged shuffling, satin slippers over the
floor to the music of an orchestra from
the Casino. They mopped moist fore
heads, and men and girls alike sought
false energy from flasks.
Minnesota ranchers sat up long be

yond their bedtime to get the last
weather reports, hoping for promise of
rain. This year’s crops must not fail.
In the kitchen of a bungalow in Los
Angeles a tired woman, doing her be
lated supper dishes, nervously brushed
damp hair from her forehead and lis
tened for fretful sounds from the chil
dren’s bedroom. In the front room,
her husband sat before the radio. She
heard the quick, staccato voice of the
news announcer, saying,
It is now ten o’clock and this is
the voice of the Petroleum reporter
bringing you world-wide news. From
Berlin comes the assurance that
Adolph Hitler does not want war.
In Italy, II Duce is training an in
fant army. Small nations are ap
prehensive. In Russia, speech and
press are throttled and each man
fears his neighbor.
In our own
country the dollar has shrunk; the
West burns wheat and destroys hogs
while twenty millions are on a dole.
Five hundred thousand dollars ran
soms a rich man’s son from kidnap
ers. Congress is still . . .

Then the deafening roar and crackle
of static disrupted world-wide Petro
leum radio programs. Electric lights
danced fantastically.
The woman, still drying the last of
her dishes, dashed to the front room,
hoarsely calling, “ Do let that dial
alone; the children have just got to
sleep.”
“ But I ’m not doing it; something is
wrong—static, maybe.”
Dancing feet came to a stumbling
stop in New York, London, and Paris
as the strange disturbance continued.
Telephones were useless.
The very air one breathed was elec-
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trie. What seemed at first a local dis
turbance, quickly corrected, now
seemed eerie, supernatural, inexplic
able.
Then a Voice, vibrant, dominant for
all its mellow compassion, could be
heard rising in volume as the static
diminished:
. . . and of what material have you
fashioned your vaunted civilization?
The darkness of despair lies over all
the world. Avarice and Greed have
blinded your eyes. You have lost
the Vision. Your eyes are turned
inward by your own distress. Look
higher for your help. . . .

Pandemonium broke loose in all
broadcasting stations. In WBC men
dashed helplessly about. Cries of
“ Who is he?” “ Who sponsored h im f”
Big Bill Rainey giggled hysterically.
Paul Riley hurriedly made the sign
of the cross. Sweeney muttered, “ My
God”—and it wasn’t a curse.

Frantically they dashed about, yank
ing futilely at switches, imploring the
mixer to “ do something.”
But nothing could be done and the
Voice that had thrilled every taut nerve
by its peculiar quality, went on,
. . . and two thousand years ago
the way was shown to you, but you
have traveled far down the wrong
road. Retrace your steps, I beseech
you, before it is forever too late.
Two commandments I left with you.
Obey them and find Peace.

The Voice was gone. Gone as inex
plicably as it had come. Programs and
lights behaved naturally once more.
Men rushed to their telephones for
some explanation.
The company wishes to apologize
to its subscribers for the interrupted
service. I t was unavoidable. We
are sorry.

That was all.

EN C O U N TER
Ca r o l B o l a n d

The antlered moose skull lies in scattered bones
Beside the human skull.
In this deep balsam fastness
Their dark bones lie in last release
From wrenching wolves and carrion crows;
From all but fire.
And the recurring touch of rain and snow.
Dissolving flesh that fell with battered bruise,
With clotted wound of flint or lead.
And mad red eyes.

HISTORICAL SECTION
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HERE is distinct fascination about oldworld historical stories which border
upon the mysterious, but there are end
less equally interesting tales belonging to our
own country. One of these is connected with
a little leather trunk which, more than a
hundred and eighty years ago, traveled first
over the Atlantic and later halfway across
this continent. The story is typical of the
"unknown origins” of ancestors of many
Americans both prominent and obscure, im
migrants who did not care to talk about
their reasons for coming to this country.
To such a refugee belonged the trunk
which, being well made and having had ex
cellent care, still defies time in the rooms
of the Historical Society of Tippecanoe
County, LaFayette, Indiana. Whatever else
may have been brought to America by its
owner, Johan Rudolph Wehmeyer, and his
family when they secretely left Prussia this
is now the only tangible token of th at flight.
It is so small as to suggest a startling con
trast between it and its first owner, who is
reputed to have been nearly or quite seven
feet tall, with a well proportioned body of
phenomenal strength. Johan Rudolph was so
big and his wife so tiny that, so a favorite
story of their descendants relates, she used
to pick cherries while standing on one of her
husband’s hands.
The tradition that Wehmeger had been one
of Frederick the Great’s officers, a member
of his picked bodyguard, tallies well with
the account of the monarch’s refusal to ad
mit into it any one less than six feet six
inches in height and two hundred and twen
ty-five pounds in weight. Weymeyer evident

ly proved of weight in other than the physi
cal sense, for tradition states that his execu
tive ability was recognized and rewarded
with appointment as governor of one of the
numerous provinces which Frederick so
ruthlessly added to his kingdom.
For a time things went well, but the gov
ernor had a mind of his own and a conscince,
and could not be forced to do what he con
sidered wrong. One day when the king is
sued an order of which Johan Rudolph could
not approve and would not execute he was
clapped into prison for thirty days to reflect
upon his disobedience. This Wehmeyer did
but not with the results expected, for while
realizing that his sentence was light com
pared with some inflicted by Frederick for
lesser "crimes” the stubborn governor also
pondered upon the contrast between Prus
sian imprisonment and the freedom he had
heard was accorded in America to the colon
ists of His Brittanic Majesty, George IX.
Rudolph, as his family called him, had
heard also that to these British colonies na
tives of Germany were warmly welcomed be
cause of their reputation for industry and
th rift Certainly it appeared that over there
one might act according to conscience with
out fear of imprisonment. The recalcitrant
governor decided to emigrate to America as
soon as he was free. Frederick decided oth
erwise, however, when he heard of this in
tention and sent him back behind the bars
to reflect still further. Wehmeyer by this
time had learned wisdom; he emerged from
his second prison term with outward submis
sion to the king’s wishes. Neither be nor his
relatives showed any signs of dissatisfaction.
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but when a sufficient period bad elapsed to
quiet suspicion Rudolph and his family, with
the help of sympathetic friends, slipped out
of Prussia, safely reaching Hamburg and
sailing on the good ship Leathley for Amer
ica in September 1753.
This was quite an achievement since the
family constituted a party of eight: Ru
dolph, his wife and two children, his two
sisters and their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Val
entine Wehmeyer. The six weeks' voyage
was fraught with such hardships that Ru
dolph's mother succumbed and was buried
at sea. The Leatherley’s destination was
Philadelphia. They settled in rural Penn
sylvania where, in a few years, Valentine
Wehmeyer died. After this his son took his
family and the leather trunk to what is now
Randolph County, North Carolina, making a
home on the Dwharrie River. Here, in time,
the small German wife died, having borne
Rudolph seven daughters and a son. By a
second marriage he became the father of
seven more children, all sons.
If the record stopped here the American
public would have simply the romantic tra
dition of the flight of Frederick’s one-time
governor, just “another story” among the
many illuminating ones which might be told
of the interesting men and women who set
tled North Carolina. But it happens that
about the time the Webmeyers landed in
Philadelphia another German immigrant,
Andreas Huber, was moving from Pipe Creek
in Maryland to a large plantation on the
Uwharrie river. (Andrew Huber, a native of
the Swiss Palatinate, had landed in Phila
delphia from the boat Two Sisters in 1738,
aged 16.)
These two families became closely inter
knit through several marriages. One of
these that was far-reaching in its influence
was that of Andrew, son of Andreas, to
Wehmeyer’s daughter Elizabeth, for their
descendants became one of the most im
portant forces in the upbuilding of Indiana.
It should also be stated that the children
of Rudolph's second marriage and their
descendants became a recognized part of the
solid foundations of Ohio. But it was
through Rosanna, like Elizabeth a daugh
ter of the first marraige, that the nation at
large has an interest in the scrupulous and
stubborn governor of Frederick the Great
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since the granddaughter of Rosanna, Re
becca Younts married a grandson of An
dreas, Jesse Hoover, great-grandfather of
Herbert Hoover.
For the name was no longer Huber, the
younger generation having Anglicized it just
as the young Wehmeyers did when they be
came Waymires. Somewhat later the chil
dren of Rudolph’s first marriage and the
junior Hoovers took another important step
together when in 1788 during an evangelical
tour of the celebrated Quaker preacher, Job
Scott, they joined the Society of Friends.
But the still stubborn Rudolph stuck to his
Lutheran traditions, and contradictorily
enough seems not to have been pleased at
the evidence of his children’s inheritance of
independent thought.
By the beginning of the last century the
Waymires and Hoovers were closely bound
by marriage and similarity of tastes. An
other tie was that of agriculture. They were
all well-to-do farmers and as such were af
fected by the freshets to which the whim
sical Uwharrie subjected them—floods which
swept away crops, livestock and even dwel
lings close to the river. Yet land far enough
to be safe was too rocky to be worth the
labor required. Besides, both Waymires
and Hoovers abhorred slavery which as an
institution of the Carolinas existed near
them. So the Northwest Territory having
been opened they decided to sell their farms
and go where land was fertile and where
there was no slavery.
Rudolph’s family did not leave North Car
olina until after his death in 180L The
Hoovers had left about a year before, and in
the early eighteen hundreds both families
were established in the counties of Warren,
Montgomery, and Miami, Ohio. Here some
of them remained. Tbeir descendants are
the holders of the annual Waymlre reunions
at Polk Church, about ten miles north of
Dayton, on land which Daniel Waymlre, Ru
dolph’s second son (eldest child of the sec
ond marriage) settled in 1806 and afterward
gave for public use. Others trekked farther
west, Herbert Hoover’s branch going to
Iowa, a second one to Indiana, and still oth
er members of the two families to Canada.
It was a grandson of Rudolph, Judge
David Hoover, who as a young man sur-
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veyed and named Richmond, Indiana. Later
in life, In 1854, Judge Hoover, who remem
bered his grandfather Rudolph well, wrote
a memoir which has proved of historic val
ue. To the family one of the most interest
ing items in it is the statement that Ru
dolph, who seems as a rule to have been
silent about his early life in Germany,
“boasted” of having served under George II
at the battle of Dettingen in 1743, when
England and Germany were allies. Wehmeyer at that time was about eighteen years
of age. It must have been then that he

heard so much of the British colonies in
America. Perhaps it was the fact that the
English king took personal part in that bat
tle (the last in which British monarchs
played this dangerous role) that Rudolph
spoke so pridefully of having fought there.
But since mention of the autocrat of Prus
sia seems to have been practically tabu with
the first American Wehmeyer one wonders
if the boast about the battle of Dettingen
may have been his way of distracting atten
tion from his connection with Frederick the
Great.
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HE Delegate for Montana having rep
resented to Lieutenant General Sher
idan the necessity for establishment of
a military post near Hell Gate Pass, Mon
tana, Lieutenant Colonel Merritt, 9th Cav
alry was sent to that point with instructions
to report, and, February 8th, 1876, recom
mended the establishment of a one or two
company post at or near Hell Gate Pass, in
the Missoula valley. Lieutenant Colonel C.
O. Gilbert was thereupon ordered (1876) to
proceed to Missoula valley and locate a res
ervation for a one company post, which re
sulted in the setting apart by the President,
February 19, 1877, of Section 31, Township
13 north. Range 19 west (Helena land Dis
trict), as a military reservation, which res
ervation was declared in G. O. 4, March 17,
1877, Department of Dakota.
Captain Cl C. Rawn, with his company (I)
7th Infantry, arrived at the site of the new
post near the close of June, 1877, and the
work of building was begun, but was great
ly interrupted by the troops being engaged
during the summer in operating against
“Joseph’s” band of hostile Nez Perces. The

General of the Army visited the new post
in September, 1877, and reported to the
Honorable Secretary of War that he regard
ed Missoula “as a stragetic point that will
remain so forever, made so by the confor
mation of the rivers and mountains. These
wiU force all roads to converge here, and
four hundred men here will equal a thou
sand at any point within 400 miles.” The
general modified the plans so as to provide
a garrison of four companies.
H e a d q u a rte rs, Missoula Post, July 1, 1877.
Lieut. A. B. Johnson, to J. A. Landram, Stevensville, Missoula Co., M. T.
This office in receipt this morning of Me
morial signed by yourself and thirty-one oth
ers and dated June 27th, 1877, respecting for
mation of Militia Company for home defense
against hostile Indians, and requesting use
of arms from Government. The Command
ing Officer of Post (Capt C. C. Rawn, 7th
Infantry) directs me to say in reply: That
it is not in his power to comply directly. At
present he has no arms for this purpose and
is not allowed to issue or loan the arms in
his charge to civilians without special au
thority. Your communication will however
be forwarded at once by mail to General
Gibbon commanding Military district of Mon-
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tana at Fort Shaw, M. T. I t Is respectfully
suggested that you apply to the Governor
of the Territory as it is thought to be espe
cially the province of that Executive to pro
vide for your organization and equipment
P. S.—It is understood that the people of
Missoula City have just received one hun
dred stand of arms on the Governors requi
sition.

uses where going down Snake River towards
Fort Hall. He will send one of his men
to west to obtain information as to where
abouts of Joseph’s Band and inform me.
Promises to scout Loo-Loo and Elk City
passes. Says if hostiles come over here, he
will not take part with them, neither will he
take part with whites further than to fur
nish information by scouts.

Headquarters Post near Missoula, M. T.,
July 3, 1877.
Chas. C. Rawn, to Actg. Asst A djt General,
Fort Shaw.
I have the honor to report that I left the
command (Companies A and I, 7th Inf.) ac
companied by Lieut Johnson on the 12th
ultimo at “Frenchwomans*' and went into
Missoula—which place I reached on the 19th
—for the purpose of making such contracts
as had not already been made in Helena, and
Lieut J. completed contracts with my ap
proval by the 30th June for all the different
material and labor required.
The command arrived on 25th u lt and
went Into camp on reservation near site se
lected for post Lumber hauling was com
menced second day after, and has been con
tinued every day since. The people of Bit
terroot being in dread (causelessly I think)
of incursions from Nez Perces Indians, now
at war, are stampeding from the valley, and
though one of the Mill men who lives in the
valley, with whom contract for lumber has
been made, still remains, he may leave at
any time, in which case the building of the
post will be greatly retarded. The time has
thus far been spent in making camp com
fortable, erecting tool shop and shed for
carpenters, lime house, and other necessary
preliminary work. It has rained every day
since the 19th ult. and the roads are bad,
but will press on as fast as possible in spite
of all difficulties. I propose to commence
hauling in logs and erecting company quar
ters of hewn timber at once.

Headquarters Post near Missoula, M. T.,
July 16th, 1877.
CapL Rawn to Acting Asst Adjutant Gen
eral, Fort Shaw, M. T.
I have the honor to report for the infor
mation of the Colonel Commanding the dis
tric t that in order to make an intelligent
report as to the disposition of Indians in
this vicinity, I proceeded on the 8th in st to
the Jocko reservation and from there with
Major Ronan, the Indian agent to S t Ig
natius mission, where with the assistance of
the agency interpreter, Lorette and Father
Van Gorp, I talked with Andrea, Chief of
the Pend-Oreilles, Arli,* head chief of the
Flatheads and several sub-chiefs being pres
e n t they all expressed their determination
to remain friendly, although I am not dis
posed to take the word of an Indian in rela
tion to such a matter. Yet in this case I
do for the reason that I saw that their in
terest required that they should maintain
friendship. A great number of them are
rich in horses and lands and most of them
live in houses. They have organized a police
force of about thirty men, who, under the di
rection of the Chief, deal with all offenders
among the confederated tribes, arresting
them, placing them in their jail and punish
ing them as their Chief directs. I asked
Partee, the Captain of these, if he would
furnish me ten scouts, five to place In Loo
Loo pass and five in Big Hole or Elk City
pass to watch the trails and in case of ap
proach of the hostiles, to notify the people
erf the valley and report to me. They were
willing to do this providing I would prom
ise them pay and give them uniforms. The
uniforms I agreed to give them on my own
responsibility, but not being able to prom
ise them pay, they did not want to come,
hut said that they would have a talk over

Missoula, M. T., July 12th, 1877.
Chas. C. Rawn, to Burnett, District Adju
tant, Fort 8haw, Montana.
Carlos* (Non-Treaty Flathead) informs
—He received news by runner that Kiy-

*f e 't t e V im ? R^>?lv l S ? eadS Wb° refuaed to sign

<Mrfleld tr e a ty o f 1*71 a n d rem ain ed
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It Michael, a Chief of the Pend ’Oreilles
arrived at the agency shortly after I left
and reiterated the assurances of the others,
as to their feeling towards the whites. Then
next day after my return to Missoula, I with
Major Ronan and an interpreter went up
Bitterroot Valley about thirty miles to Charlo’s camp. This Charlo is the same whom a
week or so ago the newspapers reported as
having left the valley with the principal
part of his warriors. He is the one who
on account of his refusal to go on the res
ervation, was disposed by the agent of the
Government, Shanahan*, and Arli was made
head chief in his place. The Government it
seems now intends to recognize Charlo’s
right in the Bitterroot Valley, as agent Ro
nan holds, he tells me, some fifty patents
for land to be given to Charlo’s Indians,
which patents were received by agent Medary about a year ago and have remained
in his office ever since. Ronan found them
when Medary turned over the property to
him. I found Charlo together with other
Indians at S t Mary’s mission at mass and
talked with him. In answer to an inquiry
as to the feeling of his people, he replied in
effect the same as the Indians at the agency
and after an eulogy upon his father, Victor,
an Indian of whom all the whites speak
well, he finished by saying it was my fath
er’s boast that his hand had never in sev
enty years been bloodied with the white
man’s blood, and I am the son of m y father.
He went on to say that his peoples’ hearts
were the same as his heart and that all
would remain friendly. This he modified
after by saying that it might happen that
some of his young men would evade his
watchfulness and join the hostiles, but
that not many could. When asked whether
or not his people would side with the whites
in case the hostiles came into the valley, he
said: “No. We could not fight against the
Nez Perces because they helped me several
years ago, against my enemy the Blackfeet,
but we will not fight with them against the
whites.’* He would give the whites all the
information he could obtain by runners, but
nothing more. I give all this talk for what
it is worth, but at the same time would say,
that with all my prejudice against Indians
and my belief that all of them are treacher
* Shannon.

*Duncan McDonald.
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ous, I am inclined to think that they are
in earnest and that they intend, to remain
friendly. When the command first arrived
here I was asked to put scouts in Loo Loo
pass, to send some here and some there and
could easily have disposed of one hundred
and fifty men. I then said that if a dozen
or more horses and saddles were furnished
me, I would put scouts in two of the most
dreaded passes, to report the approach of
hostiles. The horses were not furnished and
of course an Infantry guard would have
been of no use. That scare subsided and
the Bitterroot people returned to the valley.
Now again another stampede from the val
ley has occured and to satisfy the citizens, I
again made the same offer and four horses
and equipments have been furnished. I have
sent an officer and four soldiers to Loo Loo
pass with orders to watch the Loo Loo trail
from a point where it can be seen six or
eight miles and report the approach of any
large band of Indians from the west side.
For a report from Elk City pass I can only
depend upon Charlo’s promises mentioned
before. I could use a dozen Cavalrymen for
this purpose, if I had them, to great advan
tage, saving my own men for work upon this
post, which has so far made steady and ac
ceptable progress.
Headquarters Post near Missoula, M. T.,
July 20th, 1877.
Lt. William L. English to Major Peter Ro
nan, Agent for the Flathead Indians,
Jocko Agency, M. T.
I am directed by Capt Rawn to say that
he has just received information that four
thousand rounds of ammunition have just
started or are about to start from O’Keefes
for the Agency, consigned to McDonald4 the
agency trader. He also has been informed
that three Nez Perces Indians have been
in waiting in expectation of procuring some
of this ammunition.
As there are orders from the Department
and the D ist prohibiting the sale of am
munition to any Indian whatever, Capt
Rawn would like it very much if you would
see this ammunition so stored and taken
care of that none of it gets into the pos
session of any Indians whatsoever.
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Up the Lou-Lou Pass, July 25th, 1877, 3:00
o’clock p. m.
Rawn to Burnett, Fort Shaw, M. T.
Am entrenching twenty-five regulars and
about fifty volunteers in Lou-Lou canyon.
Have promises of more volunteers but am
not certain of them. Please send me along
more troops. Will go up and see them to
morrow and inform them that unless they
disarm and dismount, will give them a fight.
White Bird says he will go through peace
ably if he can, but will go through. This
news is entirely reliable.
Up the Lou-Lou Pass, July 27th, 1877, 6:00
o’clock p. m.
Rawn to Burnett.
Had a talk with Joseph and Looking
Glass this afternoon and told them they had
to surrender arms and ammunition or fight
They are to consider tonight I think that
for want of ammunition or Charlo’s threat
they are wavering. Charlo has sent them
word, that if they come into the Bitterroot
he will fight them. He has already sent me
some of his warriors.
Camp near Missoula, M. T.t August 1 st 1877.
Rawn to Adjutant General, Department of
Columbia, Headquarters in the Field.
Tour couriers bearing dispatches stating
that you would leave Kamia on the 30th,
arrived this morning. Have notified Gen’l.
Gibbon, supposed to be within three days
march, with 80 men, also Gov. Potts. Am
advised by scout that hostile camp is at
Corvallis, 30 miles from here, taking their
time. I met them in the canyon [Lo-Lo], in
terviewed them twice, informed them they
must disarm and dismount White Bird and
Looking Glass present They showed dis
position to figh t but after making a few
demonstrations in front exchanging a few
shots, passed me on flank and got in valley.
Had 25 regulars and about 150 volunteers
from Bitter Root. Latter left after they un
derstood that Indians would let them alone
in valley. Have now 3 Comp's. (Regulars)
70 men. Start tomorrow to try and delay
them, as per your letter and Gen’l. Gibbon’s
order. Will get volunteers, if I can.
Have sent word to Gov. Potts, that it ap
pears from information gained from men
who know the country, that Indians intend
to go through Big Hole or Elk City trail.
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By sending his 300 Militia ordered mustered
in, direct from Deer Lodge to Big Hole
Prairie, can head them off.
Camp near Missoula, M. T., Aug. 2nd, 1877.
Rawn to Gen. Gibbon.
Your dispatch of Aug. 1st rec’d. about
midnight. Report from up the valley that
Indians still moving slowly (five or six
miles a day). My scout (spoken of in pre
vious dispatch) who has been in their camp
and observing them for two days should
have got in or sent me word of their move
ments last night as per arrangement. Am
afraid they may have suspected and cap
tured him. There are small parties of them
scattered round here and there through the
valley. Two of their braves have disap
peared mysteriously. I am pretty well sat
isfied that they will not hurry out of the
valley until they know that your command
and Howard’s have arrived. They are
watching and know nearly everything that
is going on. Had ordered command up val
ley today, but since your despatch will wait
until you arrive and have ordered Q. M. to
hold Kerkendall’s wagons for transporting
us. If Gov. Potts should follow the sug
gestion I gave him, based upon reports of
men who know the country, his Militia from
Deer Lodge should head them off from Big
Hole Prairie which all their movements in
dicate they are going to.
Headquarters, Post near Missoula, M. T.,
September 30, 1877.
Rawn to Assistant Adjutant General, De
partment of Dakota, S t Paul, Minn.
In compliance with circular letter from
Headquarters Department of Dakota dated
September 12th, 1877, I hare the honor to
make the following report
In obedience to Orders No. 2 from Head
quarters District of Montana of January 5,
1877, I on June 9th, 1877, left Fort Shaw, M.
T. in command of Companies A and I, 7th
Infantry, en route for Missoula, M. T. at
which place a new post was to be established.
My Company “I" was intended to compose
the regular garrison, the other one to as
sist in the erection of quarters, etc. After
a march of two hundred and seventeen miles,
over a well traveled wagon road, reached
this station on June 25, 1877.
Immediately after my arrival here the
work of building the post commenced and
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considering the few men of the troops who
could render any assistance as mechanics
and the fact that the necessary lumber had
to be procured several miles from the gar
rison and then only in such quantities as a
small saw-mill could cut it, together with
other causes which will be given hereafter
in this communication, the work of erection
has progressed as rapidly as could, under
the circumstances be expected.
Information having reached here that the
hostile Nez Perces Indians were coming in
this direction via Loo Loo pass, 2nd Lieut.
Francis Woodbridge, 7th Infantry, with four
enlisted men was directed to move that way
for the purpose of reconnoitering the move
ments of the enemy and reporting their ap
proach. He ‘Lieut. Woodbridge’ and party
left here on the 18th of July and having
waited until the 21st of July without re
ceiving any intelligence from him in regard
to the Indians, I on that date ordered 1st
Lieut. G. A. Coolidge to proceed to the pass
and penetrate as far thru it as he prudenly could, furnishing me with any news of
movement which might come to his knowl
edge. He was accompanied by one soldier
and a small party of citizens volunteers.
On the 22nd he came up with Lieut. Woodbridge and party who were returning to
wards Missoula, having scouted the Loo Loo
as far as the Clearwater. On that day a
half breed, who had been a prisoner in the
Nez Perces camp, but who managed to es
cape therefrom, caught up with the detach
ments in the pass and gave information as
to the whereabouts of the Indians and the
route they were to travel. Lieut. Woodbridge despatched a courier to me with the
information which I received on the same
day. The truth of this report was soon
made manifest and spread such alarm in
the Bitter-Root Valley that companies were
organized to repel the Indians. The people
of Missoula also formed volunteer associa
tions for the purpose of protecting them
selves. The excitement increasing, I on the
25th of July with every available man that
could be spared, proceeded to Loo Loo, en
trenched my command in what I considered
the most defensible and least easily flanked
part of the canon, between the Indians and
Bitter-Root valley. This was about eight
miles from the mouth of the canon and two
*Historical marker erected on site by Missoula

miles from the camp of the hostiles.8 My
intentions were with my force. “5 commis
sioned officers and 30 enlisted men” and as
sisted by the citizens volunteers, to compel
the Indians to surrender their arms and
ammunition and to dispute their passage by
force of arms, into the Bitter-root valley.
On the 27th of July, I had a talk with
Chiefs Joseph, White Bird and Looking Glass,
who proposed if allowed to pass unmolested,
to march peaceably thru the Bitter-root val
ley, but I refused to allow them to pass un
less they complied with my stipulations as to
the surrender of their arms. For the pur
pose of gaining time for General Howards
forces to get up, and for General Gibbon to
arrive from Ft. Shaw, I appointed a meet
ing for the 28th with Looking Glass accom
panied by one Indian and myself accompa
nied by Delawar Jim—interpreter—, the
meeting to take place in an open prairie and
not within range of the rifles of their camp.
The meeting was had accordingly, but I sub
mitted to him the same conditions as be
fore, towit: that if they wished to enter
the valley, they must disarm and dismount,
surrendering all stock. looking Glass said
that he would talk to his people and would
tell me what they said at 9 :00 AM the next
day. Distrusting him, I would not agree to
that hour but proposed 12”M. We sep
arated without agreement. Nothing satis
factory having resulted from the conference,
I returned to the breastworks expecting to be
attacked.
In the meantime that portion of the vol
unteers, some 100 or more, representing Bit
ter-root valley, hearing that the Nez-Perces
promised to pass peaceably through it, de
termined that no act of hostility on their
part should provoke the Indians to a con
trary measure, and without leave, left in
squads of from one to a dozen.
On the 28th the Indians moved from the
canon to the hills, assending the sides one
half mile in my front, passed my flank and
went into the Bitter-root valley. As soon as
I found that they were passing around me,
and hearing that they had attacked a rear
guard I had established to prevent deser
tions, I abandoned this breastworks, formed
a skirmish line across the canon with my
regulars and such of the volunteers as I
K iw a in s C lub in Sept. 1934.
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could control and advanced in the direction
the Indians bad gone.
They did not accept a fight but retreated
up the Bitter-root At the mouth of the
Loo Loo and before reaching i t all the vol
unteers had left me, but a dozen to twenty
Missoula men, and I was obliged to return
to this post
Some of the people at Stevensville and
Corvallis traded with these Indians for
everything they desired, whiskey included
and in one case ammunition.
The garrison was increased by the arrival
on July 29, 1877, from F t Ellis of Company
G, 7th Infantry.
On the 4th of August, Companies A, G and
I—the troops at this post—marched together
with D , F and K companies under c o m m a n d
of Colonel John Gibbon, 7th Infantry in pur
suit of the Nez-Perces who were reported as
having passed through the Bitter-root valley
in the direction of Big Hole, M. T. On the
evening of the eighth, intelligence was re
ceived that the Indians were camped within
seven miles on a branch of the Big Hole.
The command was halted and train cor
ralled, orders being issued forbidding all
fires and requiring the command to be in
readiness in lightest marching order, to
march at 11:00 PM. The command started
a t that hour, all on foot and proceeded by
the Nez-Perces trail to a point overlooking
the Indian camp, arriving about 1 :00 AM
and deployed as skirmishers here along the
trail and sat down to wait for daylight.
On the morning of the ninth, some portion
of the troops becoming engaged, the whole
line was ordered to charge the village and
did so in good style, despite the difficult
ground,—swampy and full of brush—they
were obliged to charge over. I refrain from
giving a minute description of the fight, as
General Gibbon has, I presume, done so be
fore now, but 1 cannot but express the high
est praise of the bravery and coolness of the
men. Having the whole line under my eye,
I did not see a single man hesitate or falter,
the principal difficulty being to restrain
their ardor and save their ammunition
I do not suppose that it is necessary to
give the names of the enlisted men who were
killed cm- wounded in the fight as their
names have long before this been furnished
Department Headquarters. The casualties
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among that portion of my command were as
follows:

Company “A”
Killed in action.......... ......................
1
Wonnded ........
.4
Company “G”
Killed in action ______________________ 6
Wounded ___________________________ .4
Company “I ”
Killed in action ______________________ .3
Wounded ______
4
D et Cavalry attached to Co. “G”
Killed in action.................................
1
Wounded ................
1
Captain William Logan commanding Com
pany “A” 7th Infantry was killed in action
and 1st Lieutenant William L. English, Com
pany "I” 7th Infantry died of wounds re
ceived in action. 1st Lieut. Charles A. Coolidge, Company “A” 7th Infantry was se
verely wounded. These were the only cas
ualties among the commissioned officers who
belong to this post
The distance from here to the Big Hole is
about one hundred and twenty one miles.
The column under the command of Colonel
Gibbon on the 12th marched towards DeerLodge, M. T. 95 miles. At this point such
of the wounded as were unable to travel
were placed in S t Joseph’s Hospital under
the care of the Sisters of Charity. Company
“D” was ordered to return with the other
companies, A-G & I to Missoula were all ar
rived on the 21st of August after a march of
75 miles.
The four companies have been stationed
here since and in addition to the regular mil
itary duties have rendered such assistance
as was necessary in the building of the post
The officers quarters and the company quar
ters are under good headway and the Com
missary and Quartermaster storehouses has
already been used for storing supplies. A
large cellar is being dug for the purpose of
preserving such articles of subsistence stores
as might be injured by being frozen.
A corral has been partly completed, in
fact considering the hardships the troops
have undergone, the Indian Campaigns and
the skeleton strength of the companies, I am
well pleased with the progress made in the
construction of the new post.
On the 19th of September under instruc
tions of the District Commander, Captain G.
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S. Browning with four enlisted men, was
ordered to proceed to Stevensville, about
thirty miles from here to arrest a Nez-Perces chief named Perische, who is now a
prisoner at the post. The arrival of this
Chief increased the number of Indian Pris
oners to four, one of whom—Amos—was
seized at the LoLo, the other two were cap
tured by Lieuts. Jones and Bloom, 4th Ar
tillery in the pass and are supposed to have
been in the Big Hole fight.
A detachment of one commissioned officer
—2nd Lieut J. T. Van Orsdale, 7th Infantry
—and six enlisted men of the command left
the post on September 20th for the battle
field of the Big Hole, with instructions to
reinter the bodies of their comrades who had
fallen in that fight, as information was re
ceived that several of the graves were
opened and the bodies burried therein
dragged to the surface by bears and other
animals. The report of Lieut. Van Orsdale
enclosed.
Headquarters Fort Missoula, M. T., October
8th, 1879.
Lt Col. George Gibson to Colonel Delos B.
Sackett, Inspector General, Hdqrs. Divi
sion of the Mo.
In compliance with your verbal request
that I should furnish you with certain data
in regard to this post and its surroundings
(taking in a pretty good scope of country) I
hasten to do so, regretting that the dilatori
ness of others whom I was oblidged to con
sult-, prevented its being transmitted more
promptly.
INDIAN TRIBES LOCATED IN THIS
SECTION OF COUNTRY: Three tribes have
their homes in this region viz: The Flatheads, numbering about 470 souls; The
Pend d'Oreilles, 1,000; and the Kootenals,
500. The Flatheads are devided into two
bands, one being located at the general
agency for the Flatheads, Pend d’Oreilles
and Kootenals in the neighborhood of the
Jocko river, about 32 miles from here, the
other in the neighborhood of Stevensville, in
the Bitterroot Valley (28 miles to the south
of us) scattered up and down the Bitter
root river possibly a distance of 18 miles.
The band at the Agency is under the leader
ship of ‘ARLEIGH* who was, I believe,
created a Chief by the Commissioners who
Artec.
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treated with these Indians some seven
years since. It numbers 120 souls, and is
the recipient yearly, of an annuity of
$5000.00. The band at or in the neighbor
hood o f' Stevensville, numbers about 350
souls (to whom about 25 Nez Perces have at
tached themselves) having for its Chief
‘Chariot’ who is the son of the former Chief
‘Victor’ who was originally chief of the
whole Flathead tribes. In 1855 Governor
Stevens made a treaty with the Flatheads,
which was ratified by Congress in 1859, and
which only expired during the present year.
Owing to Chariot’s band having failed to re
move to the reservation in compliance with
the directions of the Commissioner who vis
ited this section of country seven years
since, the government has, I believe, de
clined to provide for them since that time.
This, I think is to be regretted for I am in
formed, that when the Nez Perces made
their appearance among them at Stevens
ville, just previous to General Gibbons’ fight
at the Big Hole and endeavored to induce
them to join them, they declined, thereby un
questionably saving from annihilation the
very settlers who are at present occupying
much of their land. They are even now
looking anxiously to see if Commissioners
will be sent by the Government this fall to
do something for them. I really think the
great cause of their remaining quiet this
long, is entirely attributable to the presence
of Catholic Missionaries among them, who,
certainly exert wonderful influence in this
respect I think this remark may be said
to apply with equal force, possibly, to the
remaining tribes. Despite of the disad
vantages under which Chariot’s band labor,
I am told that some 35 families till the soil.
HABITS OF THE TRIBES PREVIOUS
LY MENTIONED. As a general thing, they
are peaceful, subsisting to a great extent by
hunting and fishing, as well as farming to a
limited degree, the Government furnishing
some aid. Firearms are used by all the
males, being procured by trading with the
neighboring tribes and undiciplined white
men. Being well supplied with horses, they
move about a great deal, sometimes they go
after Buffalo to the east of the Rocky
Mountains, and upon application, a few men
are sent with them, from this post. The
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game in this immediate region cannot be
said to be abundant, consisting of deer,
Rocky Mountain Sheep and goats. Trout
however are exceedingly plentiful in the
“Bitterroot” the “Lolo” the “Jocko” and the
“S t Regis Borgia.” I myself caught in the
Bitterroot yesterday, one which measured
thirty one inches and weighed nine pounds,
this with delicate rod and tackle,—whilst I
have been the recipient quite recently, of
several caught in the Jocko by Indians, all
of them large fish, the largest one of which
measured 36 inches and weighed 13 lbs.
Major Ronan who is in charge of the
Jocko Agency informed me that the Indians
of this section have 4000 acres under cul
tivation, that] some mechanics have been
employed to assist them, and that goods to
a limited extent are issued them. I am un
able to ascertain that officers from this post
have been called upon to witness any pay
ments of annuities, etc.
I should judge that Major Ronan is pop
ular with the tribes which he represents. It
is true Chief ‘Arleigh* made complaint sev
eral weeks since about the distribution of
some hay which had been cut on the reser
vation, he claiming half of it, but inasmuch
as he had failed to furnish some of the force
to cut it (as he bad agreed to do) Major
Ronan did not feel himself under obligation
to cut said hay for him.
In addition to the Catholic Mission estab
lished at Stevensville (previously spoken of)
another exists at Soneilem Creek* called “St.
Ignatius” about 53 miles from here and
which exerts the usual peaceful influence
upon the Indians under Major Honan’s
charge, both of the missions bare, I believe,
most excellent schools, admirably attended.
The white population is somewhat sparse
in this region. The nearest town to us is
Missoula, four miles to the East of us, just
across the Hell-Cate river, and numbers 500
souls. It boasts of an hotel, a bank, a halfdozen stores, drug store, hardware store
and grist mill, whilst two saw-mills (steam)
are located on little streams em tying into
the “Hell-Gate", possibly fire or six mites
distant. Frenchtown, another little village
of one hundred and eighty inhabitants, is
situated further down the Hell-Gate on the
right hand bank, about 14 mites below. Ster-
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ensville (previously mentioned as being lo
cated on the “Bitterroot” 30 miles above us)
numbers 150 inhabitants, whilst scattered up
and down the river may be, possibly 400
people engaged in agricultural pursuits. No
doubt quite a number of white people, are
scattered thru the mountains, mining.
No organization, exists, I believe, among
the white people for protection against the
Indians. As yet, since my arrival at this
post, no complaints have been made for
depredations by either Whites or Indians,
whilst both stages, and travellers, pass on
their respective ways unmolested. Beyond
doubt the liquor law is violated, as far as
the Indians are concerned, but by whom, or
to what extent is not known. In fact, it is
a matter the Military cannot possibly con
trol, civil authority being supreme here.
The soil in this region along the water
courses, is most admirably adapted for rais
ing first rate hay, magnificent oats, and the
finest kind of vegetables of all kinds, which
are furnished at reasonable rates, together
with a good quality of fuel. Good flour can
also be had very cheap. A want of a mar
ket will necessarily have the effect of keep
ing produce low for a long time to come.
Plenty of wood can be procured (Pine and
Tamarack) within five or six miles of the
post. In fact, the Government has a wood
reservation in a Mountain Canon about that
distance from us, embracing 1000 acres. On
it is most excellent timber for building pur
poses, and it is only for want of a good
steam saw mill, combining planing and lath
machine with other improvements, that we
are unable to finish the post ourselves ac
cording to the original plan. Said reserva
tion was visited by me within the past few
days Crops can be raised in this vicinity
without irrigating, though irrigation is re
sorted to considerably.
Supplies are forwarded to this post by
boat from Bismarck to Benton, and from
the latter point to Fort Missoula by con
tract, via F t Shaw, Helena and Deer Lodge,
trail wagons being used.
Whist stock can be readiy raised here, it
strikes me. poasiby, that the neighborhood
of Fort Shaw is better for the purpose. The
streams are liabe to rise in the spring, being
fed by snows which fall in the mountains
*Generally spelled Sen ielemen. aa Indian word moaning meeting place.
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close by. Undoubtedly the Mullan road is
much affected by freshets as shown by the
number of bridges which Captain Penrose
was oblidged to construct in repairing it
quite recently. As far as I am able to judge,
the roads are used more by miners than emi
grants.
Passes through the Rocky Mountain
chain: Indian Agent Ronan informs me
that five passes pierce the main range
bounding the Flathead Reservation on the
east, viz: One sixty miles north of Flathead Lake, one at the Crow Creek, 12 miles
North of St. Ignatius Mission, one at the
Flathead Agency following up the Jocko
river to its head, one at the head of Flathead Lake and one up the Blackfoot river.
The passes more immediately in the vicinity
of Fort Missoula, are “Hell-Gate” pass four
miles distant in a northeasterly direction,
“Coeur d’Alene” directly west and “LouLou” nine miles south of the post.
The Hell-Gate pass is the one by which
the post is approached from Helena and
Deer-Lodge, the Mullan road being built
along it, and which is continued westward
through the Coeur d’Alene. The most im
portant pass however, as far as Indians are
concerned is believed to be the Lou-Lou, as
it opens into the Bitterroot valley from Ida
ho, being the great northern trail for the
Nez Perces from the Clearwater country go
ing east by the Hell-Gate. Three miles
above the town of Missoula, in the Hell-Gate
pass, what is known as) “Cadottes” pass,
commences at the mouth of the Big Blackfoot river, running up said river in a north
easterly direction until the headwaters of
the Dearborn river are reached. By this
pass cavalry with packs have been enabled
to pa8s from this place to Fort Shaw.
Whilst Captain Penrose was repairing the
Mullan Road in the Coeur d’Alene pass re
cently, he reported that Indians were con
stantly passing to and fro, they being un
known to him.
From its peculiar location in such close
proximity to so many important passes, I
cannot but think th at Ft. Missoula is des
tined to play an important part in control
ling the Indians of the western slope who
are in the habit of raiding in this direction,
but not with its present weak depleted gar

rison of four little Infantry companies, num
bering in all 137 enlisted men, to whom will
be added shortly, possibly, some 35 recruits
from Fort Shaw, the Headqrs. of the Regt.,
none of the command being mounted. Dur
ing the past summer and fall, three of our
companies have been actively employed, two
in repairing the Mullan road 119 miles west
of here, the third in constructing a tele
graph line from this place to Helena. The
last mentioned Company is still out. The
consequence has been, that it was with ex
ceeding great difficulty that a sufficient
number of men could be found available for,
guard purposes and conducting the affairs
of the Quartermaster and Commissary De
partments, 15 men and 2 non-commissioned
officers being required daily to guard the
prisoners, QM stables and Forage house,
QM and Commissary warehouses, the Hay
shed and Magazine.
Quite recently a letter was received by
me to rebuild the double set of officers
quarters burned to the ground last winter,
as well as to erect a new forage house,
which work has just been entered upon by
me. In a conversation had with delegate
“McGinnis”* who visited this section some
ten days since, he expressed himself as be
ing quite sanguine in regard to securing this
winter a final appropriation for the com
pletion of the post. Unfortunately in both
cases, a resort has to be had to the labor
of soldiers almost entirely, as the estimates
had to be based on that kind of labor, which
will have the effect of weakening still fur
ther this command, as far as offensive op
erations are concerned. Under the circum
stances then, and in view of rumors having
reached here (which were communicated to
D ept Hdqrs. several days since) that pos
sibly some disaffected Nez Perces, UmatiHas
and Spokanes would band together next
spring to pass eastward ostensibly after buf
falo, which would bring them through here.
I have thought possibly it would be advis
able for the Lieutenant-General to increase
my force somewhat (if even temporarily) by
ordering two or three companies of Cavalry
into Camp at this place for the summer. I
think they could be taken care of more
cheaply here, than at any other point in the
territory, forage being so exceedingly low

Martin H aginnis, Montana delegate to Congress.
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and of such excellent quality. Hay this
year, cut within four and one half miles of
the post cost $11.97 per ton, and oats $1.47
per hundred lbs. It is believed hay will be
sold next year at $10.50. The oats raised in
this region weigh from 28 to 44 lbs per
bushel. Flour is only worth $2.25 per hun
dred. Potatoes from 25 to 40 cents per bus
hel and onions from % to % cent per pound
and other vegetables in proportion.
In regard to the white population in this
region, I beg leave to submit the following
estimate furnished by Mr. Frank Woody of
Missoula, a gentleman well acquainted with
this portion of the Territory.
Estimated population of Missoula County:
Missoula and immediate vicinity........ ..... 500
Frenchtown _________________________ 180
Stevensville _________________________ 150
Corvallis ___________________________ 100
Skalkaho __________________________ 75
Population of Bitterroot valley outside
of town 8 _________________
Scattered population of Hell-Gate &
Grass V a lley s______________________800
In Nine-Mile mining cam p____________ 60
In Cedar Creek mining cam p ___________ 40
In Quartz Creek & Windfall mining
c a m p s _____ ______ _____ ______ _ ... 40
In Flathead Lake County______________ 20
In Horse plains C ounty_______________ 10
Total __________________________ 1875
The Flathead Lake country is a stock

country and distant some 150 miles north of
Missoula. Horse Plains is some 90 miles
distant N.W. Cedar Creek, Quartz Creek and
Windfall are distant from 60 to 80 miles
west of Missoula. The Bitterroot valley is
some 60 miles long and the settlers are scat
tered throughout nearly the entire valley.
Concerning the transportation of this post,
whilst the report of the AJLQ.M. recently
rendered, shows to be on hand the follow
ing, vis: 22 horses, 89 mules, 1 ambulance,
13 Army wagons, 1 escort wagon, 3 spring
wagons, 30 aperejos, 2 carts, 2 cart harness
(sets) 48 88 sets wheel harness, 78 88 lead
harness, 19 saddles wagon and 14 saddles
riding, it would be better represented read
ing thus—of the 22 horses only 2 are serv
iceable, 20 having been condemned and or
dered sold. Of the 89 mules, 78 are service
able, 11 having been condemned and ordered
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sold. Of the 13 wagons, one is a water wag
on, one being arranged as a dump cart on
a large scale, the remaining 11 needing re
pairs, various kinds, from constant usage,
the majority having encountered very severe
usage in removing obstacles from the Mullan road. Of the 3 spring wagons, one needs
repairs. Of the 48 88 wheel harness, 16
sets are new, 22 sets old and 10 sets un
serviceable. Of the 78 88 lead harness, 28
sets are new, 38 sets old and 12 sets are un
serviceable. Of the 19 saddles wagon, 12 are
new and 7 unserviceable and of the 14 riding
saddles, 12 are new and 2 unserviceable.
In connection with the condemnation of
the foregoing mentioned 20 horses, a Board
was convened at this post for the purchase
of 30 horses for use here, but were oblidged
to adjourn on account of being only able
to procure but one. I have deemed it ad
visable not to sell the used up ones, poor as
they are, until they can be replaced and
have400
so reported to Dept Hdprs. Virtually I
am unable to mount a dozen of men in case
of an emergency requiring expedition.
Since writing the foregoing portion of my
answers to the interrogations propounded by
you, in course of conversation with Mr. De
mers of Frenchtown in relation to the passes
of this region, he gave me to understand
that the Coeur d’Alene pass was one that was
much used by Spokanes, Umatillas and Nez
Perees and now that the obstructions along
the Mullan wagon road had been so weU re
moved during the past summer, that unques
tionably it would induce more than ever to
come this way. Twenty seven thousand
sheep and three hundred horses came this
way quite recently.
Whilst, as will be recollected, I have stat
ed that, I have been troubled with few or
no complaints since my arrival here, of dif
ficulties between the Indians and the Whites,
yet I am informed that when the season for
planting sets in, that many troubles arise in
the Bitterroot valley, caused by the en
croachments of the whites upon Chariot’s
band.
During the past few days, observing a
number of this band passing eastward
through the town of Missoula by the HellGate pass (men, women and children) I dis
patched a letter by courier to the Rev. Fath
er IFAste* in charge of the mission a t Stev-
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ensville, asking explanation. He promptly
replied that they had started eastward for
the purpose of hunting buffalo in the Mus
selshell country, giving me their numbers
and the route they proposed travelling,
which information I promptly transmitted
to the District Comdr. a t Helena. By a
ruling of the War Department, the Bitter
root Flatheads are regarded as “Domesti
cated Indians” who are to be permitted to go
to and fro as they please, being subject to
the laws of Montana only. As a consequence
they passed my post by without deeming
it necessary to call upon me for a little es
cort Chariot the head chief remained at
home. Father D’Aste’ told me a short time
since that permitting these Indians to roam
at will through the settlements, on their road
to the buffalo country, was perfectly ruinous
to them, on account of the young men getting
hold of whiskey and becoming unmanage
able. Leaving whiskey out of the question,
they conduct themselves very well. Still it

is to be regretted that the Government does
not move in the matter of doing something
for them this winter.
Your attention was especially Called dur
ing your sojourn at the post to its unfin
ished condition, so that nothing more need
be said by me on that subject
A more serious difficulty which the troops
serving at the distant posts in the northwest
labor under, is the manner in which they
are supplied with recruits. For the second
time they have been dispatched by the last
boat up the Missouri (instead of sending
them early in the season (which necessitated
their being marched overland from Cow
Island (on account of the lowness of the
water) to their destination and this fre
quently in most inclement weather. My im
pression is after receiving the 35 men ex
pected from Fort Shaw by Capt. Penrose,
next spring will again see my little command
of 4 companies sadly depleted by further
discharges.

First Building Erected at Fort Missoula
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The War of the Copper Kings. C.
B. Glasscock. Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1935.
$3.00.

As a whole Mr. Glasscock has produced a
work which should be interesting not only
to all Montanans, past, present, and future,
but to all who enjoy a picaresque tale. Clark,
Daly and Heinze, the stars of the perform
ance, named in accordance with the best
stage tradition, in the order of their appear
ance in the great drama of Montana copper
production, emerge as definitely heroic fig
ures.
The story opens with the discovery of gold
in Alder Gulch, and follows the placer min
ers to Butte and Silver Bow. W. A. Clark,
born in Pennyslvania, appears as a Missouri
school teacher attracted via Colorado to
Montana in 1863 by the lure of wealth in
the placer camps of the west. Speedily, as
shrewd men have always done, Clark real
ized there was more money in trade than in
shovelling gravel into a sluicebox. From
freighting and trading it was, for him, a
short step to banking in Deer Lodge by 1860.
By this time men “had panned the speckled
sand and seen the bonny dust” on Silver Bow
Creek, and eventually discovered the lodes
from which it derived. Clark, the capitalist,
appears upon the scene and buys an interest
in the more promising quartz veins.
1876 brings Marcus Daly, hard-fisted Irish
immigrant with a “nose for ore” trained on
the Comstock lode, and with experienced
mining capital behind him.
“Daly’s vision was broader, grand
er. While Clark planned to gather
a vast personal fortune, Daly plan
ned to build the western territory of
Montana into an empire of untold
riches coining from the Butte hill.”
This all sounds a little pott hoc, but in any
event the quotation describes the ultimate
outcome. Clark was a money-maker, Daly
an empire-builder. The fortunes of Daly
and Clark, and hence of Butte are followed
with abundant local color and local politics.
In 1888 F. Augustus Heinze. a young hand
some Brooklyn boy of German Lutheran par
entage—with perhaps a touch of Jewish
blood in his veins—arrives in Butte fresh
from Columbia School of Mines; the contest
between Clark and Daly becomes a triangle,
and the plot thickens.
“Physically, Heinze was superior
in spearsnce to either (Clark or
Daly). Mentally, be possessed some
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of the more effective qualities of
both. He had a finer cultural back
ground than either. When dressed
for a social function he had all of
Clark’s immaculate appearance and
ingratiating manner. When mixing
with miners below ground, with the
millmen in the refining plants he had
all of Daly’s unassuming charm and
popularity.”
But Heinze had more than charm.
“He leased the promising Estella
mine, . . . when the lease expired
Heinze offered fifty percent (roy
alty) on all ores running fifteen
percent copper and nothing on socalled second-class ores returning
less than that percentage . . . and
the papers were signed. From that
time until the expiration of the
lease, every ton of ore hoisted from
the mine consistently ran under fif
teen percent. Heinze took it all.
Heinze’s miners simply caved down
the country rock beside the vein and
mined it with the ore.”
The owner brought suit and Heinze won
the first of his endless legal battles.
From then on, Butte appears as a hot
bed of legal, political, and labor union bat
tles, in which ultimately the entire state
became more or less involved—to the im
mense profit of lawyers, expert witnesses,
lobbyists, and walking delegates.
The closing chapters deal with the Wail
Street manipulation of copper stocks, trusts,
and combinations. There is nothing new in
them. The copper barons were no better and
no worse than the rest.
None of the still-living protagonists of
one side or the other, with whom I have
talked, confesses himself as entirely satis
fied with Mr. Glasscock’s portrayal of his
hero. This fact is susceptible of two inter
pretations: either the author has painted ail
three of the principals in too dark colors,
or he has written without conscious bias
either for or against any one of the trium
virate. I suspect the latter is the case.
The bugle has blown its last reveille over
the bodies of the three great warriors, and
this reviewer has no stomach for the dirt
which their henchmen threw a t each other
and finds himself wishing that the author
had had leas also. The book is in many ways
reminiscent of the muck-raking tendencies
of Ida Tarbell and Lincoln Steffens, and
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although this does not detract from the in
terest of the story, it leads one to question
its scliolarliness. Interesting and in certain
respects fascinating as the work is, it is nev
ertheless exasperating to a careful reader.
The lack of coherent sequence and the fre
quency of cross-currents in the chronology
of the story is often annoying. For exam
ple, Chapters X and XI covering some twen
ty-five pages, and apparently a period of
seven or eight years comprising some of the
most important incidents of the story, in
cluding Heinze’s excursion into the Kootenay
country in British Columbia, includes just
one single definite date. In addition Chap
ter X begins with incidents which must have
happened at least four years prior to those
related in Chapter IX. A conscious effort
seems also to have been made by the author
to avoid any possibility of his references be
ing verified. On page 154 we find,
“according to a report of the in
cident published some years later in
a magazine of national circulation.'*
Did the author fail to note the name and
date of the national magazine? Again, on
page 197, in the story of the senatorial elec
tion of 1900,
“Witness extracts from an article
published by a metropolitan news
paper in the autumn of 1900."
This kind of thing occurs repeatedly. Is the
name of the paper a secret? But mayhap
Mr. Glasscock knows his reading public bet
ter than this reviewer. Presumably the book
is in some respect a “pot-boiler.”
Apparently Mr. Glasscock writes for the
uncritical reader—the reader who does not
care particularly whether the statements
made are verifiable or not. I t is said that
the instruction is given to the Hearst report
ers “To hell with the facts, get the news.”
Certainly “The war of the Copper Kings”
is sensational and therefore interesting. Had
it been a little less sensational and had it
been written with greater care it would
have been a vastly better book. I have
just finished Hermann Hagedorn’s “The
Magnate,” a careful biography of William
Boyce Thompson—a man of the same vin
tage and in the same milieu as Clark, Daly
and Heinze. The comparison is not favor
able to Glasscock. Hagedorn’s prose is easy
delightful reading and every statement is
either verified in the text or in a carefully
annotated bibliography and list of persons
consulted. “The Magnate” also has an in
dex, which Glasscock in his haste failed to
provide. Mr. Glasscock, in the early-day
mining epics, has available a field replete
with romance and lure, but the field is wor
thy of better treatment than he is giving to
it. There is altogether too much of the pulp
magazine style in the works he has written
thus far. A quality of grandeur attaches
to these modern Argonauts as expressed by
Bret Harte's “the cowards never started and
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the weaklings died on the. way,” which does
not breathe in Glasscock's writings.
Technical inaccuracies are not a conspic
uous feature of the book, in fact Mr. Glass
cock, for a layman, handles his mining term
inology accurately and well. This demon
strates of course his well-known familiarity
with mining operations, in the midst of
which it is understood he was born and grew
up, but it also makes less excusable the in
numerable errors of fact with which the
book fairly bristles. To point out a few of
the more glaring blunders entirely outside
the fields of political and legal controversy
in which the truth will perhaps never be
known:
On page 58 it is stated that prior to 1872
“W. L. Farlin located the Travona
mine and shipped its ore.”
The records in the Silver Bow Courthouse
show that the first location of the Travona
was not recorded until January 18, 1876.
On page 72 there is mention of the war
with Chief Joseph and page 73 is the state
ment
“The Indians fled to the Snake
River Country and were eventually
rounded up by General Miles.”
As, of course, every school child in the
northwest knows, Joseph and his band sur
rendered in central Montana while en route
to Canada.
On page 145 is the old chestnut of Jim
(William?) Ledford
“who revealed to the world the
secret of recovering copper (by pre
cipitation from mine water,) a sci
entific fact overlooked by all the
metallurgists, mill men and smelter
men in the world.”
John Percy, in his classic text-book “Metal
lurgy” published in London, 1861, records
exactly this process as practiced on the Isle
of Anglesea and gives as reference Aikin's
Tour Through North Wales, etc., 1797!
Furthermore, according to a paper by J.
C. Febles of Butte, published in the Tran
sactions of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers (the Montana Volume
1913)—which Mr. Glasscock might well
have consulted—it is specifically stated that
a Mr. Miller of East Butte antedated Led
ford by a year in the application of this
process to Butte mine-water. And in addi
tion it was water from the St. Lawrence
mine and not the Anaconda to which this
process was applied both by Miller and by
Ledford. (A lobster Is a red fish which
walks backward.)
On page 241, discussing events immediately
following Clark’s election to the Senate in
1900, Glasscock says:
“Thereupon he (Clark) sold out
to the Amalgamated turning over to
the trust a large part of his most
coveted property in Butte” (and
again on page 300) “Before the
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death of Senator W. A. Clark at the
age of eighty-six, it (Anaconda)
purchased his still extensive re
maining assets in Montana/’
The entire chapter entitled “Clark leaves
Heinze to hold the Bag” is built around
Clark’s alleged desertion of Butte and of
Heinze. Let us look at the facts, all of
which were as easily accessible to the author
as to the reviewer. In 1900 Clark sold noth
ing of any moment to Amalgamated or any
one else. Indeed, no significant transfers
were made until 1910, when the Original,
Steward, and certain other Clark properties
were purchased by Anaconda. The balance
of Clark’s Montana holdings was not sold to
the Anaconda Company until October 1928,
two years after Senator Clark’s death.
These four glaring errors are chosen from
a list of twenty or more, which were noted
in reading the book twice and are quoted
not to be captions but to show that Mr.
Glasscock’s desire to be entertaining is great
er than his desire to be accurate.
The story of Butte is a great story—-a
story of hardship, of struggle against odds,
and of the final triumph of brave and re
sourceful men over the forces of nature: Mr.
Glasscock has told it in part, and has done
a useful service in recording the names of
the pioneers in readable form and has thus
helped to preserve some of the minor char
acters from oblivion. Whether the fact that
he has done so, will prevent a more careful
and more skillful writer from ever doing a
better Job remains to be seen. I hope not
Parenthetically, it is suggested that subse
quent writers on Butte might well keep in
mind that It has a present and a future, as
well as a picturesque past
The author's dedication of the book “To
the Old Dealers, in sympathy with their er
rors and admiration of their accomplish
ments” almost redeems i t and might char
itably be applied equally to the author.
Butte, Montana
Francis A. Thomson

The Surrounded. D ’Arcy McNickle.
Dodd, Mead and Co., 1936. $2 00.
Too much sentiment has been gushed
about the white man's treatment of the In
dian. What the red man has needed is un
derstanding, and that few writers have giv
en him. Mr. McNickle in this novel of preplexity of a youth, sprung from a Spanish
father and an Indian mother, about his life's
work has involved, necessarily, illumination
of the perplexity of the whole Flathead tribe
of Indians living under the towering mission
range of mountains and around St_ Ignatius.
Montana. The title, “The Surrounded,"
symbolises the Indians* position: hemmed in
hy white man's regulations and civilization,
more at home in and desirous of return to
their own way of life. The novel is not
problem fiction, however; it is a genuine
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story with several moments of emotional
power.
A poet wrote this novel. Throughout runs
the lyric note, pure and clear. Poetic im
agination has both conceived the story and
molded the language. The poet’s sure selec
tion of the significant, core ideas is every
where apparent. And like the poet, who
passes on to other matters when he has
achieved satisfactory expression for one, Mr.
McNickle leaves episodes that have been
finely etched in what seems to the reader
isolation. Each episode is clear, complete,
like the weather—clean bone on the plains
that is yet essential to the skeleton; still,
there it lies sufficient in itself, hard, glit
tering, beautiful.
Another element besides poetic imagina
tion has contributed to this method of story
telling that is less coherent than the usual
one: the Indian tells his stories thus. He
states a matter condensedly and offers no
elucidation. Any one with intelligence, he
seems to imply, can get the meaning, why
say too much? The Indian is not a man
of comment, either general or minute; he
seldom bothers to put into bis speech the
expressed coherence to which the white man
is accustomed. The Indian’s telling of a
tale is likely to seem to us, therefore, dis
connected, with parts not fully expressed.
Something of this same laconic handling and
paucity of details enters into the conception,
the method and the style, all three, of Mr.
McNickle's novel, giving it a tone especially
expressive of its material. Incident follows
incident without expressed coherence, the
reader having to use his penetrating wits to
catch the significance of each to the whole
unit. Hence, too, a story or a legend will
be inserted and allowed by the author to be
its own justification: be will not point out
the significance, which to him is obvious.
Mr. McNickle is the poet, also, in his live
ly sympathy, his tolerance, his emotional
understanding. He is not hard on human
nature even when displaying what most per
sons consider vice.
Even the blundering
white agent of the reservation receives mel
low understanding. The Spanish father of
Archilde, the book’s principal person, when
he has cast off his Indian wife and become
bitter lives as a likable person rather than
as one to be condemned. The Indian moth
er throwing off her early-acquired white
man's religion and living in what seems to
be squalor and stolidity has the resonableness and the beauty of her thought and feel
ing. The white trader, who comes in more
heavily for the author’s scorn than any oth
er character, is nevertheless understood.
This is a racial book, regional writing, an
interesting story, a lyric narrative, a poet's
expression of serious matter. It Is a re
markable book. An extract will convey its
general tone: "At the creek's edge be sat
on an old log and listened to the water
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which, though night had come, was still
awake, swirling in eddies, slapping upon
stones. Owls talked back and forth. There
were odors of the thimbleberry, of wet grav
el, and, he thought, of fish, but that was im
agination. It was a peculiar thing how im
ages of such things entwined themselves
Into one’s life: they were nothing that could
be touched and yet they had strength and
substance. He had come a thousand miles
because of their pull upon him : someday
they might pull him from across half the
world.”
JET. O. M.

The Sun Sets in the West. Myron
Brinig.
Farrar and Rinehart, New
York. 1935. $2.50.
Pier 17. Walter Havighurst. Mac
millan Co., New York. 1935. $2.00.
Marching!
Marching!
Cl a r a
Weatherwax. John Day, N ew York.
1935. $1.90.
Proletarian Literature in the United
States: an Anthology. Edited by Gran
ville Hicks, Michael Gold [and others].
W ith a critical introduction by Joseph
Freeman.
International Publishers,
New York. 1935. $3.00.
The three novels in this group have two
things in common: they have regional sig
nificance for the Northwest and they are
written from a social point of view. Mr.
Brinig once more chooses Butte as his scene,
and again “the richest hill on earth” throws
its shadow over the lives of his characters.
Mr. Havighurst recreates the wet winter
weather, the streets and docks of Seattle as
his background, while Miss Weatherwax
takes for her setting the logging camps and
lumber mills around Aberdeen, Washington.
The social consciousness of the three writers
ranges from Mr. Brinig’s haunting sense
that all is not well with the old American
order and his vague, humanitarian pity for
its victims through Mr. Havighurst’s ten
uous balancing of revolutionary action on
the part of workers against the cloistered
calm of the intellectual, to Miss Weatherwax’s thorough-going acceptance of the the
ory of class struggle. In this connection, it
is interesting and heartening to note that of
the three writers. Miss Weatherwax pre
sents the most unimpeachable American an
cestry : she springs from Mayflower New
England stock and fourteen of her forbears
fought in the American War of Independ
ence. Unlike most members of the D. A. R.
who are determined that the first American
Revolution shall be the last, she follows a
line of reasoning that stems from Thomas
Jefferson and Abraham Lincoln, both of
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whom vigorously upheld the right of the peo
ple to change their form of government.
Of the three, Mr. Brinig is much the most
competent craftsman. His prose is easy
and fluid, his characters drawn so deftly
that they exist, lifelike and in the round, for
the reader. Though he is not a literary ex
perimentalist, he adopts in The Sun Sets in
the W est several devices of contemporary
technique: he has selected a large group of
persons by the chance circumstance that they
live in the 800 block of a street in Copper
City, he brings them together in Sandor’s
store and then scatters them to their indi
vidual pursuits, and he employs the mass
action of a strike as his climax. The strike,
however, is more incidental to, than a cul
mination of, his plot, and the thread of per
sonal relationships by means of which he
weaves his characters together is too slender
to give his book organic unity.
The only integrating factor in his drama
is that all the persons are suffering from
some evil manifestation in modern life that
the author leaves nameless. Leon Sandor
suffers because his store, like most inde
pendent small enterprises, fails in competi
tion with chain stores. His book-loving son,
David, suffers because his one understanding
friend, the librarian, has not a sufficiently
strong personality to cope with the malice
of her neighbors. James Turner is so ab
sorbed by business that his wife becomes a
reformist clubwoman, his mother a klepto
maniac, and his son turns for sympathy to
a prostitute. Jim Hewitt, the Communist
artist, suffers because he cannot reconcile
his artistic pursuits with his political be
liefs. Even the staunchest characters, Adam
Mendelssohn, the junk dealer and his wife
Sarah, suffer from the demands of their
wastrel son. The only people who are un
touched are Mrs. McGafferty and Mrs. Ford:
having no part in the action of the drama,
they stand above it and comment upon it
shrewdly and saltily, somewhat in the man
ner of the chorus in Greek drama. The
Sun Sets in the West would have been a
better and more coherent novel—even by
bourgeois standards—if Mr. Brinig had em
phasized the motive of economic insecurity,
which is really his major theme, and had de
veloped his plot around it.
Pier 11 illustrates excellently the split
personality of the intellectual who sympa
thizes with the workers’ struggle for better
conditions but cannot join in with a whole
mind or a whole heart. Mr. Havighurst,
who is both an Able Seaman and a member
of the Department of English at Miami Uni
versity, no doubt projects himself in the per
son of Adrian Scarf, his chief protagonist
Adrian wants to write and goes to sea to
find material. Each of the four parts of the
novel is preceded by a page or two taken
from Adrian’s notebook: here the self-con
scious fine writing contrasts oddly with the
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swift, full-bodied prose of the narrative
which is built around the actual events of
the Seattle marine strike in 1934. The Sea
men’s Union struck against a wage-cut of
twenty percent imposed shortly after the
men had taken a ten per cent cu t The
Union picketed the waterfront, and after the
Longshoremen’s Union joined in a sympa
thetic strike, not a cargo moved. The loss
to the shippers was so great that scabs were
brought in, at three times the wages of the
strikers, to break the tie-up, and in the riot
ing the violence that ensued the strike was
lost Mr. Havighurst handles skillfully the
mass scenes in the Union Hall and on the
picket lines, but his main interest is in the
effect of the strike upon Adrian as an indi
vidual. And as Adrian does not understand
the forces involved in the strike, the novel
ends on a negative note: “I wanted to be in
this strike, but I didn’t think it would be
this way. I’m lost and afraid.”
Since MarchingI Marching! won the prize
of $750 offered jointly by the John Day
Company and The New Masses tor a novel
on a proletarian theme, it follows as a mat
ter of course that Miss Weatherwax hues to
the Marxist line. Her freedom from reser
vations and intellectual dichotomies gives
her book a passionate affirmation lacking in
the other novels. Her characters are rankand-file workers, unprivileged, maimed and
scarred by the hard conditions of their labor,
yet whose sense of responsibility to the
group is so well developed that they present
an unbroken front to capital, personified by
the lumberman and mill-owner Bayliss. The
workers are outraged by wage cuts, fatal
accidents to their fellows caused by lack of
proper safeguards, espionage, threats of
fascist repression, and a brutal attack on
Mario, the Filipino organizer and labor hero.
The action rises to a dramatic crescendo
when they vote to strike at a mass meeting
in their Union Hall. The progress of the
strike is related in press clippings, which
tell how entrenched capital hires scab labor,
cuts off relief from strikers, calls on such
forces of law and order as vigilantes and
the American Legion, and eventually brings
out the militia. The book ends with a mass
picket line of unarmed workers, marching
up to drawn bayonets, and singing, “Hold
the fort for we are coming! Workingmen,
be strong!**
Miss Weatherwax is not without faults
as a writer: her story is marred by lumps of
ill-digested dialectic, and would read more
easily with more punctuation.
Conversa
tion, one of the most difficult elements in
creative writing, does not have the rhythm
of natural speech. She makes surprising use
of a stream-of-consciousness style, surprising
because this device is an aid in giving a por
trait in full relief of an Individual character.
And she, like many proletarian writers, is
more interested in the group. There is a
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slight love interest between individuals, but
her chief attention is focussed on a larger
fellowship, that of the whole working class.
Some readers may agree with Granny Whittlesley (who by a nice touch is a D. A. R.
of Miss Weatherwax’s persuasion) who
thinks, “I don’t like it, I don’t like it . . .
but it says something wonderful.”
Proletarian Literature in the United States
is a survey of fiction, poetry, drama, report
age and criticism, culled from published
work of the last five years. As Mr. Freeman
points out in his excellent introduction, pro
letarian literature is a new departure, one
that grew out of the economic depression be
ginning in 1929 and the subsequent identifi
cation of a number of creative writers with
the class-conscious aims of workers. Under
the stimulus of writers who had already ac
quired technical proficiency, and out of the
necessities of the situation, other writers
of working class origin have risen from the
ranks. The result is literature with an
orientation in the struggle of the working
class for its legitimate share of economic
security and personal satisfactions. The his
tory of proletarian literature is too short to
ensure any flowering as yet of artistic ex
pression, but because it is a product of the
imperatives of our times, it has the vivid
reality of the present. The writing, even
where it is tentative and still experimenting
with new forms of statement, has impact,
possibly because the writers are sure of
what they want to say although as yet un
sure of how to say it.
The fiction section of the anthology con
tains short stories and excerpts from longer
works, written by Robert Cantwell, Erskine
Caldwell, Jack Conroy, Doe Passes, James
T. Farrell, Michael Gold, Albert Halper,
Grace M. Lumpkin, and Josephine Herbst
among others. Of these only Dos Passos had
made his reputation much before 1930. The
note of class struggle is dominant. The
group is protagonist less often than the in
dividual but the latter is usually symbolic
of the group. This is a realistic approach
to the difficulty of attracting attention to
class problems in a society so individualistic
as that of the United States. “Strike ” by
William Rollins, Jr., offers an example of
the effective incorporation of machine
rhythms in the prose. Although the priva
tions, defeats and pitifully small triumphs
of the workers are the subject matter, this
is fighting fiction, not fiction of resignation.
Such poets as Kreymborg, Genevieve Taggard, Bodenbeim and Isidor Schneider who
once wrote in the bourgeois tradition appear
in the poetry section along with Michael
Gold, Langston Hughes, and others of more
strictly proletarian origin. The poetic forms
adopted represent most of the experiments
undertaken since 1912. In the drama sec
tion, Clifford Odets' “Waiting for Lefty” is
reprinted in full. This long one-act play
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was very successful in New York last year, pede his personal narrative with exposition
and is a valuable addition to the repertory or to neglect historical background for the
story, he avoids both difficulties by dealing
of workers’ theatres. Excerpts from “Steve
dore,” “The Black Pit,” and “They Shall with them separately. Each section of the
book is introduced by a short sketch tracing
Not Die” also appear; these have been pro
informally the history of the town at the
duced in New York, the first two by the The
time of the narrative. The device, managed
atre Union, the last by the Guild.
In the sections devoted to reportage and skillfully, serves to deepen the background
literary
criticism proletarian literature and emphasizes the chronology as well.
The town—in Wisconsin—was the dream
reaches its highest development, so far as
aesthetic canons are concerned. Here its realization of Count Karanszcy, a Hungar
ian noble who had come to found a commun
brief history is not a drawback for report
ers and critics do not need as much time to ity where men would find freedom and hap
crystallize experience as creative writers do. piness. His more practical fellows gradual
The reportage of Dos Passos, Meridel Le ly gain such power that the Count is forced
Sueur, Agnes Smedley and John Spivak to leave the town and what remained of his
The others continue to
stands with the best in the field, indeed it fortune behind.
commands the field by virtue of its artistic build, the story tracing the rise to power of
the Hauser family, particularly their daugh
integrity, and reference to facts that cap
italistic journalists must needs hide or gloss ter Selma, and the slow decline.
over. Some of the critics like the poets are
This is Mr. Schorer’s first novel. He is
apostates from the bourgeois tradition; oth
occasionally guilty of overwriting, but the
ers developed as Marxists. Hypocrisy, sen
greater part of his work has genuine distinc
timental cant, and outworn romanticism re
tion. He tells a simple, moving story, and
ceive short shrift from Marxist critics whose his characters are very reaL
vigor and power of analysis strip the work
Brothers Three is longer and more ambi
under consideration of its verbiage and ex
tious, but not as successful. It is the story
pose the skeletal point of view. Michael of Francis Odell and his three sons. Fran
Gold's neat operation upon Thornton Wilder, cis develops an Oklahoma farm and a for
published in The New Republic in 1930 and tune which the boys, upon his death, seek
reprinted here, shocked a good many readers to carry on under changed conditions. For
of that liberal journal, but it has been the a time they prosper: one as a stock-raiser,
basis of sound critical theory.
one as a tradesman, the third in New York
This anthology may well be a landmark as a writer. When they begin to lose money
in the history of American literature. The each tries to recoup their joint holdings by
need for political change in the past has giv
speculative methods. Facing utter failure,
en rise to writers like Dante, John Locke, they finally determine to carry on the ex
Rousseau and Voltaire, Shelley—to name ample set by their father: to build slowly
only a few—who were revolutionary in their and with care.
time, but classic today. Who can be sure
The book is talky and bound by a curious
that the revolutionary writers of our day
The characters are too often put
will not be the classic writers of the future? stiffness.
Missoula, Montana
Mary Jane Keeney to running errands for the author’s pur
poses, and there is little substance in the
against which they move. One
A House T oo Old. Mark Scborer. background
sample of the prose:
Reynal & Hitchcock, N . Y . S2.00.
He could smell the hot urinesoaked dust of stout corrals where
Brothers Three. John M. Oskison.
the big splashing brands were run
Macmillan, N . Y . $2.50.
on rope-stretched, kicking calves,
American novelists will probably never
hear the cry of the man who knelt
tire of writing the chronicle of American
on a baby bull’s flank to castrate
families, and the American public will prob
it, “Prairie oysters for somebody!”
ably never tire of reading them. Such nov
and savor the broiled tit-bit. He
els provide a satisfaction sui generis, vary
could smell the hot-branded hair
ing according to the skill and insight of the
and hide; he had never known an
writer, but always present. These two nov
other smell so lusty and stirring.
els present the familiar theme, with varia
All
the parts which should make that pic
tions.
ture are in evidence, and yet the picture fails
Both American families are partly of for
to appear. The same fault lies in the book
eign stock (although Mr. Oskison’s is In
a whole. But despite its shortcomings,
dian) ; in both the story opens in the time as
author’s dogged sincerity manages to
of an advancing frontier and closes in the the
raise it to a certain level of authenticity,
present. But the books are markedly alike and
to this extent it does partake of the es
in manner of treatment, and accordingly, in sential
quality of the American family
final effect.
chronicle.
Mr. Schorer brings ingenuity to bis prob
Eugene, Oregon
Myron Griffin
lem of background. Unwilling either to im
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Golden Tales of the Far West. Se
lected by May Lamberton Becker.
Dodd, Mead & Company, New York.
1935. $2.50.

By far the greater number of these tales
are not golden, but gilded. And though they
do present scenes of a west that is truly long
distant from, say, “back east,” they will, I
think, strike their readers, no matter where
placed, as being about people and events far
ther removed in time than in space. For
they arise, most of them, from those eras of
false glitter and false hope, like the gold
rush days in California or Alaska and the
closely following boom periods of wild-cat
speculation, when life was probably as cheap
and tawdry as these tinsel-covered records
of it. Not that I harbor the notion that
we of today have redeemed ourselves from
tawdriness and fake fronts, but we, or at
least a considerable portion of us, seem to
be concerned with matters more deeply re
lated to the problem of really living than
were those who preceded us in these parts
at the peak of the self-styled “flush-times”
of the eighties and later. At any rate what
impresses me about this collection of stories
brought together by Mrs. Becker is that
they depict almost exclusively human be
ings unimportantly occupied, and that they
turn the trick of doing it in a literary form
obviously and unsubtly artificial. That the
form and the matter match perfectly saves
neither from being a good deal of a bore.
Only Joaquin Miller and Mary Austin of
the authors represented contrive plots that
are convincing and natural. And Mrs. Aus
tin alone penetrates to any depth of char
acterization. She alone works from the in
side of her characters out. The others stand
on the outside of theirs peering in—and see
ing very little. Consequently she alone of
the entire list creates. The others merely
state. All the rest, including writers rang
ing in eminence from Mark Twain and Bret
IIarte, through Owen Wister and Jack Lon
don. to Rex Beach and Cy Warman. turn
out nothing better than hack work straining
for effect through cheap thrills and cheaper
wit.
What one misses in this volume is what
one is bound to demand of any volume of
short stories intended to present the west:
some account of what it means to grow up
on, or to attempt to “operate,” an isolated
ranch, of what it means to work in a mod
ern Industrial plant o f the west coast saw
mill type, or in a west coast logging-camp,
or as stevedore on a west coast dock, of
what it means to be one of the victims In a
mass-scale swindle conducted by a slick real
tor sitting in the seats o f the civic mighty,
and the like. 1 have in mind the sort of
thing one finds in the plays and novels of
such writers as Vardis Fisher, Melvin Levy,
and Robert CantwelL Maybe the stories I
am asking for would not be golden, but cer
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tainly they would not be gilt. Perhaps there
are none written. Then so much the worse
for western fiction.
Reed College
V. L. O. Chittick

History of Oregon Literature. A l
fred Powers, Metropolitan Press. (Port
land). 1935. $4.00.
This cyclopedia, anthology, history alms at
inclusiveness rather than selectivity and
therefore is a valuable reference book today
and will be many years from now. It opens
with consideration of Indian legends, pro
ceeds through the literature of explorers,
trappers, missionaries, traders, pioneers,
early scientists, and squaw men to period
ical “literature,” the “first five literary
books,” and the earliest Oregon songs. This
writing takes up 230 of the book’s 790 pages,
and gives it a vigorous start. Then follow
individual chapters, 220 pages, on seventeen
Oregon writers, including such men as
Joaquin Miller, Edwin Markham, Harvey
W. Scott, C. E. S. Wood, and Homer Daven
port. The next seven chapters, 160 pages,
chronicle, with samples, minor poets from
1850-1900, song writers, and songs since 1860,
Oregon humor in the 70's, columnists, his
torians, and descriptive prose writers. After
three chapters on individuals, John Reed
and Thomas Howell, Opal Whiteley, and
John F. Wilson, thirty-two contemporary
poets are displayed through brief biogra
phical notes and a poem each or an extract
from a poem. One misses among the poets
such names as Merle Beynon, Myron Griffen, Eleanor Hammond. Lydia Littell. Phyl
lis Morden, Dorothy 8cott, Iris Lore Thorpe,
among others. Thirty-nine living novelists,
dramatists, and short story writers “whose
combined published output has amounted to
188 novels, 30 plays, pageants and other
dramatic productions, and about 1500 short
s tori os,” are next represented by a bibliog
raphy and a biographical note for each one.
The remaining hundred pages print the trib
utes of Oregon authors to each other, anno
tated lists of literary magazines and book
publishers in Oregon, Oregon literature by
famous outsiders, and “a century of literary
gossip.” The book is well indexed and il
lustrated with “manuscripts, title-pages,
photographs of sculpture and of people,
crayon drawings,” and picture-map end
pieces. The author limits himself to the
briefest illuminative comment.
H. O. 3f.

A General History of Oregon Prior
to 1861. V ol. I. By Charles H. Car
ey. LL.D. Portland: Metropolitan
Press. 1935. Pp. 416, portraits, plates,
maps. $3.50.
Not only is this re-writing of Judge Car
e y s History of Oregon (1922) printed in
much more convenient and attractive form.
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but the work has been considerably con
densed and revised in the light of new source
materials discovered or published since the
one-volume history was written. There are
no specific citations of sources and refer
ences, but there are ten pages of bibliograph
ical notes at the close of the book.
The present volume carries the history of
Oregon down to the year 1846, when the
treaty with Great Britain gave the United
States undisputed possession of the region.
It is assumed that an account of the bounda
ry dispute, going back to the beginning of the
Question, will be included in the second vol
ume. If as the title indicates, the entire
work is designed to cover only the period
prior to 1861, it is apparent that the second
volume will contain a rather detailed history
of the fifteen-year period from 1846. Many
readers will doubtless wish that the author’s
plan had contemplated the bringing of his
history down to a more recent period, even
if this had necessitated a further condensa
tion of the material included in the first
volume.
It is true, however, that Judge Carey has
devoted a larger proportion of his space than
any other writer of a full-length history of
Oregon to the period before the coming of
American missionaries and settlers. In this
respect, therefore, his book admirably supple
ments the works of Joseph Schafer, R. C.
Clark, George W. Fuller and others. The
first chapter describes the earliest vague
rumors and ideas concerning the Pacific
Northwest. Then follow chapters dealing
with the voyages of Spaniards and of Drake
and Cook up the coast, the era of fur trading
vessels, and the Nootka Sound controversy.
Vancouver’s visit, the discovery of the Colum
bia, the Lewis and Clark expedition, the As
toria episode, and the Hudson’s Bay Com
pany all receive adequate attention. The au
thor also presents the background of all these
events or movements, so that they do not
stand out in isolation. The last four chap
ters are devoted to missionary settlement,
the beginning of government, experience un
der the provisional government, and a gen
eral survey of conditions in the Oregon coun
try before 1846. Comparatively little space
is given to the migrations of settlers over the
Oregon Trail.
University o f Oregon

Dan E. Clark

After Coronado. Alfred B. T hom
as, Editor. University of Oklahoma
Press, Norman. 1935. S3.50.

Printing, as the physical appearance of
this book emphasizes, is a craft rather than
a trade; expressing a poetry of skill, a craft
that has made a servant of the machine.
There is no bungler and no hurry-up boss
among the shopmen of the University of Ok
lahoma Press; they have produced a series

of distinctive books of which the present one
is a sterling example. Even the backstrip,
usually the telltale of a regional press, here
promises to outlive the reader. Each page,
showing a Granjon typeface on rippled cream
stock, is a visual satisfaction. Collectors of
regional presswork will be forced, cisappalachian snobbery contrariwise, to acknowl
edge a house in the red clay country whose
imprint gives a book a special value.
The contents of this book are of interest
to an equally specialized group. A succes
sion of source materials present the story of
Spanish exploration and colonization of the
trans-Mississippi country from 1696 to 1727.
The story is one generally forgotten by his
torians, and for reason: documents have not
been available. Dr. Thomas’ translations of
source materials from far-flung archives do
much to bridge the gap; and one hopes that
his forty-eight pages of introductory com
ment presage a more elaborate rewriting of
the frontier history of the Southwest. An
thropologists no less than historians cannot
ignore this scholarly volume.
Zebulon Pike, as Dr. Thomas points out,
“was not a pioneer explorer. In the van
guard of the Anglo-American movement, he
entered areas already crisscrossed and named
by the successors of Coronado.” Every land
mark, stream, and mountain range of im
portance bore a Spanish name long before
Pike began his dubious meanderings. The
scope of the present study encompasses much
venturesome activity. Hurtado, Ulibarri,
Vargas, and Juan de Archuleta present the
narrative of their own expeditions, or their
scribes speak for them. Other official docu
ments supplement the record. Emergent from
this book is the first chapter of western
American exploration in areas now identified
with Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, and west
ern Nebraska.
Univ. of Pittsburgh

E. Douglas Branch

Guarding the Frontier. Edgar Bruce
Wesley. The University of Minnesota
Press, Minneapolis. 1935. S2.50.
This is the first detailed, comprehensive,
and impartial survey of historical events
connected with frontier defense during the
decade 1815-1825. During the greater part
of the nineteenth century the defense and
expansion of the frontier was the chief con
sideration of the nation. This book presents
the political, military and economic policies
of the United States in their embryonic
stages.
The Indian policy of the United States
called for diplomatic, commercial, humani
tarian, and military relations with the tribes.
An important phase of frontier defense was
the early recognition of the necessity of hav
ing special representatives among the In-
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dians. The friendship and assistance of the through congress. Neither is the phrase
“frontier defense” literally correct. The
Indians became highly important from a mil
age-old military maxim “A good offense is
itary as well as from an economic stand
the best defense” was applicable in its full
point. This Indian policy produced the In
dian agent, who, under the supervision of est meaning. The Indian frontier policy
the War Department, was an indispensable called for the continued protection of the ad
vancing pioneer and was of necessity offen
medium in the administration of the nation
sive. This policy, though morally wrong,
al frontier policy. Unlike many of their suc
was easily justified at the time under the
cessors during the second half of the cen
then conception of “manifest destiny.” Hegel
tury, these first representatives of the Gov
said—“We learn from history that we learn
ernment among the Indians rendered a uni
nothing from history.” The land warfare of
fying service characterized by an almost to
1812 presents the blackest page in American
tal absence of graft and corruption. The History, so black that our school histories
commercial aspects of the national Indian omit much of it because it cannot be covered
up with a lily-white sheet. If it were not
policy were responsible for the establish
ment of the factory system. It lasted from so tragic and shameful, it would be funny.
1796 to 1822 and included the operation of This prime disgrace of American History
twenty-eight stores. The system, like most is in itself the most conclusive argument for
adequate national defense. Eighteen days
attempts to put the Government into com
petitive business, was a financial failure. It after the Treaty of Ghent was transmitted
unquestionably produced beneficial results, to the Senate, Congress acting in the dark,—
though mostly of an intangible nature, and since it had neither estimates nor facts other
may have been justified on account of its than the knowledge that our late enemy had
35,000 armed men on the continent,—reduced
influence upon the Indians (not always fav
orable) and its curbing of racketeering both the army to 10,000. Five years later it was
foreign and domestic in the fur trade. The reduced to 6,000. Nevertheless, while this
principal opponents of the factory system army was disappointingly small, it was by
far the largest peace-time army ever author
were the fur companies and individual trad
ized and marks a distinct advance -in the de
ers: their profits were endangered by gov
ernmental competition and
conscionable velopment of military policy. It is a frank
treatment of the Indians. After the trail- acknowledgment of the wisdom and intention
blazers come the trail-makers. The fur of maintaining a standing army in time of
trader followed close upon the heels of the peace.
The brilliant statesman. John C. Calhoun,
explorer and took the first step in the devel
opment of a frontier. Always a pioneer, and was Monroe’s secretary of war between 1817
often honest and fair and considerate, he and 1824. He reorganized the army and in
was yet the forerunner of an advancing tide stituted sound business methods. His first
of hunters, trappers and settlers who aroused great reform was accomplished when on
the chronic hostility of the aborigines April 14, 1818, Congress enacted a new law
against all whites. The American fur trade which abolished the vicious contract system
—never so well organized as the Canadian of supplies for troops and set up the com
trade—reached its maximum development missary department. He advocated the prin
within the decade following the War of 1812. ciple of a skeleton peace-time army, capable
Because of the close relationship between of easy and rapid expansion in an emergen
the American fur trade and the national cy, and the maintenance of a proportionately
greater number of officers in peace than in
Indian policy, the former demanded and re
ceived its full measure of official attention war. These provisions remain the active
principle of our present national defense
and protection.
policy.
The central theme of this book is the na
The succeeding chapters are devoted to de
tional military policy in its relation to fron
tier defense. The military effort of the tailing defense plans, that were formed, the
location and erection of forts, the allocation
United States during the period under dis
cussion cannot rightfully be dignified by the of troops, together with the numerous other
appellation “military policy,” because the activities that are the business of army ad
ministration. Inevitably the record inspires
government seldom premitted its military ef
fort to crystalixe in a settled and definite a profound admiration for the resourceful
course. When Washington was inaugurated ness, the tenacity, the fortitude of the early
President on April 30, 1789. his platform American soldier.
contained two main planks. His first plank
This book is not recommended for the cas
called for a strong financial system, his sec
ual reader. The serious student—the one
ond plank advocated a sound military organ
possessing the patience and interest of a pro
ization. The nation is indebted to the genius fessional historian—will profit from the
of Alexander Hamilton for the early realisa
arduous labors of a kindred souL It is made
tion of the first plank, but so strong was the the more serviceable by a voluminous bibli
American prejudice against a eamting army ography and index.
that it took 131 years to get his second plank Jfisso sJa, Mont.
Coptoin A. B. Rotkermieh
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My Life on the Frontier. Miguel
Antonio Otero. The Press of the Pio
neers, Inc., N. Y. 1935. $6.00.
In this volume by a former governor of
New Mexico and a member of a distinguished
family of the Southwest the author recalls
with gusto the exciting and colorful events
of his youth and young manhood. Miguel
Antonio Otero’s narrative has as a descrip
tive sub-title “1864-1882—Incidents and char
acters of the period when Kansas, Colorado,
and New Mexico were passing through the
last of their wild and romantic years.”
Since the first date is that of the author’s
fifth year the book presents life in the ter
minal towns of the westward-building Kan
sas-Pacific Railroad and, later, the Santa Fe,
as seen through the eyes of a boy—a pleasing
departure from the many second-hand chron
icles by our popular historians.
The father of the author was engaged in a
commission business which moved from
Westport Landing through numerous Kansas
and Colorado towns, supplying the needs of
railroad builders and freighters. The latter
part of the story has Las Vegas, New Mex
ico, as its setting, for by 1880 the Oteros,
both father and son, had become leading fig
ures in the business, political, and social life
of New Mexico. Probably the most interest
ing of all, however, are the author’s recol
lections of the wild days in Hays City, Dodge
City, Kit Carson, El Moro, and Trinidad.
Here he met Wild Bill Hickok, Bat Masterson, Buffalo Bill, and Calamity Jane. Later
he encountered in New Mexico Billy the Kid,
Jesse James, Clay Allison, and Pat Garrett.
Less famous, but better companions for the
growing boy, were the many employees of
the commission houses and the other chil
dren of these end-of-the-railroad towns.
Their hunting exploits and practical jokes
remind one of the adventures of Huck Finn
and Tom Sawyer, which took place a few
decades before and a few hundred miles to
the east.
The reader is appalled by the lawlessness
and vice depicted in a somewhat matter of
fact way by the author in his characteriza
tion of these communities in which he grew
up. Stories of dance hall girls, professional
gamblers, cold-blooded killers, and vigilantes
are interspersed with descriptions of buffalo
hunts, dinner parties, and balls. In the lat
ter part of the period covered by the book
there are increased signs of civilisation, but
the general impression left by the narrative
is one of rampant materialism, insecurity,
and riotous dissipation. Although some pio
neer virtues may be lost by the coming to the
West of more settled times, certainly in com
pensation we have today an environment
which permits a more refined and a richer
existence for the majority of men and
women.
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Throughout this work Ex-governor Otero
writes with a disarming simplicity, but it
is easy to imagine how a less skillful story
teller would have produced a far less inter
esting volume of reminiscences. The events
are recorded in chronological order, but each
has a unity of its own; together they reveal
the period during which the railroad was
completing its conquest of the Southwestern
frontier. Back of the whole book is the per
sonality of the author, a true pioneer and
builder.
The publishers, also, deserve commenda
tion for supplying an admirable format. Al
though the illustrations are hardly works of
art, they blend well with the frontier narra
tive and give an additional touch of humor.
Denver, Colorado
Levette Jay Davidson

The Romance of the Patchwork
Quilt in America. Carrie A. Hall and
Rose G. Kretsinger. The Caxton P rin t
ers, Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho. 1935. $5.
This little book will prove a treasure to
quilt-fanciers, active and latent. It contains
a world of information about the charming
old household art of quilt-making—almost a
lost art a few years ago but at present en
joying a very spirited revival.
A “quilt,” Mrs. Hall explains, consists of
a decorative top, and a lining, with padding
between; the whole thing put together with
more or less elaborate stitchery called quilt
ing. There are, she points out, three kinds
of quilts: the “pieced” quilt in which the
top is made up of small scraps of cloth
stitched together; the “appliqued” quilt in
which patches of colored material are at
tached to a plain foundation; and plain
quilts that depend for decoration entirely
on the quilting. The pieced quilt is a char
acteristic art-product of hard times, and its
return in these days of the great depression
seems particularly appropriate. Our far
away great-great-grandmothers had little to
work with, so they found their inspiration
in the family rag-bag. Here was a bit left
over from the making of Lucinda’s first
“party dress,” a breadth of mother’s wedding
dress, a scrap of aunt Susie’s best poplin, a
piece of the sprigged muslin Emmy wore the
day she met Jonathan for the first time.
Sentimental bits, stored away in the attic
in a bulging bag with a draw-string. Noth
ing. one might think, of the slightest value
for use in the arts. But these discarded
scraps, when cut into squares, diamonds and
triangles, and set together in some orderly
geometric plan, become—after hours of pa
tient stitchery—a sightly and comfortable
article of use.
The art of the old piece-work quilts is
naive and touching. Many of the old pat
terns. it most be confessed, are more remark
able for quaintness than for beauty, but they
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have the charm of sincerity. They are senti
mental, and perhaps rather silly,—but so or
derly, so thrifty, and so beautifully made!
Mrs. Hall describes the “quilting bees” that
provided social excitement in the old days.
A girl, she writes, might piece a number of
quilt-tops but would not put them together
till she became engaged to be married. An
invitation to a quilting bee often served as
the announcement of an engagement.
But the most valuable part of Mrs. Hall’s
book is in the large number of quilt “patch
es” shown in the illustrations. For years
Mrs. Hall has been collecting the patterns
of quilts and has preserved them by repro
ducing the patch of which the pattern is
made up. She has over a thousand of these
and some eight hundred of them are present
ed in the illustrations, accompanied by brief
notes in which the traditional name or names
of the pattern are given. The modern quiltmaker will find here a bewildering variety
of choice.
I feel in myself no ambition to emulate the
maker of a certain “notable” quilt men
tioned by Mrs. Hall, that was constructed of
thirty thousand pieces, each of which mea
sured three-quarters of an inch by one-quar
ter of an inch in size. This is certainly re
finement of the process to the point of ab
surdity. But I can hardly restrain myself
from rushing out to the nearest drygoods
store to buy colored prints for the making of
a "Wheel of Mysterie,” a “Duck-Paddle,” or
a “Hunter’s Star.”
Mrs. Hall appears to consider the appliqued quilt as a nobler from of the art of
quilt-making than the pieced quilt It is, to
be sure, a more imposing affair,—made of
new material instead of scraps from the rag
bag. and much freer and more elaborate in
design. But the artistic purpose is here much
more self-conscious than in the piece-work
effects and much of the charm appears to me
to be lo st It is also true that too much
freedom of execution is dangerous to an un
skilled designer. It is not possible to go very
far wrong if one has, say, six white triangles
and six blue triangles to set together to make
a pattern. They make a pattern of them
selves like bits of glass in a kaleidoscope.
But an effort to reproduce naturalistic flow
er forms in colored bits of cloth sometimes
results in disaster. A few of the many cover
lets shown in the second part of Mrs. Hall’s
book seem to illustrate this quite clearly.
The quilting of a quilt is a highly impor
tant part of the effect As Mrs. Hall points
ou t a handsome quilt top can be ruined by
poor quilting and a rather uninteresting
pieced or appliqoed top can be greatly en
riched by a well-chosen pattern in the
stitebery. The third part of the book, of
which Mrs. Kretsinger Is the author, deals
with quilting and gives a number of pat
terns for quilting and some interesting illus
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trations of ancient quilted pieces—a quilted
petticoat, a quilted satin dress.
The book would, to my mind, have been
more complete if the working directions were
more detailed. For instance “setting up” a
piece for quilting is mentioned but there is
no explanation of how this may best be done,
or description of the most convenient quilt
ing frame. These are matters of fairly gen
eral knowledge, of course, but a novice would
find more explicit directions useful.
Batin, Montana
Mary M. Atwater

The Discovery of the Oregon Trail.
Robert Stuart’s Narrative of his over
land trip eastward from Astoria in
1812-13. From the original manu
scripts in the collection of William Rob
ertson Coe, Esq. to which is added . . .
Wilson Price Hunt’s Diary of his over
land trip westward to Astoris in 181112. Translated from Nouvelles Annales dee Voyages. Paris, 1821. Edited
by Philip Ashton Rollins. Scribners,
New York. 1935. S7.50.
This volume contains all the known
sources of the two transcontinental expedi
tions following that of Lewis and Clark. The
material was used by Irving in Astoria; then
the Stuart narratives disappeared, only to
be rescued years later by Mr. W. R. Coe.
The Hunt Narrative was preserved in the
form of a loose translation into French, to
become easily accessible only through the
labors of the editor of this book.
The Stuart narratives comprise two ac
counts: one, which is the day-by-day diary
of the trip from Astoria to the East; and a
second, which comprises not only the diary
but the supplementary notes on the trip
which Stuart prepared for Irving’s use. The
two narratives contain a vivid account of
this memorable trip across the western part
of America. They tell of Indian robberies,
of a strange meeting with Hoback, Reznor,
and Robinson (fur trappers left by Hunt on
the upper Snake, but encountered in the wil
derness hundreds of miles from their base)
tales of starvation and threatened cannibal
ism, of the quiet trip through Sooth Pass,
and of fears in a lonely winter camp on the
upper Platte. This journey ranks with
those of Lewis and Clark and of David
Thompson. The records of the expedition
settle finally the many disputes over the
discovery of South Pass, and give definite
information on the first white man’s jour
ney over the Oregon Trail.
The Hunt Journal and the editorial notes
establish definitely the route of the Astorians. It gives an interesting account of Ed
ward Rose, and of many members of Hunt’s
party. The story of the hardships of the
trip through the mountains and down the
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Snake River give exactness to the general
izations of Irving’s Astoria* The Stuart
and Hunt accounts give a better standard
for rating Irving as a historian of the North
west. They show that he wrote with more
accuracy than that with which he has often
been credited. The editorial work has been
done carefully and exhaustively. Every
point on both routes is established, and all
the literature that might have a bearing on
the expeditions is cited. The materials con
tained in this volume are the most impor
tant for the early history of the Northwest
that have been published since Thwaites
edition of Lewis and Clark.

The Oregon Crusade: Across Land
and Sea to Oregon. Edited by Archer
Butler Hulbert and Dorothy Printup
Hulbert. The Stewart Commission of
Colorado College and Denver Public
Library. $5.00.
This volume contains many documents re
lating to the earliest American efforts to
wards missionary work in the Oregon coun
try. The first documents indicate that in
1820 Missionaries in Hawaii were looking
towards the Northwest coast as a field for
their endeavors. They show also that a
chief of the Oregon Indians had learned of
Christianity and had expressed a desire to
have missionaries come to teach his people.
The appeal was sent to the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
which at that time was financially unable
to undertake the task. In 1828, the Board
authorized the Hawaiian Missionaries to
send an investigator to Oregon. Jonathan
Green went and upon his return presented a
lengthy and detailed report of the Oregon
country, and of the Indians living there.
This journey probably represents the earli
est missionary investigation of the country.
Some of the documents relating to the
Flathead or Sclish efforts to secure mission
aries are little known. The editorial inter
pretation of the Selish and Flathead jour
neys to S t Louis is quite at variance with
the generally accepted accounts. The editors
explain that the four Flatheads and Nez
Perces who came to S t Louis in 1831 came
only from curiosity, (pp. 86-88) and cite a
yet to be published work of Samuel Parker
to prove their contentions.
They ignore the three subsequent expedi
tions sent out to obtain missionaries and ap
parently are unaware of the abundant mate
rials that establish the religions purpose of
these journeys. The editors attach undue
importance to the Walker-Disosway letter of
1833. This letter describes the Indians who
made the first trip to St. Louis as having
flat heads. The editors assert that the story
of these Indians with “skulls bruised in
chains of error and superstitution” aroused
the religious press and “sold the Oregon Mis

sion idea to the American religious public.”
This is an overstatement There were many
other conditions that led to the first mis
sionary journeys to the Northwest.
The Methodist documents show a very
early interest in establishing a mission
among the Flatheads. The letters and diary
of Jason Lee on his trip to the Northwest
and the letters of Cyrus Shepard are val
uable supplements to Lee and Frost’s Ten
Year8 in Oregon.

The fifth section of the Oregon Crusade
is devoted to the efforts of Parker, Whit
man, and Spalding to arouse the interest of
the American Board in missionary work in
Oregon. The letters here printed show much
of the ideals and purposes of these men. Of
greater interest are the letters from the
Board to the Oregon missionaries, for in
these we see the policy of the Board, and
the caution with which it acted. This is the
most original and most valuable contribution
of the book. While this volume does not
contain as much unpublished material as the
preceding volumes, it makes easily accessi
ble many scattered documents that are of
interest and value.
The editorial notes
show much research. The mechanical make
up of the book is of the excellent standard
set for the series.
State University

Paul C. Phillips

The United States 1830-1850, Fred
erick Jackson Turner. Holt. 1934.
$4.50.
Between 1830 and 1850 America developed
approximately her present sectional differ
ences. It was in this period that the region
of the lower Mississippi, originally a part of
the “West,” became a part of the “South.”
Meanwhile under Calhoun’s leadership the
South Atlantic itself was becoming spirit
ually more like what we mean by “Southern”
today. I t was in this period that the “old,
rural civilization of Puritan New England”
changed into Industrial New England—
“Even in 1850 the population of Boston
showed 35,287 natives of Ireland, as against
68.687 natives of all Maschusetts.” During
these years the Middle Atlantic states de
veloped Big Business, strikes, cosmopolitan
ism, slums, opera, and the political “boss.”
And in this period the Middlewest was set
tled, the Far West acquired- The history of
what we might call the five nations of the
Americans, in the formative years a century
ago, is told by Professor Turner, whose em
phasis upon the frontier and on the inter
play of sections has made him the most in
fluential of American historians. In his
first paragraphs he boldly declares his meth
od of approach, paying “particular attention
to the sections of which the nation was
composed.” “They were, indeed, potential
nations in themselves.” And even the states
men who became national figures be shows
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against their own local backgrounds, as they
“sought national influence and a national
career by negotiating adjustments among
the sections/’ “Regional geography played a
significant role in the economic, political,
and social life’’—hence for each section he
studies the physical, economic, and racial
geography, distinguishing within each sec
tion several different regions. (For exam
ple, the larger regions of the Middlewestern
section are those of “the Ohio River; the
Great Lakes B asin; the upper Mississippi;
and the Prairie Plains.’’) The volume is a
challenge in its very organization, for the
history of each section is treated in a sep
arate chapter, and even the subsequent chap
ters on different presidential administra
tions are concerned with the rivalries of sec
tions, their “colonies” (as the Western Re
serve was a colony of New England) and
their diplomatic alliances. “Each great area
was evolving in its own way. Each had its
own type of people, its own geographic and
economic basis, its own particular economic
and social interests.”
Turner’s breadth of learning and balance
of judgment save him from merely romantic
or economic regionalism. He recognizes that
America, even on the frontier, was a part of
western civilization as a whole, and he does
not fail to point out th at some movements
which might seem to be the product of fron
tier conditions had contemporary parallels
in England. Those who have thought of Tur
ner’s theory of frontier influences as a dog
matic formula will be surprised to notice
th at in this work he tells us more about
what New England did to the frontier than
what the frontier did to New England. While
he shows how the physical environment con
tributed to sectional characteristics, he does
not trace everything to economics. He gives
a detailed account of the transplanting of
older institutions and cultural life from the
East and from Europe, and be shows the peo
ple moulding their society in accord with
the traditions they brought with them. For
example, he brings out the fact that the most
fertile regions showed the highest level of
education, but be does not ignore the influ
ence of New England churches in building
op the educational institutions of the Middlewest. On the other hand, he shows how
the New Englanders outside of New England
took on a new character in the new home,
and fusing with Southern and European
strains produced original contributions to
our civilization, such as the state universities
of the Middlewestern type.
Although Professor Turner spent fifteen
years on the book, be died before completing
it. (Chapter XIII remains unwritten.) But
Professor Craven, the editor, has decided
that "even in its broken form, the work takes
high rank in the field of American scholar
ship and renders unjustifiable any effort at
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completion by another.” “Even the maps,
which are sometimes rather crudely drawn,
are reproduced in the original form.” These
maps are one of the most interesting fea
tures of the book. They show that in this
period the frontier was advancing through
the midland of America. In 1830 the Middlewest was still “an Ohio Valley society.”
Cincinnatti was Queen of the West, while
Chicago, “hardly more than a frontier trad
ing post,” was not recorded in the census.
Twenty years later the regions around Oma
ha and Milwaukee and even S t Paul were
within the settled area and Chicago had a
population larger than the Cincinnatti of
1830.
“Between 1830 and 1850, a new section
was born.” And this North Central or Mid
dlewestern Section was that of Professor
Turner’s own special interest Consequent
ly he gives it the largest chapter in his vol
ume, a hundred pages. This hundred-page
history of the establishment of the Middlewest, “the formation of its people and its
society,” is the fruit of a lifetime of study
by Professor Turner himself, supplemented
by the work of the scholars trained in bis
own seminars. The matter-of-fact presenta
tion (the author had intended to improve the
style before publication) might easily con
ceal the great importance of this chapter for
those who wish to know the Middlewest from
its very foundation, to know what was con
tributed by the South, by New England, by
the Germans, giving the Middlewest its spe
cial characteristics, and laying down moulds
still unbroken.
University o f Iow a
Joseph B. Baker

LITER A R Y NEW S
Continued from front advertising pages
torical Association which met this year at
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
The University of Colorado will hold dur
ing the summer its Seventh Writers’ Con
ference. It will be reorganized, announces
Edward Davison, Conference Director. Last
summer 130 writers representing 33 states
attended.
The Breadloaf School of English (Ver
mont) announces another attractive summer
offering. Professor Lucia B. Mlrrlelees.
State University of Montana, will teach In
it her sixth session.
Upton Terrell’s new novel will appear this
year from the house of Smith and Haas.
Martin S. Peterson’s study of Joaquin Miller
will be published by The Stanford University
Press, probably during the summer.
Elms Godchaux. New Orleans. Is sixth on
the Macmillan list and her new novel is an
nounced for March 31st She is well past
the beginning of her second novel, the hard
est book an author has to write, says Will
Saroyan.
George Dixon Snell's Mormon novel Root.

Hog, and Die has been accepted by The Cax-

ton Printers for summer publication. The
firm published his first novel The Great
Adam.

The last volume of Vardis Fisher’s tetra
logy entitled No Villain Need Be has just
come off the press of The Caxton Printers
(Caldwell, Idaho). I t draws together the
preceding volumes and presents the positive
philosophy at which the novel’s hero, Vridar
Hunter, arrives after his years of suffering
and search.
Jon Edgar Webb, District Supervisor for
the American Guide in Ohio, has just re
turned from a trip to New York City, where
he was made an editor on Jonathan Finn s
forthcoming anthology of prison literature,
We Prisoners. Webb hopes that this anthol
ogy will be no semipulp stuff, but will be
representative of today’s “prison.”
The January-February Horn Book , edited
by Bertha E. Mahoney and Elinor Whitney,
published by the Women’s Educational and
Industrial Union, 264 Boylston St., Boston,
contains such items a s : “Color Printing in
Children’s Books,” by Grace Allen, Juvenile
Editor, Oxford University Press, to help the
layman and art student examine picture
books with new understanding of processes;
“Clifford Webb,”—the first biographical
sketch of the English artist and author of
Jungle Picnic, The Story o f Noah, and ButtervAck Farm ; and “Edwin Arlington Rob
inson as a Boy,” by Laura E. Richards.
The Press o f the Pioneers is to publish
in four octavo volumes at six-month inter
vals, beginning June, 1936, a definitive cy
clopedia of the American Indian, edited by
Dr. Clark Wissler, dean of the scientific
staff of the American Museum of Natural
History and Professor of Anthropology at
Yale University, with associate editors
prominent in their fields.
The Winter News Column stated that H.
L. Davis had been feted in Seattle. He
hadn’t ; but what luck to have blundered,
since H. L. (Oh, Honey in the Horn) Davis
writes: “If you are in possession of any
detailed report of this function, I would be
very glad to have it, because I have not
been in or near Seattle for five years, and
I’d admire to know whether I was repre
sented by a proxy, by an unscrupulous
double, or by leading in my favorite charger
with empty saddle and reversed boot. I
don’t wish to be understood as disapproving
of being feted behind my back—Indeed, it
sounds like a mighty holy notion—but if
there is anybody around Seattle working as
my self-appointed stand-in . . . ” The rest
of his comment surpasses even his answer
to an editor’s queries: “What did you do
during your vacation? . . . What else did you
do?” “Went to a movie and saw Greta
Garbo . . . Breathed hard and chewed gum.’
The Limited Editions Club closes its sec
ond competition in book illustration March
1. Prises total $7,000. They are also to
offer as an annual award a gold medal to
the American author of any book judged
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“ Note well his name
for he has written the
best Indian novel that
has come this way/ 1
says John Chamberlain in the N Y. Times.

THE

SURROUNDED
B y D 'A B C Y
M e N IC K C E
“In this unusual first novel he has
written a modern story of the Salish people in their modern desul
tory and formless way of life, a
dramatic and thoughtful tale, writ
ten from the inside but without
autobiographical point, and deeply
imbedded in the historic p ast A
very modern, very youthful novel,
significant and moving. Dramatic
without benefit of spurious tricks.”
__N. Y. T i m e s B o o k R e v ie w

“Mr. McNickle draws a faithful
picture of the dying Indian race, of
its characteristics, appearance and
customs. The combined virility
and poetry of his writing imbue his
story with poignancy and depth.”
— C i n c i n n a t i T i m e s -S t a b

“Almost the only novel in Amer
ican literature which treats the
modern Indian realistically. The
swift-moving plot . . . has indubi
table authenticity.”
__N. Y. H e r a l d T r ib u n e

$2. A t Bookstores

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
449 Fourth Avenue, New York
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ANNOUNCES FOR ITS
FOURTH NUMBER
(SPRING. 1936)
The Foundations o f Democra
cy, by Frank Lawrence

Owsley

The Hoover Administration,

by John T. Flynn

Proletarian Literature,

by Kenneth Burke

Literature and Economics,

by Allen Tate

Crisis Government—19S6
Model, by Lindsay Rogers
Pareto, by Herbert Agar
A m y Lowell,

by John Gould Fletcher

The Open Door Policy and
Peace in the Pacific,

by Harold F. Quigley

Recent Fiction,

by R. P. Blackmur

Poetry of the Quarter,

by Donald Davidson

T. E. Lawrence,

by Liddell H art
F ic tio n

The Oinsing Gatherers,

by Howell Vines

Jericho, Jericho, Jericho,

by Andrew Lytle

Chains, by Elma Godchaux
Picnic at Hamburg,

by K. C. Shelby
Poet r y
by Thomas Hornsby Ferrll,
George Marion O'Donnell,
and Yvor Winters.

•

P lease enter my subscription to T h e
S o u th e r n R eview , as indicated below:

One year ($3.00)

Two years ($5.00)

Begin w ith the_________________ issue.

Published quarterly at the Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, La.
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most nearly approaching literary classic
standard.
Librarians will find the second Authors
Number of The Villager (Vol. 3, No. 44:
Greenwich Village) well worth filing for its
bibliographies and the information it gives
of celebrities whom the Village can fairly
claim.
D’Arcy McNickle, author of The Surround
ed, was born on the Flathead Indian reserva
tion, Mont., attended a mission school, a
government school in Oregon, the University
of Montana, then went to Oxford and later
to the University of Grenoble. He married
a Norwegian girl, also a student at the Uni
versity of Montana. He has Indian, French
and Irish blood. He tells the desperate story
of the half-blood, caught between two civ
ilizations. He was an editor of The Frontier
when it was a campus publication.
Myron Brinig goes back to the type of
work that gave him literary standing in his.
The Sun Sets in the West. It is laid in a
mining town of 30,000, called “Copper
City,” where the Woman’s Club drives out
the Red Light district, the chain store drives
out the old-line merchant, and the New Deal
makes artists into labor organizers.
Texas History, is a timely volume by
George O'Brien John, for a year in which
Texas is celebrating the centennial of its
achievement of freedom from the Mexican
Government.
Fish and Game, Now or Never, A Chal
lenge to American Sportsmen on Wild-Life
Restoration, by Harry Bartow Hawes, intro

duction by Frederic C. Walcott, will be a
challenge to the sheep and cattlemen of the
West as well. (Appleton-Century Company).
The Junior Red Cross News, November
1935, carries a story by Nora Burglon, of
Everett, Washington, “The Donkey's Child.”
Miss Burglon is the author of a book. Chil
dren o f the Soil, and also writes stories for
children's magazines. While gathering ma
terial for her book. Miss Burglon lived in
Sweden, dressing in the costume of the coun
try. She later toured America as an immi
grant, speaking only the Swedish language
8he desires to interest children In the folk
customs and crafts of foreign countries.
The Kansas Magazine, 1936, has extensive
biographical notes on Midwest and other
contributors to this issue. Among other
items of the magazine is an appraisal of
some Mid-Western painters.
Compilers of the American Guide might
well read James Rorty's Where L ife Is B et
ter.

A n Unsentimental American Journey.

Reynal & Hitchcock. Rorty sees a good many
things that the great Guide’s field reporters
may be missing; but of a taciturn Indian
woman whom he picked up near Havre,
Mont, he says: “Her face was quieter and
more beautiful than any other face of all
the scores of hitch-hikers I gave rides to.”
Xew York City has 29 producing groups
in the Federal Theater program. Through
friends not connected with the Federal Tbe*t no coat to the government the di
rectors hare been given equipment for pro-

during a trade publication in offset photo
lithography.
Los Angeles has ten production units with
administration and service auxiliaries. Seat
tle is operating four Federal Theater units
directed by Glenn Hughes, of Chapbook
fame: (1) a dramatic stock company to play
at transient and CCC Camps, (2 and 3) re
search projects sponsored by the University
of Washington, (4) a Negro theatre spon
sored by the Seattle Repertory Playhouse.
More than 50,000 people attend performances
presented by the Federal Theatre in Boston,
Mass., each week. Units are operating in
Maine, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and
Connecticut. At times police reserves have
had to be called out to control the crowds
seeking to attend Federal Theater plays.
Dallas, Texas, is awaiting only the alloca
tion of funds to start operation on four
projects: (1) An Experimental Theatre to
present original plays by regional writers,
dealing with regional material or regional
in character; this unit is planned to employ
150 people, sponsored by the Little Theatre
of Dallas; (2) a Marionette Theatre to tour
Texas, playing in CCC Camps, schools, play
grounds, and to a paying public in cities
and smaller communities where it is request
ed; (3) a Vaudeville, Variety and Circus
unit; (4) a drama unit to operate in Fort
Worth.
Frank Ernest Hill, in an article “Back to
Town Meetings” quotes, not a sociologist or
economist or politician, but an educator,
John W. Studebaker, United States Commis
sioner of Education, “We in America must
rebuild our democratic system of managing
ourselves. We operate a complicated social
and economic machine. If we do not devise
a method for controlling it wisely and sure
ly the machine will run away with us. We
shall then be menaced with a breakdown
of our democracy and a return in a modern
form of that autocracy which we thought
we had escaped in the past.” Mr. Hill will
be remembered on the Montana U campus.
Lawrence A. Harper, Los Angeles, Calif.,
says that Pollen is to reappear sometime in
March, all hand-set and hand-printed by the
editorial staff.
Irl Morse, Akeley, Minnesota, editor of
Better Verse and the projected American
Poets' Directory, is sending an S. O. S. for
poetry for his several magazines and poetry
columns.
Elmo Russ, composer-pianist, continues his
programs of song-settings. His first book of
poems. Dreaming Words, is announced by
Biffault, Corson Co., 1730 Broadway, New
York City.
The 1936 edition of The W riter's Market,
* guidebook for both professional and ama
teur authors of fiction, hack writers, free
lance writers, poets, photographers, com
posers and playwrights who wish to cash in
on their efforts, has just been issued. It
is an improvement over preceding editions.
(Writer’s Digest, Cincinnati, Ohio, $3.00).
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throughout the Northwest
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COVERED WAGON
R. J e a n T a y l o b , Wolf Point, Montana,
wrote her story in a summer session group
at the State University of Montana. B e l l e
F u g e l m a n , Helena, Mont, has also belonged
to summer writing groups there. Ge o r g e
S n e l l , Salt Lake City, like these two writ
ers, appears for the first time in FRON
T IE R AND MIDLAND. He is an alert and
contemporary-minded observer of life as his
novel The Great Adam Shows. E r l i n g L a r
s e n , Northfield, Minn., experiments in story
form, realizing that each chunk of material
demands to be handled in its own certain
way. H o w a r d Mc K i n l e y Co r n i n g , Portland,
Ore., has contributed many stories, lyric
toned, to this magazine. Co n r a d P e n d l e
t o n , Eugene, Ore., under another name has
frequently contributed to this and other
magazines. He is at present writing a se
ries of pioneer stories. Al f r e d Mo r a n g , now
in Maine, is a well known writer where so
cial sympathy is strong. B e r t h a D. Mo r
r i s o n contributes this first writing from
Calif.
Ch a r l e s E. H e a n e y has held several ex
hibits of his engravings. He is now teach
ing art in Portland, Ore. Ge o r g e R. St e w
a r t , J r ., author of Bret Harte: Argorumt
and Exile , is a professsor of English at the
University of California. Ca pt . Ro t h e r m ic h is stationed at the State University
of Montana attached to the R. O. T. C.
Mr s . Gr a c e J u l i a n Cl a r k e , Indianapolis,
contributes to the Indiana Magazine of
History; Mr s . R i l

ey
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(ution
In Every Job-A t
Moderate Prices

Every factor known is utilized to
get the best results a printer can
for an old or a new client.
We are equipped to
do the job right

Be r r y

lives in Florida.
The poets of this issue hail from all over
the country. J a m e s St i l l lives on Trou
blesome Creek in the mountains of Kentucky.
F r e d e r ic k t e n H o o r and Ca r r o w D e Vr i e s
live in Michigan. Other middle Western na
tives are R. N. Le e k l e y , Illinois, Ca r o l D.
Eg l a n d , Minn., E u g e n e H e r m a n n , Wise.,
Ma r t in P e t e r s o n , Nebr. On the East Coast
are Louis Gi n s be r g , N. J., and N o r ma n
Ma c l bo d . On the West are Ma r y J. E l m e n do r f , Seattle, Ro be r t H. Wi l l i a m s , Calif.,
and Ve r n e B r i g h t , Aloha, Ore. E r i c h
Kl o s s n e r sends his lines from the State
College, Pullman, Wash. A n n a r e a h St e w
a r t lives in Colorado, and is a contributor
to One Atlantic Monthly and to other mag
azines.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ARE YOU BORED TO DEATH

by your moron environment? Send 3c stamp
for unique plan of connecting the mentally
isolated by correspondence. Unusual books
loaned free. 1400 cultured members in all
parts of the world. CONTACTS, Box 91
Station D, New York City.

Call Us For Estimates

THE
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COMPANY
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Missoula, Montana

The Modern
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Edite d b y D agobert

A Truly International

M a g azin e . . ♦

D. R u n es, P h. D .
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For the intelligent reader keenly interested in the affairs of the world—
affairs that embrace politics, literature, philosophy, sociology, art, science.
This publication is international. Its viewpoint is unbiased and cosmopolitan. It has one interest: to present the finest writing by the finest minds. Thus
you can find, side by side in T h e Mo d e r n T h i n k e r , an iconoclastic essay on the
ruthlessless of nature by Llewellyn Powys; a deprecation of the theology of pres*
ent-day physicists by Profeasor Max Schoen; George Bernard Shaw on the problem
sterlizatto n ; Arnold Zweig on half-Jews and their worries in the modern world.
In current issues you will find also such articles as Dictators are Juveniles, by
George Conrad Ebbert; In Defense o f Pessimism, by Paul Eldridge; 3.000 Men DUappear, by Eugene Bertram Willard.
Tb* acope of T h e M od ern T h i n k e r is v a s t. You will find It not only
comprehensive, but intensely interesting as welL There is a special subscription
rate at present—$2 for one year. 8imply enclose this sum <bills, check, or money
order) and mail to T h e M odern T h i n k e r , 310 Riverside Drive, New York.
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MO NT ANA
TEACHERS
ENROLL NOW
for

Mid-Year and
Spring Vacancies
Placements this year have been
better than ever.
Outlook Excellent for 1936

E. l . h u f f

TEACHERS’ AGENCY
MISSOULA, MONT.
Member N. A. T. A.

NO VILLAIN NEED BE
The Rich Fulfilment and Satisfying
Conclusion of Vardis Fisher’s
Tetralogy
N O V IL L A IN N E E D BE completes the first three volumes and
integrates the story o f Vridar’s life. It opens upon the chaos which
was the conclusion o f W E ARE B E T R A Y E D and finds the protago
nist making the supremest fight o f his life between his selfless and ego
istic impulses. It is here that he must break in death or madness or
come through to a vision— and he comes through. And it is in his
everlasting probing o f himself, o f his fellowmen, and o f the motives
that move them; it is in his relentless reaching to the origins o f preju
dices and ideals, that the quiet but tremendous drama o f this fourth
volume is to be found. His catharsis is completed, his enemies and him
self are faced in what is perhaps the most remorselessly probing novel
ever to be published.
38? pages, 12 m *, doth. $2.50

The ocher books o f the tetralogy:

Earlier Fisher novels:

In Tragic Life
Passions Spin th e Plot
W e Are Betrayed

Dark Bridwell
Toilers of th e Hills

First printings available open request of a ll Vardis FUfeev's novels except
TOILERS OF THE HILLS.

All, $ 2 .5 0 the volume

T h e CAXTOX P R IN T E R S, L td.
CALDW ELL, IDA H O

